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SATELLITE DICEST
TOP OF THE MONTH

TWEEKING. All these people put-
ting in all of those dishes and eye-
balling the screen for "That's lt!" per-
formance peeking. Mercy. We take a
good look at the 'Art Of Tweeking' and
the tools that go with the trade this
month.

AC power ing  i n  SMATV/CATV
plants. There is probably more to line-
powering than you thought. We find out
about positive and negative 'half cy-
cles' and what they mean, also here,
this month.

SURVEY t ime.  That  now-annual
event where we ask you to rate various
brands of equipment for performance
and reliability. Be sure to fill out your
formsl

SOUTH American domestic satellite
systems are coming. Elio Sion of
Hughes tells us when and where and
what they will mean for TVRO sales
beyond the Caribbean, in this issue.

DEALER advert ising and the re-
structuring of SPACE are but two sub-
jects pondered by Coop in his com-
ments section this month. A report on
the SPACE/CSD shows in March? You
missed it; appearing in the April 15th
issue of CSD/2.

AHEAD? Niagara Falls, June 11-14.
See you there!
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OUR COVER/ no 'night and day'
comparisons here. SPACE/STIA
brought an estimated 6,000 to Las
Vegas for their trade association
show and convention March 18-20
(left) while STTI attracted a slightly
larger crowd to their March 20-22
affair. Head to head shows turned
outto be less of a problem than most
had anticipated, but as one wag re-
peatedly put it . . . "Never again!".
Coop comments, in this issue.
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The BR Futureproof" Waranty.
It Protects Something More Valuable Than
Equipment: Yout Reputation.

Word of mouth advertising from customers aiul
make you or break you. So make sure you get
compliments-not complaints-with -a
BR's exclusive "Firtureproof '^

five-year warranty. It's the
first opportunity for TVRO
customers to buv an extended
protection plan for their sys-
tems at the time of
just like they buy for their
cars.

As a BR Satellite
nication dealer, you can gffer"Futureproof"'" coverage for a
minimal cost to your customers
(and a profit for you).

Backed by one of the world's
largest insurance companies, BR
Satellite will guarantee all electronic
components against any manufacturer
defects for a total of five vears
the first vear which we cover automati-
cally). Contact us to discuss all the details
-then "Futureproof '"' your reputation.

The "Futureproof"" Decal-a Slgn of
Success.

If you've got it, flaunt it! The "Rltweproof"

warranty sticker in your store window could be your'
best salesman. We'll send brochures andin-store
displays, too.

Our Standard Waran$-Stlll the
Ultlmate, Stlll Free.
Every piece of equipment we sell is
backed by our unconditional replace-
ment policy for a full year.*
It's an irresistible sales tool, and it
won't cost you or your customers
a cent.
We'll ship a replacement viaUPS
Blue Label, at our expense, the
same day you call us. We ask
only that you ship the defec-
tive unit, at your expense,
within 5 days after youre-
ceive the replacement.
At BR Satellite, there is
no "turnaround" waiting
time. And only a bare
minimum of your valued
customer's down time.

We Dlstrlbute More Than
Equlpment Free Ads,
Brochures and More!

,7 Our total dealer support program
can provide you with ad art, ready for you

to run and brochures to educate customers.
Famous Names. For Dealerc Only.

MTI
ECI Antennas
NORSAT LNAs
Chaparral
Earth Terminals

USS Maspro
Dexcel

Arunta
Sat-Tec
Seavey Engineering
Newton Test Generators
Satellite Ground Components

Earth Station Accessories
Coax-Seal

WilsonMicrowaveSystems ERlLNAJumperCables

Toll-free orderlng. Same Day Shlpment.
Every product we distribute is in stock at all

times. If you call our toll-free number before 2 PM,
we'll ship your order the same day. And unlike some
distributors, we're happy to ship C.O.D.

*All products and items discontinued during warranty period
not subiect to imediate reDlacement.

'We Distribute Trust." 1-800-424-20L0
CallTol l  Free 9:30-5:30 E.S.T. Mon.-Fr i .



BR SATELLITE is the onlv distributor in this indu
lace defective WRO product with a new

unit .  We' l l  ship a r lacement v ia UPS Blue Label ,  at
our expense, the same day

With Norsat's LNA, Yout Customers Will See Less Noise.
With OurlYearWarrarty, You'll Hear No Noise

I From Them.

lntroducing the quiet one-the remarkable
Norsat LNA! Norsat has combined years
of experience with traditionalJapanese i c,
manufacturing excellence to produce a I
Iow noise amplifier of exceptional quality. I

Quiet quality, for better pictures I
even on today's smaller dishes.
Degree for degree, dollar
for dollar, the Norsat is
simply the quietest, most

O 
efficient LNA ever made.

Uni4ue all GaAsFet
four stage dpsign (no bi-
|olars) withmin. 51db gain.

Totnl weatherproofms-
precision milled recessed top couer;
c omput er- mille d alum'inum b o dy.

Groundzd input probe for
mnximum pro tection agains t
failures due to hghtntng dischargq
or high ambient RF fields. I

Triple sealed and
ruggedly mounted type"N" output connector.

bw VSWR resonator for transparent
impednnce match into the firsl GaAsFet stage.

Separate pow er supply board featuring
ultra-stable regulation with built-in protection
against polarity reuersal, uoltage flurtuatian,
and statb dischnrge.

Aanilable'in 100', 90o, 85", 80o, and 75"

It all adds up
to quiet confidence-

the knowledge that your
customers are getting the

best LNA performance

for the price.
BR Satellite is
proud to be the
only distributor
in the Eastern
United States for Norsat LNAs, and one of only
three distributors nationwide.

Q uantity Prices Auail.ab le.

n.|ls r rylf-r!.,."ryr
6|! o Ur[ tf i l : f

O 
noise temperatures.

"We Distribute Trust."
Dealers Only.
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ADVERTISING Claims and Basic Truths
WANTED/ 12 Strong Men
SCPC Column Begins

FACTUAL Advert ising
One of the signs of a maturing industry is the greater use dealers

are making of local advert ising. Certainly this is not a new use since
some of the earl iest dealers began local newspaper and radio adver-
t ising back in 1980.

Several days per week l ' l l f ind a cl ipping of a newspaper advert ise-
ment in my mail ;  sent by either the guy who operates the TVRO 'shop'

or some competitor who wants me to notice something about the
advert isement. I  read each one, and f i le them away in a growing
folder.

Of late I have noticed a trend towards what I would have to
characterize as' less-than-truthful 'advert ising. Some of i t  lchalk up to
ignorance. And that 's OK as long as the guys who are making the
mistakes correct themselves when they learn dif ferently. Not al l  of i t  is
ignorance.

Some OEMs are locked into particular package formats; they
have put al l  of their eggs in certain packaging of TVBO hardware, and
perhaps after they have done this they find that they made a wrong
decision or two; the competit ion is ki l l ing them. For example,
suppose you decided to bui ld a complete TVRO package around an 8
foot dish. You supplied every part of the system, from dish to feed to
LNC to demodulator and al l  of the cables. A nice, packaged, system.
Only alter you got out there and set up six hundred or so'dealers'you
found that others, with more f lexibi l i ty, were doing a better job of
sel l ing their own packages. Now you have six hundred dealers who
are upset because they agreed to handle your package, and the
competit ion is ki l l ing them. The dealers natural ly look to the OEM for
help; how do they get back on an even par with their local competit ive
dealers?

One approach would be to design a dealer advert ising program
which attempts to counteract the competit ion's sales messages. An
eight foot dish, for example, is going to be borderl ine with 2 degree
spacing and i t  may be borderl ine for other (gain) reasons as well .  An
example ol what you might say i f  you wanted to promole your B foot
system lo the detr iment of competit ive 10 or 12 foot systems is shown
here. You apply ' logic'  to your advert ising message.

"The selectivity of a satellite dish is determined by the depth
of a dish . .  ."  this one starts off  .  That wi l l  come as news to an entire
generation of dish designers.

"This is cal led bandwidth . .  ." .  I  doubt that. But i t  reads well  to
the poor consumer.

"XXX's one piece spun aluminum dish is rated at 1.5 degree's
(sic). Bandwidth is determined by the travelot a dish through a satel l i te
signal. At 1.5 degrees, i f  centered on a signal, you can travel .75
degrees either way to be out of signal, At 2 degree spacing ( i f  2'
spacing) this st i l l  leaves .5 degrees between signals .  .  ." .

Hummm. You can certainly ' learn' a lot from a newspaper adver-
t isement! Let 's see where this chap has gone wrong.

The 'select ivi ty '  of a satel l i te dish is not determined by the depth
of a dish; i t  is determined by the size of the dish and the design of the
feed. Of the two, the size of the dish is the leading factor. You can take
an I foot dish and make i t  .5 or .4 or .3 and you wil l  (with appropriate
changes in feed design) only cause minor dif ferences in the'select iv-
i ty '  of the dish.

'Bandwidth' is the wrong phrase of course. They wanted to use

(but probably couldn't  remember) 'beamwidth. '  Bandwidth relates to
the receivels lF section and has no use in antenna discussions.

'Beamwidth' is ouanti f ied as fol lows:
1) The antenna (plus feed) has a specif ied '3 dB beamwidth, '  and,
2) l t  has a specif ied 10, 12, 15 or 20 dB beamwidth.
The 3 dB beamwidth is the width of the antenna's oattern between

the two points where the picture drops off 3 dB; in other words, i f  your
dish produces a sparkl ie free picture (but with no margin to spare)
when centered on the bird, a 3 dB reduction (as the dish moves off the
bird) wi l l  result in a picture which is laced with sparkl ies and has
unstable color.

l f  the dish has a soecif ied 12 or 15 dB 'beamwidth. '  that is useful

HOME SATEIIITE TV SHOW
r Designed for 2 o Spocing * Leoder in Technology

DEMONSTRATIONS DAIIY

r2995oo
COMPLETE SYSTEM . INSTALTED*
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sofel l i ie dish is determined by the depth of
d ish .  Th is  i s  co l led  the  Bondwid th .
spun o luminum d ish  is  ro ted  o  1 .5  degree 's .  Bondwid th
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BIG ISN'T BETTER
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As technology odvonces the size wil l  get smoller. The
lrend is smoller not lorger.

SHARE A SATELLITE
I t 's now possibl€ for sgvorol  homes lo hook up
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information since this tel ls you how many degrees (or parts of a
degree) the dish musl move before al l  signs of signal are gone. The
advert isement suggests that the example antenna has a 1.5 degree
beamwidth at the point where you would ".  .  .  be out of signal .  .  ." .
That tel ls us they are promoting a dish that they 'claim' has at least a
10 dB and probably a 12 dB specif icat ion at the 1 .5 dB point. That 's a
good tr ick with an B foot dish. The point here is simply that i f  the person
preparing the advert isement has 'bandwidth' conlused with 'beam-

wid th 'chances  are  he  a lso  doesn ' t  unders tand 'be ing  ou t  o f  s igna l . '
The advert isement goes on "Big isn't  better /  .  .  .  when talking

spacing." On the surface, that is total ly untrue. But he cleverly
quali f ies i t  with ".  .  .  a 20 foot f lat dish won't work at al l  .  .  ." .  A 20 foot
f lat surface wouldn't  be a dish, of course, but since he is in this 'deep'

already he might as well  go for the big untruth while he is at i t .
We said in January that this was gorng to be'the year'of intense

competit ion; that people with sharpened marketing ski l ls were going
to be entering the marketplace for a piece of the action. The chap who
wrote this advert isment apparently was feel ing the competit ive 'st ing'

of one or more sharp marketing types, and we can deduce that as they
did their own advert ising 'knocking' his B foot dish system (and pos-
sibly inst i l l ing fears in the consumer minds that B foot dishes were not
going to work with 2 degree spacing), he of course reacted.

A fel low sel l ing a smaller dish (9, B, 7 or whatever ' feet ')  needs to
be a strong marketing person. He lS at a disadvantage, especial ly i f
that is the ONLY size he has to sel l .  However, HE should not be
responsible for the 2 degree spacing performance of what he sel ls; not
unless he has been GUARANTEED by his supplier that the dish
system wil l ,  indeed, perform at 2 degree spacing.

My suggestion to dealers is this. Number one. don't  be the ,fal l
guy'for the manufacturer. l f  your supplier has you convinced lhat
small  (B',  etc.) dishes are the greatest thing since sl iced bread, make
him put in writ ing, to you, that HE wil l  be responsible for 2 degree
spacing performance. In other words, ask for, demand, a writ ten
guarantee that the dish system he is peddling to you, lor re-sale, wi l l
function properly with 2 degree spacing. l f  he is not wi l i lng to make that
representation to you, in writ ing, where he can be held ,accountable,
when 2 degree spacing arr ives, lhen perhaps you are deal ing with the
wrong supplier.

Number two, don' l  elaborate on what Vou are ' told'  bv a sharo
salesman. The temptation to 'go a l i t t le furiher'  with your own retai l
descript ion of your product is great. You WANT that sale ano you are
going to 'stretch'your own facls, or be tempted to stretch those facts,
when you have a customer waivering between you and somebody
else. Under virtual ly every stale consumer-protection law I have read,
YOU can be held responsible for what you 'say' in the sales pitch,
even i f  you never put i t  in writ ing. Once again, go lo your supplier and
demand a writ ten guarantee that the dish system WILL lunction with 2
degree spacing. Post that letter on your wall  in a frame, and make
copies for each sales book. When the customer balks at your dish
size, f l ip to the letter and show it  to them. This is far better than YOU
guaranteeing i t ;  i t  is the original supplier guaranteeing i t .  And this is
one guarantee that should be endless; i .e. i t  has no t ime l imit.
.  Assuming you are deal ing with a supplier who is wi l l ing to give you

that written statement, you can turn your present 2 de$ee problem
into a sales plus. As you make your sales pitch for your system, you
can lhrow in "And our system is guaranteed against 2 degree
spacing, lor l i fe!! !".  l f  you handle i t  r ight, the customer wil l  think of 2
degree spacing as something akin to lhe Bubonic plague, ano nere
you are guaranleeing them they wil l  never be aff l icted with , that
dreaded disease!'

(Which could lead to an enl ire new qeneration of commercial
advert ising. "You say your dish wil l  NEVER get those 2 deyee
things"?

"No sir! We have a lifetime guarantee against 2 degrees."
. 

"That 's amazing. I  have been told that '2 degrees is coming' and
that when i t  does, some dishes wil l  be wiped out.""No question about it. lt is here already, over on the data
satellites on the east end of the belt. lt is like a cancer eating its
w-a,y west. Give or take a year, we'll have it over here on F3R by
1988 or so."

"How can you guarantee i t  won't infect mv dish"?"The manufacturer does it, sir. They have taken this special
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SETTING the stage forthe'Brown Round-Table' leed via satel l i te.

formula and injected the dish with i t .  l t  is just l ike going to the
doctor for a vaccine. l t  is permanent, for l i le."" l  heard aboul some of these small  dishes down in Florida that
have already been hit  by the 2 degree thing. A guy told me the'disease' is spreading west at about one t ime zone per year."

"Yeh, I  read that Florida might get i t  f i rst.  l t  is probably a plot
from those DBS guys. They had some sort ot meeting at 'WARC'
or someplace l ike that and they f igured this one out. However,
this baby (slapping dish with his hand) wil l  stand up to i t !  A l i fet ime
guarantee; that 's the way WE Play this game!".)

Fade into sunset and pan to a gigantic cloud formation that bears a
str iking resemblance to Arthur C. Clarke's prof i le.

THE'Surpr ise '
SPACE had a surprise tucked away at Las Vegas. l t  came on

Monday evening at 7 PM, via satel l i te. l t  was an announcement of
seemingly block buster proport ions. Some cynics found the t iming'curious.

l f  you attended the Board of Directors meeting, you heard no
discussion ol the expected Monday night event. There was no
announcemenl ,  no  exp lanat ion  or  even an  ink l rng  o l  what  was
planned. You had to be tuned into the 'rumor mil l '  to know that
so ;ne th ing 'b ig '  was  up .

l f  you read the SPACE'program'careful ly, you also had no indication
that something was scheduled. lt told you, only, that the banquet
was to start al 6 PM; the off icial rat ionale for the 'early start '  being that
the Joan Rivers/Smothers Brothers entertainment required an early
slart.  The real reason was the upl ink t iming; the upl ink being an
integral part ol the 'block buster '  anouncement.

For as long as lhere has been a SPACE there has been an
uncertainty regarding the legal status of home TVRO viewing. The
only relevant law in this area was committed to paper back in 1934;the
now in famous 'Communica t ions  Ac t  o f  1934. 'C lear lv .  such an  o ld  law
needs massive re-writ ing lo stay current with 1984 technology. In the
inlerim, we had the October 18, 1979 FCC decision which modif ied
FCC rules so that TVRO systems no longer required FCC l icenses.
That was a very important decision since prior to that date any
TVRO that was operated without a l icense was quite clearly not in
conformity with FCC rules. The same decision spoke of home TVRO
systems in general lerms, and in the l ine print language of the deci-
sion, the FCC decided that they would 'revisit  home system regulat ion
al an early date. '  They have never done so, and in the nearly f ive years
since that date we have stumbled along ' free, '  but st i l l  shackled by the
chains of uncertainty. We have situations such as the Wichita case
and the present zoning-regulat ion problems because of those uncer-
taint ies.

There are two bodies where the rules could be rewntten to specif i-
cal ly authorize home TVRO systems, One is the FCC, and the other
is Congress. The FCC has been repeatedly approached on this
subject and they have shown a reluctance to get involved. They had

COOP/ continues on page 68
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$2()() BONUS
TO DEAIERS WITH
FINANCING AND EXTENDED
WARRANTY PACKAGE.



NOW FORTHE FIRST
TIMEYOU CAN I

O

*RATE AS OF OCTOBER .5. t9II3

ADVERTISING
100alo BA|{K RATE
FINANCING* PtUSAtt

PARTS &LABOR
GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**
oNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
.V-p To 6 Years and Longer Repayment period
o Flexible Paymenls* r< {<
o LOw MOnthly Paymenl5{< >k {<{<
oNo Complicited Paperwork**{< **
.All Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

rUpon Approved Credil
rrrCuslomer Csn Change Mode of Prymenl Without penrlly
rr$40.(X) Deductible - See Sample Wrrranty
rr*illlustrrlion: A Typical $2sfi).lXl Sysaem with 3 year Wrrlrnty -$65,S0 per Month
ta t t t c l i ^ t . ,  n t^ t  cm a tar 'rrrSimply Dial t lX)-932-DISH Instsntly Starls the C]edit Approval proccss

r - - - - -  - - - - - - - - 1

SAT_E_LL|TE FINANC|AL PLANNtNG CORPORATTON
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Liille Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, Maryland 21 044

Please send me information regarding financing and extended limited warranty
lor the home TVRO user.

Telephone( )=__-.-._-_-

Zip Code

$AIEIIITE FINANGIAT
PTANNING GORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkwav
Columbia, Maryland 21 044
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TWEEKING FOR MAX/

T H E ' L a s t ' d B
Not very many years ago nobody had ever heard of a'polar mount'

and the only mounts sold for TVRO antennas were cal led Az-El
mounls. An Az-El mount is a slrange animal with total ly separate
adjustments for AZimuth and Elevation and as you can imagine, you
don' l  walk across the Clarke Orbit  Belt with an Az-El mount. You move
in small  steps, f i rst azimuth, then elevation, then azimuth, then eleva-
t ion and so on down the l ine. Motorizing an Az-El mount required two
separate motor drive systems, and the operator had to be pretty
smart; he had to know how much azimuth fol lowed by how much
elevation, and so on. he needed each t ime he turned a crank or
pushed a drive control.

The polar mount was not aclual ly unknown; i t  was simply, un-
proven. The professional engineers of that period (1975-7h were
married to the concept that i f  you wanted to get the last quarter-of-a-
dB out of the signals in the sky, you had to be 'dead on' the bird with the
ful l ,  main beam of the dish. And they were r ight; the Polar Mount wil l
never be dead on across the ful l  belt .  Let 's repeat that;the Polar Mount
wil l  NEVER be dead on, every bird, across the ful l  belt .  l t  can come
close, but i t  wi l l  ALWAYS leave behind at least a part of a dB (and
often more than a dB) of signal as i t  scans left  to r ight or r ight to left
across the belt.

But the world improved. Receivers got more sensit ive ( lower
threshold points); LNAs were ever pushing their noise temperature
down (result ing in increased system sensit ivi ty),  and a fel low over in
England created the f irst,  practical,  'Scalar Feed Horn' for 4 GHz so
TVRO enthusiasts could get more out of their dish feeds. By 1980 or
so, people were less concerned about leaving 'a part of a dB in the sky'
lhan they were wilh gett ing 'al l  ol  the birds' in the sky. So the polar
mount, or 'decl ination-offset-modif ied' polar mount came out of the
notebooks and onto the producl ion f loors al l  over the United States
and Canada. When the polar mounl became the overwhelming choice
of TVRO dealers and instal lers, we lost our interest in gaining that last
fract ion of a dB of 'satel l i te signal '  from the sky. Many of the newer
dealers and instal lers probably don't  real ize that each t ime they elect
lo use a polar mount ( is there any other kind, anymore?), they are
making a trade off;  ease of tracking across the belt,  for peak perfor-
mance on each and every bird.

This is about tweeking; that black-magic art of making sure that
you have gotten as much signal out of the sky as you can create, given
the antenna/feed/LNA/down converter/demodulator you have elected
to put into the system. And more precisely, this is about the ' tools of
tweeking';  the l i t t le gadgets which are avai lable to you as you attempt
to adjust your satel l i te terminal for maximum performance.
WHAT AFFECTS Performance?

Regardless of the type of mount you are using, you have four
separale parameters involved in the al ignment of the dish system; i .e.,
the dish, and the feed. A polar mount combrnes two of these funclions
(azimuth swing and elevation swing) into what one hopes is one,
single, smooth ' tracking'act ion. The Az-El mount, on the other hand,
separates the two. Both polar and Az-El mounts also have the focal
depth (f/D) adjustment to make (the distance between the front
'mouth' of the feed and the center of the dish, on i ts surface), and, the
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THE DISH SYSTEM HAS FOUR CRITICAL
ADJUSTMENTS,  PER BIRD (# 's  1 ,  2 ,  4
INTER-ACT)

feed centering (the precise location of the center of the feed mouth in
a direct l ine with the center of the dish surface).

Any of these adjustments can be 'off '  and you leave behind some
parts of a dB, 'in the sky.' lf any of these adjustments are far enough
off, you may never see a satellite signal at allf And as the diagram
here shows, the azimuth swing, the elevation swing, and the focal
centering adjustment al l  inter-act; that is, i f  you (for example) have the
focal-centering 'off , '  i t  is possible to peak the azimuth and elevation
swing and get pictures, but you wil l  not be gett ing peak-performance
pictures. In fact, this is basical ly what the mult i- feeds do; they pur-
posefully oftset a second (third, etc.) feed away f rom the proper center
and then they use a 'segment' of the dish, not centered on'the center,'
to pick up an adjacent bird which is off  of the basic dish 'boresight '

beam. But that is another story.
Our concern here, at this t ime, is the techniques you should

employ to insure that whatever i t  is you are doing to ' tweek' and 'peak, '

you have an accurate system to tell you whether changes you do are



)

)
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making the picture better, or worse. You say you do this watching a
television sel,  and glancing at lhe meter on the fronl of the receiver?
Uh-huh. That 's good i f  you don't  mind leaving behind as much as 2 to 3
dB in the sky. But i t  is certainly not the professional way to do i t !

Let's see what you can't do, first.
1) Using relat ively inexpensive test equipment (meters that read

signal strength, for example) you canNOT measure the signal
between the feed and the input to the LNA. How come?

The signal here is f i rst of al l  very (very!) weak; this is before the
LNA. l t  is far too weak to measure with anything less than a $25,000
spectrum analyzer and even here it is problematical that you would
have success since the ' f lange' on the feed is hardly compatible with
the input f i t t ing you wil l f ind on a spectrum analyzer. The signal is also
sti l l  in the microwave frequency region, and in addit ion to being VERY
weak, i t  is at a trequency (3.7 to 4.2 GHz) where test equipment simply
does not play well .  So we can forget about measuring the signal
between the feed f lange plate and the input to (f lange plate of) the
LNA.

2) You also cannol measure lhe (3.714.2 GHz) signal between
the output of the LNA and the input to the down converter.
How come? lsn't  this after ampli f icat ion?

It is. And so the signal is no longer'weak' as i t  was between the
feed f lange and the input to the LNA. But, even though ampli f ied, the
signal is st i l l  ampli f ied inside of the microwave band (3.7/4.2 GHz).
That means i t  is strong enough to measure, but to measure rt  we would
have lo employ a test instrument which was capable of measuring
signal/f ield strength within the microwave frequency band. You've
heard of an instrument that does this? You think i t  is cal led a'spectrum
analyzer'? You are right. There is an exception to the "you can't
measure here . .  ."  stalement.

B E T W E E N  O U T P U T  O F
L N A  A N D  I N P U T  T O
D O W N  C O N V E R T E R ,
NO IVEASUREMENT
POSSI  BLE -
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connect the output ol the LNA to a down converler, we do two things:
1) We shift  the frequency of the TVRO signals down, to a much

lower frequency, and,
2) We ampli fy the signals (again; the f irst t ime being in the LNA).

A typical down converler has around 15 to 30 dB ol signal 'gain'

and when you add that gain to the original LNA gain (30, 40, or
50 dB region) you now have between 45 and 80 dB'more
signal '  to measure, at the output of the down converter, than
you had at the input to the LNA.

So this seems l ike a good place to start our measurements. Let 's
assume that our down converter has a 70 MHz lF 'output '  (not al l  do,
and we' l lconsider those that do not separately). A 70 MHz signal is (al l
things considered) a pretty low frequency. l t  is the f requency equiva-
lent to television channel 4 (which occupies the spectrum space f rom
661o72 MHz) .  And in  t ru th ,  the  lF  i s  mere ly 'cen le red  on '70  MHz;and
if the receiver in question has a typrcal down converter, the lF coming
out of the down converter actual ly covers a spectrum width from 50 to
90 MHz (40  MHz) .

TV channel 4 is not very awesome; there are a number of'measurement instruments' around which wil l  ' reach that frequency'
and measure signal levels here. So what is to stop us from simply
plugging a measurement instrument into the 70 MHz output of the
down converter and reading out signal strength?

Let's stop for just a minute and analyze what we are doing, and
why.

We want to f ind a 'signal 'which we can connect to a meter so
we can rely on that meter to lel l  us when the signal gets better
(stronger) or worse (weaker). We want to be able to watch that meter
as we move the dish in azimuth, eleval ion: as we move the feed in and
out, or posit ion i t  lel t  and r ight for centering. We want that meter
reading to be accurate and we want i t  to have suff icient 'definit ion' so
that when we gain (or lose) a fract ion of a dB (say 1/1Oth dB or so) we
can actual ly 'see that change' on our meter. In other words, we want
high accuracy, last response t ime on our meter (so that small  changes
instanl ly show up), and repeatable measurement numbers.

The 70 MHz lF signal would seem to be ' that signal voltage' we
have been looking for. Now, how do we connect a meter to i t? What

4 GHz

V ONCE SIGNAL HAS BEEN "REDUCED' '

TO (STANDARD) 70  MHz RANGE IF ,
SIGNAL CAN BE "METERED' '
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The spectrum analyzer, a proper spectrum analyzer designed to
function within the 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz frequency band, can measure
signals between an LNA and the input to a down converter. A proper
spectrum analyzer is not inexpensive, however, and since we DO
have some other options, this is usually not something we even
consider; for very long.

WHERE You Can Measure
lf  you can't  measure in the microwave band @.714.2 GHz) very

conveniently, perhaps we can measure the signal(s) after we have
run them through the down converter?

The primary problem with measuring 'at 4 GHz' ( i .e. anyplace
within the actual downlink microwave band) is f i rst the level (or lack of
level) of the signals, and, the frequency of the signals. Now, when we
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type of meter do we connect to i t? What are the pit lal ls of using such a
measurement system?

The f irst and perhaps the casual choice is to go out and purchase a
CATV signal level meter. '  They do cover TV channel 4 (70 MHz), do
they not? Why not use one? Afteral l .  they have buttons and switches
and l ights and they look professional. And for someplace between
$200 and $1.200, you too can be a professional. Right?

Wrong. A CATV signal level meter is not the r ight instrument to
use. In an emergency, you can press one into servtce. Or, i f  you are
very good, very lucky. and you have a lremendous faith in your
eyeballs to integrate'changes you see for 'averaging purposes, you
can try to fool the guys around you and use a CATV 'SLM.'

What's wrong with a CATV meter? First of al l ,  the CATV meter is
designed to measure TV signals: not TVRO signals. The two are not
the samel not in the 70 MHz l ine, '  anyhow. The TVRO signal is 36
MHz or so WIDE. and i t  is FM (frequency modulated). The TV signal is
6 MHz wide and i t  is AM (ampli tude modulated). You could bui ld a { ine
l i t t le "FM signal level meter" i f  you wanted to. Or, you can bui ld a f ine
l i t t le AM signal level meter. You would not bui ld the lwo the same
way. FM cannot be read. accurately. on an AM meter. And vice versa.
Anyone who says you can read FM signals accurately on an AM meter
is fool ing you. and themself.  Period.

The FM signal we try to measure on an AM (CATV) SLM is not a
'stat ionary signal. The AM signal is a stat ionary signal. The FM signal
has a carr ier (centered near 70 MHz in most systems) but that carr ier
changes ampli tude (signal strength) as the picture content changes. l t
lumps around just as the acl ion on the screen does. When you set out
to measure' FM signal strength on an AM (detector type) meter, you
end up measuring the changes in picture contenl; and i l  your
eyeballs are very fast, and i f  the meter'movement'  is {ast enough, you
can somehow come to some sort of average reading. Good luck.

So much for (CATV type) signal level meters. They look pretty;
they are impressive. And they are not worth much for TVRO work at 70
MHz.

So how do we real ly measure that 70 MHz signal since we cannot
use the most common, avai lable type of signal level meter in the
marketplace? We have several choices, We could rnvest in an 'FM

Signal Level Meter'  ( they are avai lable, for a pretty pennyl mostly
made in Europe. and not something you would carelessly leave
around a TVRO instal l  si te unless you were not adverse to damaging
$5K up in equipment!).  That doesn't  seem l ike a very good option.

It  turns out there are some very inexpensive options which should
make most instal lers happy with their investment. and. make them far
better instal lers in the process. Most rnstal lers have the basic part of
that instrument already in their tool boxes: a digital VOM (mult i-meter).
For example. there is the Radio Shack Auto-Range' (models 22-
196U. or the sl ightly fancier 22-192) meter. Now, how do you use this
to measure 70 MHz 'RF' signal Ievels? Something tel ls you that the
two are not direct ly compatible: an RF signal and a voltage measure-
ment mult i-meter.

An RF signal is a voltage; a very fast '  voltage operating at a
l requency  wh ich  is  cons iderab ly  h igher '  than normal  AC.  l t  i s ,
nonetheless, an 'alternating current stgnal. What we need to do, to
make our Radio Shack meter measure this 'very fast high frequency
voltage' is 'slow down' the voltage to a frequency which the mult i-
meter can understand.

That's where a company cal led the John Fluke Manulacturing
Company comes in. Years ago, since they were into designing and
sell ing al l  types of instrumenls {or measurement, they f igured out that
they  cou ld  pu t  an 'adapter 'o r  as  they  ca l led  i t ,  an  'RF head, ' in  f  ron t  o {
their own mult i-meter and they could convert '  the RF (radio frequen-
cy) signals down to a voltage which their mult i-meter could detect and
read.

So they added their model '82RF' head to their already exist ing
model 8020A mult i-meter. The RF head is a l i t t le plug-in gadget which
has banana type plugs on i t  which just happen to be spaced so that
they can plug direct ly into the exist ing posit ive ( r )  and negative ( )
terminals one f inds on not only the Fluke 80204 mult i-meter, but also
on the Radio Shack mult i-meters mentioned.

With the RF head in place, you can plug the 70 MHz output from
the down converter into the coaxial cable adapter (avai lable with the
RFB2 head) and then you can use your mult i-meter to 'read' out signal

SATELLITE DICEST

SLIDE the full leed in and out to verify that your leed is at the
proper focal point in relat ion to the 'depth' of the dish.

levels to as close as 1/20th ot a dB! Now we have a lool we can use to
measure signal levels.

Well ,  almost. Let 's suppose you deal in a TVRO receiver package
which uses the coaxial cable for two f unctions: i t  carr ies the 70 MHz lF
signal f  rom lhe down converter, indoors:and, i t  also carr ies some type
of operating voltage outdoors from the demodulator to the down
converter, How do you st ick the RF head in l ine with the RG-59 U
cable, and st i l l  get voltage to the down converter? And, how do you
'protect '  the RF head from gett ing zapped by the receiver- lo-down
converter voltage on that l ine?

One at a t ime.

M E T E R  M E T E R

CHOICES OF  METERING SYSTEMS

o,

rii::.,,::i. ':i:, '

,l;ii,.:'t:ri"-tL



t
RADIO SHACK digital VOM, outfitted with the FLUKE model 82'RF head'gives you a precise reading of 70 MHz energy present.

1) lt may be that you do not need to worry about the 'zapping' part;
the particular 'RF Head' you select to use may be 'protected'

from voltages which are in the range of the up to say 25 volts
DC (the 82 RF has a maximum input voltage of 200 volts DC,
for example). However, let's torget that you may not have to
worry; let's just be sure that we do this in a way that you
NEVER have to worry; none of the "maybe I have to worry/
mavbe I don't" stuff.
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VOLTAGE

W H E N  T U N I N G  O R  O P E R A T I N G  V O L T A G E  I S
RUN ON COAX L INE BETWEEN DOWN
C O N V E R T E R  A N D  D E M O D U L A T O R .  N O  F I E L D
STRENGTH IVETER CAN BE INSERTED INTO
T H I S  L I N E .

2) There is a small  device, under $10 at the local electronics
wholesale house that sel ls to the CATV/MATV trade, which is
your answer. You need i t  anyhow, as we shal l  see. l t  is cal led a
'direct ional coupler. '

A direct ional coupler is a 'signal tap off device. '  l t  has three ports on
it ,  and you want one of the miniature direct ional couplers with an F
fitting on each of the ports. There is an input port (that you connect to
the output coming from the 70 MHz signal exit ing the down converter),
a ' thru port '  ( this you connect to the long coaxial cable run heading
inside to the TVRO receiver/demodulator), and a third port marked
(appropriately) 'tap.' The directional tap is available in several 'atten-

uation'values; numbers l ike - 10d8, 20dB an so on. These num-
bers tel l  you how much altenuation (signal weakening) there is be-
tween the input port and the'tap'port.  A 10 dB or 12 dB is just f ine. One
thing; make sure that this direct ional coupler is 'power blocked. 'That
means thal any (DC) power that appears on the through/input l ine wil l
not show up at the ' tap' port.  Virtual ly al l  are designed this way but i t
pays to be safe.

ls this just not a fancy 'two-way splitter'? Not quite. A two-way
splitter virrtually always allows DC voltage to flow between any two
ports (such as one output to the other output),  and remember, we want
to avoid allowing a DC voltage, traveling from the demodulator to the
down converter ON the coaxial l ine, gett ing to our 'RF head.'  Our
drawing here shows how it  al l  hooks up;we even left  in the'option'of
using a CATV signal level meter for those people who have 'averaging

eyeballs' that rival Superman's powers!
Now if you KNOW that your down converter gets no voltage from

the demodulator/ indoor receiver via the coaxial cable ( i .e. al l  power
comes to the down converter through a separate cable, such as with
older AVCOM series receivers), you can go ahead and hook up the
RF head through the small  cable l ink direct ly to the 70 MHz output on
the down converter. Just ignore the TVRO demodulator/TV set for
now; you don't need it yet, you are far too busy getting maximum
signal out of the systeml

What about non-standard lFs; those that do not use the 70 MHz
frequency band? For example, what about those receiver systems
that use the 400-900 MHz reqion for 'block down conversion' svs-
tems?

SATELLITE DICEST
)

FLUKE (model) 82 RF head inserts direcily into the multi-meter
positive and negative jacks and provides a DC voltage to the
multi-meter trom the 70 MHz 'RF' signal.
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We have twin problems here:
' l  
)  First we have to determine whether or not the coaxial cable is

carrying voltage one way (to the down- converter),  and' lF

sign'at in the dpposite direction (most of the 'low cost' BDC

systems do this);
2) And then we have the problem of the 'high lF ' .

iemember that we could not measure the signal between the

LNA and the down converter unless we resorted to a spectrum analyz-

er type of device. And the analyzer is an exp-ensive,piece of gear'

Could we not have somehow inserted the 'RF head' into that l ine'

between the LNA output and the down converter input?
No. The 'RF head' is frequency sensit ive' and 'sensit ivi ty-

sensitive.' lt is not designed to operate at 3.7 to 4.2 GHz' Unfortunate-

ly, for BDC installers, iiis also not much good qt 400-900 MHz either'

The reason the RF head works at 70 MHz is because the 70 MHz

signal is relat ively low in frequency, and, i t  is q! i te high in level '  A

+OO-SOO [/Hz eDb system has a far higher set of RF frequencies, and'

they are at a considerably lower level.  The RF head wil l  work' after a

fashion, but with al l  of those (separate) carr iers in there, i t  is not a

dependable system. Remember our original premise:' ". . . a meiering system we can rely upon ' ' ' to tell us when

the signal is stronger, or' weaker . . ."
Bottori  l ine on BDOlystems and an RF head? Not dependable

Yet. There is a chal lenge here for a circuit  designer'
So what is the BDb instal ler able to do? He can invest in a

spectrum analyzer which, with a direct ional coupler, al lows him to

measure the signal on the CRT display screen A suitable analyzet '

that wi l l  not puiyou out of business, is the Texscan VSM-2'

FINE TUNE the scalar r ing, i l  i t  is adiustable (such as the new

Omni-Rotor) lor maximized 'scalar coupling' between the scalar

rings and the center feed 'mouth.'

barely as big as your l i t t le f inger.
l l  vou have 20 mil l ivolts of RF out of the down converter '  by

BACK Over the Directional CouPler
The concept behind the direct ional coupler (a device you should

carry in your tool box at al l  t imes, for many uses) is that i t  al lows you to
pasgthe''main signal' between an input and output (thru) por( and stifl

operate the system with an'accessory' too\ or gadget'on the side'
without creating interference or inter-action to the'main l ine. 'A direc-
tional coupler is used in CATV systems to 'tap signal' off for feeding a
home or a side street or whatever; and the miniature versions are
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selecting the proper value of directional coupler (such as 10 dB'down') you lift only a part of the RF out of that line (such as 2 millivolts)
and the remainder goes onto the receiver proper, or, it allows you to
power the down converter and still remove RF for the meterino
system.

SOUNDS Too Gomplicated?
You may be an instal ler who ' thinks' he is doing a very decent job

already. You feel you have a'trained eye'and you can see'1/2 dB
changes' on the TV screen. That's fine. But you could be and probably
are still leaving 'signal in the sky.' Or, you may teel that you can watch
the meter or LED lights that indicate signal strength on the front of the
receiver. That's why they put that meter there, right!

Proper adjustment of the dish, proper setting of the polar mount
tracking, proper adjustment of the jeed centering, and proper adjust-
ment of the feed focal point requires that you have numbers; not meter
scale readings or LED lights. lf you have a system that says you had a
maximum of 26.2 millivolts on TR 2 before, and you have 26.6 now,
you know you are going in the'r ight direct ion. 'The same change, on a
front panel meter or set of LED lights would be virtually unnoticeable.

You can prove it to yourself. We'll see how shortly. Most TVRO
front panel meters are, relat ively speaking, quite small .  Their scale
movement is not intended for precision read-out. Even the width of
the meter element (the little pointer that moves) has a bearing on how
accurately you can read the meter; not to speak of problems associ-
ated with poorly lighted meter faces and something called 'damped

meter movements. '
Some meters have circuits bui l t- in which actual ly 'slow down'the

speed by which the meter pointer moves when the signal changes. To
keep the meter from bouncing around everytime a large bird flies in
front of the dish, the circuit designer has slowed down the meter's
'response rate.'This of course works against you when you try to use
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the meter on the front of the receiver for highly accurate readings.
There is, simply said, no substi tute for a digital reading meter which
shows you changes of 1/20th dB or less.

You can prove this to yourself if you are dealing in a receiver which
brings out to the (typically) rear apron a set of metering auxiliary jacks;
one marked posit ive (+)and one marked negative (-).  Into these

)

TEST POINTS Helpful
Because all systems must be installed individually and peaked

and tweaked individually, manufacturers are coming to realize that a
receive-package which includes such'dealer-friendly' assists as'test
points' is apt to find favor with 'their customers'; the dealers. USS/
Maspro has included a ten dB (down) test point for the 70 MHz signal
on their down converter since it was first introduced in 1 982. What this
test poinl does for you is provide the operational-equivalent of a
built-in'directional coupler,'right at the dish (where the down conver-
ter installs) so that all you need to do is plug in an appropriate 'RF

head' plus digital multi-meter to set your syslem for peak perform-
ance.

The concept ot'test points'originated in the CATV world more than
30 years ago. Cable line amplifiers, located on telephone poles in
outdoor housings, had to be 'monitored and adjusted' by system
technicians on a routine basis. Signal level meters were (and remain,
today) an important, regular part of the daily routine of the cable
operator. By installing the amplifiermounted'test-metering-point,' the
cable-amplifier manufacturer provided the cable operator with a refer-

ence point at which he could 'verify' the operation of the system
without 'breaking into the operating cables'and disrupting service to
the cable customers.

Other TVRO manufacturers who give consideration to this impor
tant function include Clyde Washburn/Earth Terminals (receivers).
lf more dealers insisted on having a test/ metering point available on
the equipment they purchase, in no time at all most of the receiver
packages (employing a 70 MHz lF) would have it there. The cost to the
manufacturer to provide a '10 dB down back-matched and isolated
test poinl' is exceedingly small; the benefits to the TVRO dealer, for
initial dish installation as well as routine checks of svstem oerfor-
mance, are many.

GOOD IDEA/ USS-Maspro Sf, series receivers has a 10 dB'down'
test point built into the outdoor down conversion package (center
jacklcable). You can plug an RF head/multi-meter directly into this
test port and monitor signal level while the full system operates
without being disturbed.

| trT) ' 0  M H zG H z  p O W E R  t
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1-RF HEADr-J
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jacks you can plug or connect the same Radio Shack digital multi-
meter described previously, or any other digital multi-meter that has a
DC scale on it, and you will quickly see that as you make very small
changes, you can see those changes on the multi-meter far more
accurately, and quickly, than you can on the front panel 'analog'type

meter with the large pointer.
Once you have convinced yourself oi this fact, and if you lind

yourself without access to an 'RF head' which you can plug in at the
down converler, at the dish, you have one other option. lf the receiver
is temporarily sitting out of doors anyhow because you are doing an
instal l ,  you can simply plug in your mult i-meter at that rear-of-receiver
point and use the multi-meter (rather than the receiver lront panel
meter) to do your dish tweeking. Or, you can run a pair of wires
(another length of RG-59/U i l  that is al l  you have handy, or even 'AC

zip cord' from the jacks on the rear of the receiver linside]) to the
antenna where you can see the digital mult i-meter.

ixiEH-r'rar-l
M E T E F I N G  I

? T ;- - l  F - ,
t l

R E A F

E X T E R N A L  D I G I T A L
M E T E R  C A N
I M P R O V E
M E A S U R E M € N T
A C C U R A C Y

L O N G  C A B L E
T O  D I S H  O K

F R O N T

'THE'Tweaker

Several years ago, the TVRO industry recognized that the prob'
lems we have been discussing here were, indeed, very real.  That 's
when a bunch of guys up in Oregon(') got together and they designed
a dish alignment tool which they called, appropriately, 'The Tweaker.'
ll was (and still is) 'priced right' and it gives the TVRO technician an
opportunity to get that last f raction of a dB out of the system if it is used
properly.

The Tweaker is a complete test instrument, designed to be 'fed'

(connected to) a 70 MHz down converter line. lt, like the suggested
layout for an 'RF head' and digital mult i-meter, goes into a 'cold'  70
MHz line directly (i.e. down converter that does NOT rely on the
RG-59/U l ine for power), or, i t  goes in with an accessory'direct ional
coupler '  as we discussed here, previously.

The Tweaker is a sophisticated instrument, Jor its small size and
.relatively low price. The designers recognized that when you start out
with a new installation, you may well be 'well off a bird' with the
antenna and they wanted you to have sutficient system sensitivity

that you could see some indication of signal long before your stock
TVRO receiver was going to be registering even a sync/frame bar. So
they made it'very sensitive.' At the same time, they recognized that as
you f ine tune the dish system, you are (hopeful ly) making the signal
stronger (and stronger). Utl imately, you would f ind the 'peak signal '
and then you would lock the whole system down; tight.

In between 'a very-very weak' signal, and 'peak signal,' there is
quite a range of levels. They had a choice; try to compress that
full-range into a single meter scale, or, give you multiple scales to work
with. They elected the latter. As you start off with the tuning' you 'open

up lhe meter' sensitivity so that it will react on those very weak signals.
Then as you get closer and closer to the peak signal, and the meter
reads up higher and higher, it will 'peg' or come to the far right hand
side of the scale. That's when you push a button and 'shift scales';
each time you shift trom full scale to lower scale you are telling the
meter to start all over again at the left hand edge and as the signal gets
stronger, the meter needle climbs upwards. This is a pretty nifty idea!

By adopting this'novel circuit'the Tweaker people have overcome
the common problem associated with virtually any of the receiver-
builfin analog meters; they have given you a visual scale which
expands itself at the push of a button, each time you 'run out of
meter scale' in a range.

Through the years there have been copies ot 'The'Tweaker, and
today there are several similar gadgets on the market. Not all offer the
push-button ranging, however, and if you are interested in a'custom-
ized'TVRO installer meter, you should keep in mind how the system
mustworkfor you and whatyouneedfromthe metering system before
you ouy.

')TheTweaker is produced and sold by Northwest Satlabs, 806
N.W. 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330;503/754-1136.

t:

'THE'Tweakef from Northwest Satlabs was the lirst customized
TVRO installer instrument.

INSIDE 'The' Tweaker is a relatively complex ranging circuit
which insures that you have a 'wide electronic scale' in lront of
you as the signal level increases.
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WHAT About Audio/Video?

Some novice instal lers f igure that when the picture is cruddy, they
should be able to plug some type of meter into either the video output
spigot on the back of the receiver, or the audio output spigot. And,
when there is no signal there, they wil l  get a 'di f ferent reading' than
when there is a signal there. Not quite true.

When there is no signal, there is noise. Noise is a randomly
distr ibuted phenomenon; i t  is more l ike 'AC' than 'DC' and the end
result, after the receiver's 'automatic gain control' circuits and lF
amplification, is that you get either the same reading, or virtually the
same reading with no signal as you do with signal; or you get no
signal when there is no signal, and then a constant signal when there
is signal, no matter how strong the input signal may be! Bottom l ine?
You don't  want to measure here; not at the audio and not at the video
output jacks.

And the RF output, coming out of the TVRO receiver modulator?
Shame on you! The modulator has an osci l lator bui l t  into i t .  The
oscillator generates or creates a 'carrier' signal; and you have that'carr ier '  present whether you have any TVRO input signal or not! Al l
the TVRO signal does is supply modulat ion to that carr ier; and you
won't measure that any convenient way, accurately, for dish setting
and tweeking.
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7O MHz

DEMODULATOR

OV OA RFO

NEITHER AUDIo  RF  OUTPUT STAYS

NOR VTDEO CONSTANT.  EVEN

OUTpUTS VAR '  WITHOUT V IDEOt

FOR ATJD IO  AND lS  NOT

M E T , S U R E M E N T  M E A S U R E M E N T

AFTER S tcNAL  POINT

A C Q U I S I T I O N MOVE the feed up and down (easy to do with a button-hook type of
mount; just pull!) and check the meter for changes in signal. lf the
signal is better in any direction but at tull, neutral, 'rest,' you have
a teed centering problem,

PARTICIPATEI
1984 INDUSTRY

EQUIPMENT SURVEY

This is the second 'annual' CSD look at product problems.
Every dealer-reader is encouraqed to help us portray an accurat€

In the April 1983 issue of CSD, we made a case for product failure
problems being faced by the dealers in the industry and offered
readers the opportunity to 'file their own comments' about products
which they had found to be poorly designed or difficult to obtain
adequate factory assistance for getting faults repaired. We compiled
the several hundred reader 'entries' and then published a tabula-
tion of those firms who manufactured products for this industrv. and
how the products and the service 'slood up' in dealer eves.

picture of the 1984 'status Of Equipment' by completing the four page
reporting form appearing here. The results of the survey will be
compiled and published in the lorthcoming July issue of iSD.

In the intervening period since our last 'survey'we are pleased to
note that many of the manufacturers have instituted 'extended product
warranty periods' with some mounts and antenna oroducts now
guaranteed against defects in workmanship for periods as long as five
years. To the best of our knowledge, there were no such eitended
product guarantees offered one year ago. At the same time, guaran-
tees on electronic products have also improved measurably and one
year full-warranty periods are now quite common. In addition to the
original equipment manufacturer warranty programs, there has been
an increase in attention to equipment guarantees by equipment distri-
butors. BR Satellite Communication, for example, now otfers a
one-year free-replacement warranty on virtually every product they
distribute, with an optional four year extension program. There, clear-
ly, has been a substantial improvement in either product quality, or,
the concern of the OEM that the dealer is able to have peace-of-mind
when dealing with his supplier. This is in marked contrasl to a period
when the dealer was experiencing both high failure rates and a long
turn around for equipment which did go bad.

Several dealers we talked with, at length, in Las Vegas recently
told us that while the general 'trend' is upward, there are siill a number
of firms selling in the marketplace who seem lo have little regard for
the dealer. They gave us a list of ndmes for OEMs whom they claimed
were either slow to return equipment from repair, or whom they had
little respect for as'equipment designers.' lt was suggested tha[such
OEMs actually'prey upon'the new, novice dealers in the field with an
almost deliberate attempt to unload inferior merchandise at what



appears to be 'bargain basement pricing'' One suggested that we

sirould ask dealers,ln our survey, how long they have been operating'

"nO tn"n ask them to list the products which each dealer handles "l

nini Vo, will find," we were told, "that there is. a.very definite

o"ii"tit-o"ttn"en years-of'operation and'brand lines' carried'

inose of us who suivive for that difficult lirst year or two must learn the

hird, painlul and expensive way that certain lines of equipment are

s imo|vnoqood. l |wesomehowsurv ive tha t |earn ingcurve ,wef ina | |y
."iii"t"iErt"i. brands which are backed up by responsible manufac-

trr"o. On that foundation, we have been able to grow"'

You will find just such a question segment in.the survey torm

"pp""ting h"t". AnO we look forward with some anticipation to tabu-

lating the results in this area.- 
dt *'tn our 1983 Survey' each dealer has the right to request that

nis survey information be'kept confidential 
' lf you are worried about

,".po.Oiig b"."u." you lear that your 'honest statements' might

i."["iOiiJ"-*tations'hip vou have with a supplier, lear not' Simply

tnecf ott the top line on the side-one of the survey form' and every-

tnino on that form will be kept in strictest confidence' Ygur input

;iil U;r;i ;t vituaote to us, however, since the real 'meat' of the

;;r"t;;t;; trom tne tabulated results ol the survey' And in that

i"g"t6, "u"ry single dealer input is very important indeed'

DEALER In Paradise
Oh yes, one new twist this year. While we had an excellent survey

SATELLITE DICEST

response in 1 983, we are always interested-inJinding ways to Increase

the response. This year we are offering the following as an incentive to

complete the form found here:-- 
; lonlulv'1, 1984, csD wil l  conduct a random drawing using

ati ot tnd survey iorms submitted as an entry base' The draw-

ing ,nitt be coniucted to randomly select a single entry form

frdm all of those submitted' The winning, randomly-selected

survey torm entrant will be notilied before the 7th of July that he (or

ine) tias won an ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIP for two, for five days'

io tfre tstanO of Providenciales in the Turks and Caicos lslands'

The winner and a companion will be flown from South Florida to

Providenciales for a five day period of their choice between 1

OecemOer anO 1 April (certain holiday-period restrictions will app-

ly) where they will be hosted by Bob Cooper' All ho-tel accommoda-

tions and meals plus a rental iehicle will be supplied on Providen-

ciales (Provo) and the winner and companion-will have the oppor-

runity tb enloy tne fantastic 'winter weather' of Provo as well as tour

inO'en;oy in'e island, and the extensive satellite communicatlon

facilities located there."
Your five-sided Dealer Survey Entry Form must be postmarked

no later than midnight, May 31st, 1984 to qual i ly for the July 1st

drawing, Only one 'eintry' pei dealership. Dealers nol subscribing to

CSD miay ofilce-machine-copy (as in Xerox@) the five survey form

sides foriheir own entry forms. The winning-entrant will be responsi-

ble for the transportation to and trom Florida to meet the Provo bound

flight.
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1984 OFFICIAL CSD DEALER/PRODUCT SURVEY
and ""Wlv-Tvl

I 
lt'"*tt 

"o."otttt"t"tl

.DEALER IN PARADISE' ENTRY FORM WESThDESVDEO

lnstructions: complete sides one to five and postmark to csD, P.o. Box 10-0858, Fort Lauderdale, FL' 33310 prior to midnight on May 31 '

19g4. rf you have "nv qr".ii-oi, "ooui corpretion or tnelor-m, call carol Graba at 305-771-0505 between 9 AM and 4 PM eastern time

Monday-Friday. you may "iii;;;;a;cdpy tnis tor* in ii"u ol removing these five pages from csD as a valid survev form/entry'

_ PLEASE do not quote any of the information contained in this form to anyone; I am submitting this survey form/entry as 'conf idential

materiat,to o" u."Jin co'mpiling the industry data base only (check only if applies)'

YOUR NAME

COMPANY/DealershiP Name

Mailing Address

State

Years/Months selling TVROs years - mos'

zip
Town/Cily

Telephone

A)
8)

we _ did - did NoT attend either of the Las Vegas shows in March.
w; prt" t" itt"ia - Sr1 show in Niagara Fatts in June - SPACE show August/September - STTI show in Nashville

Labor Day weekend.

_TURN TO PAGE 18_

SOMEBODY COMPLETING THIS FORM wil l  win an

expense pard tirp lor T\[0D peop\e \o Provtdenoa\es
in the Turks and Caicos lsfands; it coufd be you!



THE ECHOSPHERE NATIONAL
FOOTPRINT

NOW OPEN . O' ECHOSPHERE EAST

NORMAL DELIVERY
NOW ONLY

NATIONWIDE
48 HOURS!

IEtfiffflInt{'a&
w|slQ rl:

567I WAREHOUSE WAY
SACRAMENTO. CA 95826
(916) 381-5084
To order cal l :

800-338-5477 (WESTERN zONE)
800-338-5478 (rN-srArE cA)

2250 SO. RARITAN, BLDG. A
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80I IO
(303) 935-1909
To order  ca l l :

800-521-9282 (NArroNAL)

--- r-Zzw
Ittl[lnltn|/llnl'. --->-G*-'[fffz="
I0536 LEXINGTON DR.
KNOXVILLE, TN 37922
(615) 966-4114
To order  ca l l :

800-223- 1507 (EASTERN zoNE)

ffunonur*'=runuoriffffi,z 
,o_: ,
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DEALER IN PARADISE/SidC tWO

PRODUCT LTNES CURRENTLY CARRIED fOT TC.SAIC:

Antennas
Brand Model Size

1 )

2)

3)

Mounts
Note: Complete ONLY lF you do not buy your mounts from the same manufacturer as your antennas.

Brand Model For Use with (antenna model)

Feeds

Note: Complete EVEN lF your antennas come complete with a feed packed with the dish antenna.

Model Check Here if you buy separate trom antennas

1 )

2l

LNAs
Note: Do NOT complete if you use LNB or LNC products ONLY.

Brand Model Temperature Range Gain Range (i.e. 30, 40, 50 dB)

1 )

2)

3)

4)

Cable Sets

Note: Do NOT complete it you do not purchase cable sets separate from your receiver packages.

Brand Package Type (model number)

1 )

2)

Actuators
Brand Model Approximate Number Used To Date

1 )

2)

Receivers

Note: Please clearly mark those that have LNB or LNC design; and, built-in modulator.

Brand Model Number Has LNB Has LNC Has Built-ln Modulator

1 )

2)

.t,

-TURN TO PAGE 22-





PERFOWED
PERFEcIION
NOW, A CLEARLY SUPERIOR SEE'IHROUGH DISH
Moke the breok from mesh to o higher quolity see-
iii.Jon oiin. toke o look oi Winegdrd's perforoted
oturninr. 1O-footer. There's nothing else like it on
the morket.

Winegord's new dish hos o shorp, cleon look of
qJofiil, lt's o new level of dish technology otfering
ciOuoritoget other see-througtr di.shes.con t deliver'
Urc gS.sJb goin, F/D "Deep-Dish" rotio of 0'283'
liohtweight yet rugged consiruction, super-simple
oisemOfi, onodized protection, high peformonce
onO o foof ot closs thot your customgrs- will
oppreciote. whot more could you osK lorl

A TRUE PARABOTA
The uliimote gool in designing o sotellite dish is to
creote o reflector thot is o "true porobolo' -
provid i ng "neor-perfect" efficiency'

Wineoord enoineers hove developed the truest
ooroSolic dis6 of ony of the see-through cotegory'
Fo"n p"t"L rib ond 6uter ring is stretched{ormed to
"-"orSOoiic shope with specs so tight it took months
to pefiect the Process'
Our exclusive extruded rib ond locking system hos
ri-ptitieC ossembly, eliminoting the.need for
nuiOieOs of bolts. huts, woshers ond fosteners' Every
ii-. vol ofioch o bolt, screw or fostener to o dish
J"u.jOO onother stress point, distorting the shope'
Wtn Winegord's extrud6d rib ond locking system' the
stress is unlform ocross the dish, moinioining its true
porobolic shope ond integrity.

WHY SPEND HOURS ASSEMBLING AN

oerforoted sotellite systems
thot include ontenno, Pedestol

or post mount, bock-up structure, Polorotor l'
2a-tnonnel receiver, LNA, wire ond o choice of

motorized or non-motorized'

LIGHMEIGHI BUI RIGID PERFORAIED
ATUMINUM
Not onlv is the Winegord perforoted oluminum dish
liohtweioht ond eosy to hondle, but it is extremely
nr'ooed,-duroble ond well constructed' You con
;1ftllt see through the perforoted petols.which ore
""nitrrbt a of .O4d-gougb onodized oluminum' The
extruded oluminum moin ribs, which provide the
bosic structurol support, orc 118'thick' The locking
ribs ore .070" thick ond lock the perforoted
Juminrm petols iightly in ploce' A double-wolled
outer rim provides on oreo to insert tension slrops oT
off iointt fbr perfect olignment ond odditionol
strength,
Wind-looding copobilities ore outstonding with o
wind survivoirote of 125 mph. And, becouse the
""tfototion .liminotes 36% of the surfoce oreo ond
ine onoOi.ed surfoce is preetched, the dish reflects
very little heot into the feedhorn, keeping lhe nolse
temperoture of the LNA down.

ANODIZING. . .IHE ONIY IRUE WEAIHER
PROTECIION
Wineoord revolutionized the outdoor ontenno
lnJul'Tw yeors ogo with the introduction of onodized
ofurninurn elem-ents - now we bring this process to
tnr tot ttit. industry, The onodizing process octuolly
oenetrotes the oluminum with o protective cooting
inot reslsts rust ond corrosion, virtuolly tripling the life
otinJotuminum. lt's the only permonent protection
ogoinst odverse weother ond ideol for coostol (solt
sproy) oreos.

ANIENNA WHEN YOU CAN DO
II IN MINUIES?
Winegord's 1 O-foot Perforoted
dish is shiPPed in four
quorters. Totol weight is
onlv 92 pounds. lt's eosy
to hondle ond tronsPort.
All thot's required for finished
ossembly is fostening the moin
ribs together with 16 stoinless
steel nuts & bolts; Plocing four
tension-strqps into the outer rim;
ond securing with 8 screws. Just o
20 to 30 minute job for two People'

FOUR COMPLEIE
.IO.FOOT SAIELLITE W

PACI(AGES
Winegord otfers

four comPlete 1Ojoot

Winegord perforoted o new stondord of excellence'



THE EXTRA EDGE!
WINEGARD'S NEW .IOO' LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER

Four GoASFEIS ore utilized in the stote-of-the-ort
circuitry designed to meet the rigorous requirements
of 90% of oll home TVRO instollotions, Performonce
ond reliobil i ty os good os the bestl Circuit is fully
protected from reverse polority voltoge. surge
voltoge ond lightning.

Model SC-8101 combines extremely low noise figures
with low inpul ond outpul ond the goin slope/group
deloy chorocteristics vitol to TVRO performonce,
Eoch LNA is foctory-tested for noise figure, noise
temperoture ond goin, ond the test results ore
pocked with eoch unit, Goin figure exceeds 50d8.

Wrile for defoiled lilerolure.
SO PUI OUR LNA IO IHE TEST

Try the Winegord SC-8101 on your next
instollotion ond compore it with ony other

100' LNA on the morket.
We guorontee you'll be impressed

o o

IHE WINEGARD
CHROMSTAR ".10"

MODEL SC-.|0.t8.

@.,,.
* U.S. Potent Pending N

PRINTED lN U.S.A.  WINEGARDCOMPANY .  3000KIRKWOODSTREET .  BURLINGTON, IOWA5260I  .  (319)7s3-0121
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DEALER lN PARADISE/side three

Modulators
Note:DoNoTcomp|ete i |youon|yuseareceiver | ine(s)wi thbui | t - inmodu|ators.
Brand Model Number Typical OPerating Channel

1 )

2)

stereo Processors 
rrnr r coll rcneivers' 

' 1g are not to be listed here'
Note:Comp|eteoNLYFoRstand.a|onestereoprocessorsyouse||;receiverswithbui|t-inStereoprocess|r
Brand Model Number

ABOUT YOUR OPERATION:
1 ) Tota| number of home TVRo systems so|d in period May 01 , 1983 to Apri| 30' 1984

SATELLITE DICEST

2)To ta lnumbero fhomeTVROsys temsso ld inpe r i odApr i l 0 l ' 1984 toApr i l 30 '1984

3) Total number of home TVRO systems you expect to sell between May 1 and May 31' 1984

4)

5)

Average retail price you expect to receive for those terminals sold between May 1 and May 31 ' 1984:

Describe (by modeI numoer) the .typica|, System you sel|, showing each component from Jeed/antenna through to moduIator (if used):

o,

7)

8)

This package will retail to your customers for $

Yourownbestest imateofhowmuch(apercentage)youexpect lgs4businesstobeuPfromlg83businessforyourdea|ership:

- Y o

Your business is:

- 1) a corporation -�21 a partnership

9) Your Operation:-' '"'l 
if" n""" FULL TIME employees (if none' put 0)

2) we have _ vehicles dedicated to TVRo sales/installation work (vehicles you would NOT own/use if you were not selling

TVRO systems)
3) we _ DO _ DO NOT maintain a shop/storetront operation with REGULAR, posted business hours and someone to

answer the telephone during those regular hours'

4) we project that for catendaiyear 1984 we will sell lN THE TVRO PRODUCT AREA $ - in retail sales'

5) we operate our ousiness as a - stand arone TVRo sares and service center; - in coniunction with other retailing

activities.
A) | |youhaveotherreta i |act iv i t ies,p|ease| is t thegenera| typeofact iv i ty .

w" _ r." o*", ,.*,rdvertising - tse local newspaper advertising - use yellow page advertising - use

toi^naAo advertising - use tocal television adverilsing'

we - Do - do NOT use dedicated sales people who do nothing but sales'

we - Exhibit - do NOT Exhibit at local fairs, consumer shows'

We-dohaveat leastone. t ra i |er-mountedantenna-doNoThaveatra i |ermountedantenna.
A) lf you do have a trailer mounted antenna:

1\ Brand of antenna and slze

- 3) proprietorship

6)

7)
8)
e)
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DEALER lN PARADISE/ side four

2) - We use if foi site testing and sales demos
3) - We use it for downlinking jobs

A) During 1984 we expect to do down linking jobs.
1 0 ) W e s e r v i c e a n a r e a t h a t h a s a r a d i u s ( d i s t a n c e a r o u n d y o u t h a t y o u r o u t i n e l y c a t e r t o ) o f - m i | e s .
1 1 ) Within our 'service area' (as just defined) there are approximately - other tirms selling TVRO systems.
12) Do - do NOT - belong to SPACE.

A) lf DO NOT belong to SPACE:
- We WOULD join SPACE lF:

YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT EOUIPMENT
Note: All of this information is confidential and material extracted from your form will NOT be credited to you under ANy circumstances.

Antennas:
1) Antenna models you feel are superior (brand, model)

2) Antenna models you feel are inferior (brand, model)

3) Antenna models you once used and will NEVER cany again because of problems:

Feeds:

1) Feed models you feel are superior (brand, model)

2) Feed models you feel are inferior (brand, model)

3) Feed models you once used and will NEVER carry again because ot problems:

LNAs:
1) LNA models you feel are superior (brand, model)

2) LNA models you feel are inferior (brand, model)

3) LNA models you once used and will NEVER carry again because of problems:

Recelvers:
1) Receiver models you feel are superior lN THEIR PRICE CLASS (brand, model)

2) Receiver models you feel are inferior tN THEIR PRICE CLASS (brand, model)

3) Receiver models you once used and will NEVER carry again because of problems:

SOMEBODY will win ; it coutd be youl
-TURN TO PAGE 2T
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DEALER lN PARADISE/side five (end)

you leel are superior (brand, model)

PAGE 25/CSD/5-84

Actuators/Conlrollers :
1 ) Actuator/controller/drives

2) Actuator/controller/drives you feel are inferior (brand, model)

3) Actuator/controller/drives you will NEVER carry again because of problems:

We look to - our distributor - the OEM lor warranty/repairiequipment replacement.

We feel the warranty/repair/replacement 'problem' - is no better than a year ago, - some belter than one year ago,
- much better than one year ago.

The best wananty/repair/return/replacement service we receive comes from:

4l

s)

6)

7) The worst warranty/repair/return/replacement service we receive comes from

8) We buy:

- direct from the original equipment manufacturer/importer (name ol your largest supplier)

- from a distributor (name of your primary distributor-supplie0

9) We - do - do NOT ofler financing for systems sold.
A) lf you DO otfer financing, do you use:

- Local bank(s) - Local finance company - SFPC - Other (detail)

B) Financing presently accounts lor - o/" ol orJr total system sales in sysiem volume.

10) We give our customers

- 90 day complete guarantee - 180 day complete guarantee - 12 month complete guarantee

11) We offer our customers additional warranty/insurance protection for:

- 1 yeat al a time - 3 years at a time - 5 years at a time

12)  We-do-doNOThaveanycommuni t ies inourareawi thant i -TVROzon ing . ( l fdo ,p lease l i s tcommuni t ies ) :

13) TheTWO biggest problems facing our industry today are:

A)

B)

YOU may machine-copy all tive sides rather than taking your CSD apart!

DEADLINE TO ENTER
TO WIN A TRIP FOR
TWO to PROVO lS
MAY 31st!

Details page 16 this issue!



CANADA

THREATENS

In the January edition of CSD, we told you how a Federal Court

Tr ia |Judqehadsentshockwavesreverbera t ing throughthecab|e- tv
pay-tv an'O broadcasting industry, and how even the regulators had

ieioi led in horror when they read the judgement in the Lount case ln

that case, Mr. Justice Muldoon declared that an SMATV system
operating at the Holiday Inn in Winnipeg, Manitoba' was not a broad-

casting undertaking subject to CRTC regulation (although it was

carrying Home Box Off ice, Showtime, and WTBS).
We"predicted that the Canadian Government would move quickly

to appeal that judgement. They did. We also predicted that there

wouid be some attempt made to amend the law. They are attempting
to amend the law.

In mid-February the Minister of Communications, Francis Fox

introduced Bil l  C-20 into the Canadian Parl iament. C-20 is an "omni-

bus" communications bi l l .  In other words, i t  tr ies to t idy up a lot of

exist ing gaps and holes in the communications laws, make some

changeslo the way in which Bell  Telephone is regulated' change
somiof the structure of the CBC, and most important to the TVRO

SATELLITE DICEST

NEW CRACK DOWN ON
SMATV

industry, i t  attempts to plug the gap which Justice Muldoon created
when he pronounced his famous judgement.

The amendment is relat ively straight forward. l t  reads:
"16. Section 2 of the Broadcasting Act is amended by adding thereto

the iol lowing subsection:
(2) For the purposes of this Act, any person who within Cana-

da or on'a ship or 'aircraft registered in Canada transmits or distr i-
butes by means of telecommunication, otherwise than solely as

a telecommunication common carrier and whether or not for any

consideration, any programming received by radiocommuni-
cation is deemed-to be a carrying on a broadcasting under'
taking."

Th1 wording would have the following effect. First' the wording
"distr ibutes by means of telecommunication" would cover al l  methods

of distr ibuting signals, via MDS, VHF, UHF' f ibre optics'  and' by

means of wire.
Secondly, "whether or not for consideration" would cover the

situation where the operator of the SMATV or TVBO does not charge
for the provision of service. In Canada 99.9% (maybe 100%) of

SMATV operators are not paying for service to the originators, and
most are not charging tenants or guests for the SMATV service ln

the Lount case, Mr.Justice Muldoon argued that there had to be some

sort of charge for service in order to establish that the hotel had been

operating i"broadcasting undertaking"'  Under the revised law,
just operating a TVRO would be enough for a court to f ind that there

was a "broadcasting undertaking."
Thirdly, i f  you distr ibute any programming received by radio-

communication, you get caught by the definit ion ln other words, i t  wi l l

no longer matter whlther your TVRO receives HBO (which HBO

contends is a private point-to-point communication), or whether you

receive WOR, which at one stage in its transmission WAS a broadcast
signal emanating from a VHF transmitter in Manhattan. As long as you

distr ibute programming ("visual images or sound matter designed to
inform, enl ighten or entertain"), which is received by telecommunlca-
tions, you are involved in operating a broadcasting undertaking'

What will this mean to the TVRO and SMATV industry? For the

SMATV industry, the "free lunch" is over'  While U.S. groups l ike

SPACE have tried to negotiate for SMATV rights, and in many cases
succeeded, the Canadian TVRO industry has largely gone ahead
and swiped HBO etc.,  and told apartment owners, and motel owners
"don't  worry, we're in Canada; they (HBO etc.) can't  get you"'

Now before everyone loses their temper, and think that I 'm brand-
ing al l  SMATV operators in Canada as "pirates," wait a moment!
Th-ere are some SMATV operators or TVRO owners who have tried to

obtain programme rights. ( l  have writ ten permission to l isten to KKGO
Los Angeles on the subcarrier ot F4 TR-l7).

Of c-ourse, HBO (etc.) has argued over the years that their copy-
r ights do not al low them to sel l  their services in Canada' That argu-
m-ent sometimes includes reference to the nefarious Intelsat Agree-
ment and "Canada-U.S. Letters of Agreement on Transborder Satel-
l i te Service" which can or cannot permit transborder satel l i te reception
depending on the day of the week and bureaucrat in Washington or
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by,
Mark L. Lewis, Esq.
717 Parkdale Avenue
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What is SMATV left with? Not very much. Pehaps The Weather
Channel, perhaps CNN & CNN2, Nashvi l le Network, Rev. Gene Scott,
but that is about all. Most other U.S. services would too closely
resemble conventional broadcasting according to the existing CRTC
oolicies.

In summary, SMATV faces some incredible hurdles. The question
is whether C-SPACE is up to the challenge. Will a Canadian
industry made up of individuals who largely mistrust each other, lobby
on Parliament Hill and other places to soften the blow? Will vendors
of equipment advise their SMATV clients of the copyrights issues? I
don't have any of the answers, but time is short if the SMATV industry
in Canada wants to ensure its survival.

There is one aspect which I saved lor last: As predicted in the
January article, the Prime Minister has resigned, pending election of a
new leader in a national convention. That means that there will likely
be an election this fall. That also means that there may be a change of
government or a change of Communications ministers. Whether Bill
C-20 can get through the House of Commons for passage before the
new leader is elected, and before the election, is open to some doubt.
C-20 may become stalled as party politics over-ride the business of
the nation. But there was an attempt at getting an 'all party' agreement
f rom the opposition parties to rush C-20 through in this session. ll the
TVRO/SMATV industry has something to say to law-makers, they
had better hurry!

While on the topic of "piracy," there is another dimension to the
problem which threatens to hurt the entire Canadian TVRO industry.
In dozens of towns across Canada, community groups and entrep-
reneurs operate TVROS with VHF or UHF rebroadcasting transmit-
ters. In some towns, they solicit funds (about $200) per household,
which provides HBO or TMC and WTBS or WGN in perpetuity. Some
towns put the cost of the TVRO and maintenance onto the local tax
base! There are all sorts ol variations and combinations. In some
instances, l icensed cable operators or broadcasters have been
harmed and in some instances there is RF interference. All have
complained to tederal authorities, and their politicians. lt is the wrath of
all ol these parties which may harm the overall TVRO industry, be-
cause oJ the dozens ol overthe-air rebroads. Basically, having your
own home TVRO is O.K., and that wi l l  not change, but i f  anyone
wonders aobut the potential of "overkill" which is about to occur and
the wrath which may reign down, just remember, someone, some-
where sold these dozens of TVROs which are being used as rebroad-
casting stations.

When you travel across America you see a lot fewer blatant
instances where HBO etc., are being rebroadcast. lt simply isn't
tolerated in America. There are ground rules. Perhaps it is the Cana'
dian situation which is spurring the rush to scramble in 1984, more
than anything else.

Ottawa with whom You sPeaK.
Now betore everyone jumps on me for singling out the TVRO and

SMATV industry, this issue is not limited to TVRO manulacturers,
installers or SMATV and TVRO owners; there are plenty of cable
operators supplying HBO or Showtime, or Disney to paying_subscri-
bers; some ol them outright refuse to buy the "legal" Canadian
pay-lv services. Lots of these people have never bothered to pick up
the telephone to try and purchase the rights. One cable operator
whom we know of in British Columbia has the chutzpah to charge
subscribers $1 7 for a package of channels which would only cost
$9.95 in the U.S., then he "steals" HBO and scrambles i t  and sel ls i t
for an addit ional $1 1 and pockets al l  the money!!!  l f  he paid HBO for
the service, he would have to fork over at least $6 (Canadian) of that
$1 1 (of course First Choice and Superchannel, the holders of the
movie rights get zilch from these cable systems). There are enough ol
these cable operators doing this to warrant special attention from the
CRTC. Department of Communications, and, Department of Justice.

Simply stated, there is an undeclared war starting in Canada on
SMATV and cable operators who are distributing foreign satellite
signals without authority. One civi l  suit  was launched in mid-February
against an SMATV operator, by a cable system, over the rights to use
wir ing in a bui lding. Other lawsuits are pending. Most of these lawsuits
will not depend on the amendments to the Broadcasting Act (C-20).

Undoubtedly, people wil l  say that Bi l l  C-20 goes too far '  declaring
SMATV, and private TVROs to be "broadcasting undertakings" and
thereby subject to licensing and regulation. In fact most oJ the Cana-
dian TVRO industry probably hasn't even bothered to read C-20, but it
is clear to me that TVROs would be subiect to licensing (and poss-
ibly prohibition) if the Federal Authorities reversed their stand of
March 1983. We all know that in the real world it is too late to control
private TVROs, but C-20 is no laughing matter when it comes to
SMATV in condominiums, or motels, or apartments.

Before I paint al l  too bleak a picture, remember that the CRTC
announced that its SMATV would allow operation of TVROs in some
cases, but there are some CATCH-22s involved. The SMATV system
would have to ofler all Canadian channels olfered by the local Cana-
dian Cable l icensee, ( including French language channels which are
unpopular in most parts of the country). SMATV operators would be
limited to U.S. satellite services authorized for cable' At the present
time, that means no U.S. services but that may change in 1984'
because the CRTC will allow some importation of U.S. specialty
services. The actual services are yet unknown but you can almost
wager that they wil l  not include WTBS, WOR, WGN' HBO' SHOW-
TIME, TMC, ESPN, MTV. Right now, ESPN rights have been sold to
First Choice pay{v which began carrying about 14 hours/week of
ESPN in March. lf the CRTC licenses domestic versions of MTV and a
sports network (decision expected momentarily), they would also not
allow wholesale imoortation of a music TV or all sports U.S. service'

by
Elio Sion

SOUTH AMERICAN
DOMESTIC BIRDS

Ever since the era of satellite communications began, Latin Amer-
ica has been one of the most active regions in the world in im-
plementing domestic satellite systems. The many domestic systems
in operation today in Latin America attest to this observation.

By the early 1970's, most Latin American countries either had
installed an Intelsat station or had access to one. The transition to the
new technology at times created paradoxes. Many will remember
when in that oart ol the world it was faster to call New York or London
than a city 20 or 30 kilometers away. Even today, in most large
countries some isolated regions are difficult or impossible to reach
because a communications system has not yet been installed there.

This paradox was very effective in demonstrating the "instant"

benefits of satellite communications. Administrations seeing the slow
develooment of communications via tenestrial means in their coun-
tries quickly took the first step toward national domestic satellite
systems.

The logical and economical way was to grow into a national
system by first leasing transponder capacity on an Intelsat satellite.
And this was precisely the approach taken, with Brazil leading the way
in 1974.

As a preliminary to a national system, the use of leased Intelsat
transponder capacity has numerous advantages for nations preparing

Space and Communications Group
Hughes Aircraft Company
El Segundo, CA 90009
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services, the leased service can be interrupted (although preemption

has not been required to date). 3) Growth or extra leased transponder

cipacity at equally low lease costs cannot be guaranteed'

Table 1 shows the status of domestic satellite systems in Latin

America. A description of the various Latin American domestic sys-

tems follows.

BRAZIL
Brazil was the first Latin American country to establish a domestic

satellite system. In July 1974, coverage of the World Cup games was

transmitted trom Tangua to Manaus and Cuiaba via a leased Intelsat

transoonder. Brazil is also the first Latin American country to have

orocured its own national domestic satellite: a Hughes type HS 376

satellite lrom Spar Aerospace of Canada. Two satellites are sched-

uled for launch in February 1 985 and AugustiSeptember 1 985 respec-
tively.

foday Brazil has a domestic satellite terrestrial network consisting

ol one mister station (15 m), 20 transmilreceive (10 m) stations, and 37

TV receive-only stations. The 20 station transmit-receive network is

operated by Embratel (Empresa Brasliera de-Telecomunicaq6es) and
piovides teiephony as well as TV distribution. More than a third ol these

stations are iocated along the Amazon River and its tributaries'
Two TV nelworks, Globo and Bandeirantes, using some 44 TV

receive-only earth stations, distribute television to the cities in which

they are located. The transmitters for these TV networks operate
tnr6ugn Embratel's earth stations in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo By

tne eid of 1985, or before Brazil's new national domestic satellite is to

be launched, 18 more transmit-receive earth stations are to be instal-

led by Embratel.
Biazil's domestic satellite, SBTS (Sistema Brasiliero de Tele-

comunicagdes por Satelite), is presently under construction The

satellite is a 24 channel, C band, Hughes HS 376 type of satellite being
built by Spar of Canada under license to Hughes. (See Table 2lor the

satelliie's characteristics and map for its coverage pattern ) Hughes is

also participating in the construction as a subcontractor to Spar' A

TT&C station to dperate the SBTS satellites is also under construction

to implement a national domestic system of their own' For cash-

iiriteO nations, the initial investmeni is relatively small because it

involves only the purchase ol a few earth stations and the appropriate

lease of transponder capacity at $0.8 million per year (in U S dollars)

lor preemptibie global beam transponder service Consequently' an

administrition nied not concern itself at the outset with the costs
(r"t"ffit"., TT&C stations, training and staffing of personnel) and the

Lfforts associated with a space legment. Instead, it can devote its

energies to building earth stations and integrating them into the ter-

restrial network.- - 
A disadvantage of leased Intelsat service is that, in general,.lntel-

sat satelLite powdr levels are signiticantly lower than those achieved

with a domestic system. Consequently, domestic earth station anten-

nas sized for lnteisat power levels are considerably larger and there-

fore more expensive than those used for national domestic systems'

And, those earth stations destined for rural communications become

oveisized when the administration buys its own national satellite.- -Ho*"u"r, 
the flexibility and the low initial cash requirements of a

domeitic system based 6n INTELSAT leases well offset the cost of

ou"rnrirt "rio overpriced earth stations procured in the initial stages of

ry.i". nrifOrp - provided the transition to an optimized national

dbmestic system does not lag too tar behind' For example, Brazil'

which initiaied service in 1974-, now has a complement of 65 (10 m)

earth stations, with 18 more planned for installation by the time that its

Oomestic satellite, SBTS (Sistema Brasiliero de Telecomuniqac6es
por Satetite), is launched' in February 1985' These additional 18

itations sized for the more powerlul national domestic satellite, SBTS,

use only 6 m antennas. Eventually the Brazilian earth complement is

to incluie several thousand of these smaller earth stations. In this

overall perspective, the initial overexpenditure for larger, 10 m earth

stations has only a small impact on the total cost'
However, there are some factors to weigh in considering INTEL-

SAT leases: 1) the desired transponder capacity may not always be

available for lease when needed; 2) the low fansponder lease cost cf

SU.S. O.g million per year is for a preemptible'transponder' Therefore'

inv time truTetSAt heeds the tiansponder for guaranteed (backup)

TABLE 1. DOMESTIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS IN LATIN AMERICA

Earth Stations Installed Planned
Earth Station Intelsat
Installations TransPonder

By End of 1985 Leases
3 (11 m) 172 Globalt '

Receive
OnlY

6 Hemispheric{')
1 Global

7z Global(s)
% Global(a)
7z Hemispheric
3 SPottzt
1 Westar/Galaxy(3)

Services
Provided

Telephony/
DAMA

1 T V
1 Radio
Telephony
+ 2  T V

Telephony
Telephony
+TV
4 TV+
Telephony

National/Domestic
Satellite

International tender
for satellites in
preparation

2 Hughes type HS 376
24 channel C band
under construction bY
Spar of Canada
2 Ariane launches 1985

SATCOL satellite
project under study
2 type HS 376 under
construction by Hughes
18 channels at C band
4 channels at K band
2 STS launches 1985

Country Transmit-Receive
Argentina 1 (13 m)

30 (1 1 m)
2 (11 m) mobile
3 (6. 1 m) transportable

Brazi l  1 (15 m)
20 (10 m)

Chile 3 (11 m)
Colombia 3 (13 m)

1 4  ( 1 1  m )
Mexico 7 (11 m)

2 mobiles

Peru 3 (11 m)

Venezuela 1 (11 m)

a4 (10 m) 18 (6 m)

3  ( 1 1  m )
5 (7.5 m)
2  (13  m)

12 (11m)  24(7 .5n1
23 (7.5 m) 86 (7 m)

113 (7 .0  m)
14 (5  m)
5 (4.5 m)
2 transportable
3 ( 6 m )

1 ( 9 m )  2 1  ( 7 n )
2 ( 7  n l

' l7a Hemispheric(a)

1 Hemispheric(a)

Telephony
+TV
1 T V

(1) Intelsat lV-A, F-2, built by Hughes and launched-January 1976'
(Zi tntetsat lV, F-l, built by Hughes and launched May 1975'

i3i Western Union's Westar +, HS SZO, built by Hughes and launched February 1982'

Ga|axyl,Hughescommunications-operatedHs3T6,b.uihbyHughesand|aunchedJune1983
(4) Inteb;t V, F-4, built by FACC and launched March 1982'

isi tntetsat lV-A, CF-1, built by Hughes and launched September 1975'
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in Guaratiba near Rio de Janeiro.
For the past six years, Avibras, a Brazilian company, has built the

antennas for the earth stations. Embratel has built the earth stations in

Brazil, importing only certain subsystems, such as transmitters, LNAs'

and othei components built by Hughes and other suppliers'
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Name or Value

24 at 36 MHz ( + 6 sPares)
10 W power
416 GHz
Hughes HS 376, SPar
(2 spacecraft Program)

February 1985, August 1985
60"W to 70'W
Embratel (EmPresa Brasiliera de
Telecomunicaqoes)

SATELLITE DICEST

The first "private" domestic satellite telephony link was estab-
lished in October 1983 when Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) inaugu-
rates its 24 channel satellite telephony link between Giudad del Car-
men and Mexico City. PEMEX plans to expand its telephony network
beyond this initial link as soon as earth stations can be installed on
some of the oil plattorms.

Presently, Mexico is leasing lrom INTELSAT three spot beam
transponders (at 32.7 dBw at thecountry's edge) on the Intelsat lV F-1

Characteristic

Transponders

Type ol spacecraft and
manulacturer
Design lile (fuel-dependent) 8 years

Launch vehicle Ariane

Launch dates
Orbital locations
Operator

MEXICO-M"ri.o'. 
domestic satellite system is the most extensive in Latin

America and ranks among the largest in the world Service was
inirlrLt"o via leased Inte'isat transponders on May 1, 1980' More-
los,-Mexico's new domestic satellite system, is named after Jose
vriii" O" Morelos y Pavon, "servant of the People and one ol the
LiUeraors of Mexiio." Two Morelos satellites are being constructed
Ou Hron"t in El Segundo, California. Morelos is a Hughes HS 916
hibriliC and K band-) satellite, which will be launched on the shuttle in
N6t a; Septembei 1985. A TT&C station is also being built bv
Hughes in Mexico CitY.

ioOay, Mexico's tenestrial network includes 174 earth stations'
Two of these are trailer-mounted mobiles, and two are transportable
earth stations. In addition to the two mobiles, seven of the total
installed earth stations are transmit stations: four in Mexico City' o1e
il iiil;il, one in Cancun, and one in Tulancingo' All others are TV
receive-onty stations, which, however, have been.designed for easy
conversion into transmit-receive stations to provide telephony ser
vtces.

MORELOS C BAND COVERAGE, WIDEBAND
CHANNELS (72 MHz, 10.5 W)

r d  t d  t o o  - -  o d  t o P  2' - . -  
 7

BRAZILIAN SATELLITE C BAND COVERAGE

TABLE 2. BRAZILIAN SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

MORELOS K BAND COVERAGE
(108 MHz, 20 W)





built by Hughes and launched in May 1975. Although this satellite has

exceeded its 7 year. design life (which is fuel-dependent), Mexico

expects to use it until May 1985, when the first Morelos domestic

saiellite will be launched. This confidence is based on the extended
liJetime of Intelsat lV F-7, which the present Intelsat lV F-1 satellite
reolaced. Intelsat lV F-7 had exhibited a useful life in excess of 10-1/2
years when it was retired because it ran out oi luel.' 

The three leased transponders provide TV distribution oJ four TV
programs. In addition, half the capacity of a transponder is used by

Ff t i lEX tor SCPC telephony. A governmentTV channel occupies one

transponder, and another transponder is used to distribute two com-

mercial TV programs (Televisa). Another half transponder is used

to distr ibute a San Diego'originated U'S. television program

oicked ofl the air and transmitted from Tijuana to Mexico City for use

by CABLEvision for CATV distribution'' 
ln addition to Intelsat, Mexico also leases a transponder on the

Galaxy satellite to transmit live Mexican programs- to the U S lor

distribution by Spanish International Network (SlN) Galaxy 1 (as well

as Westar 4, which it replaced) is a Hughes HS 376 satellite operated

by Hughes Communications, Inc.
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TABLE 3. MORELOS SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS
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network include telephony plus one TV channel and one radio chan-

nel. The TV and radio programs received by the earth stations are

rebroadcast by local transmitters operating in the standard broadcast

bands.
These services are provided by leasing one and a half global be,am

transponders in spare capacity on an Intelsat lV-A, F-4' This satellite'

built by Hughes and launched in May 1977, is presently operating
satisfactorily beyond the guaranteed 7 year lite.

Recently, the Argentinian government issued an international ten-

der for the'purchaie of a multipurpose national domestic satellite

system. According to this timetable, Argentina could by 1986 or 1987

oberate its own sitellites with a much expanded terrestrial network'

COLOMBIA
Domestic satellite service was initiated in Colombia in June 1982

with three Standard B (13 m) earth stations and the lease of half an

Intelsat global beam transponder. Since then, 14 more earth stations
(7.5 m)"were instal led, and in July 1982, an addit ional half  of an

intelsai hemispheric transponder was leased. Five more earth sta-

tions will be added to the network within the next two years, two of

them in 1984. At present, the services otfered are 1 channel TV and

telephony, with the stations having a telephony circuit complement of

12, 24, 60, and 120 circuits.
A tender for two SATCOL satellites was cancelled in September

1982. ENTEL and other government agencies are now conducting

sludies to reassess the requirements for a domestic satellite system in

the contexl of a new telecommunications plan'
By the time SATCOL is launched. or even before, an additional

150 light traffic stations (4.5 m) will be installed in the first phase of a

massiue etfort to establish a versatile domestic network. Initially, they

will be for TV reception and a few circuits of telephony' The service

reouirements for this network include: rural telephony, entertainment
TV, and educational TV. In the second phase of the terrestrial network

Ouiidup, the planners foresee the installation ol several thousand

earth stations to provide every town and village with adequate tele-

communications services.

VENEZUELA
Domestic satellite service began in Venezuela with the lease ot

one Intelsat V transponder in September 1982. At present, the earth

segment consists of an 11 m transmitter in Cantaura and two TV

redeive-only stations - a I m nodal station in San Fernando, Apure

and a 7 m station in Puerto Ayacucho. A third, 7 m earth station is to be
installed in Sta. Elena de Uairen.

The TV programming being distributed is that of one of the two
government networks , and it includes commercials. In the nearluture,
an additional 21 TV receive-only earth stations will be installed' bring-
ing the total lo 24. Yenezuela's CANTV is considering leasing a
second transponder to add telephony and telex to its satellite services.

For the time being, the purchase of a satellite system is not being
considered.

Characteristic
Transponders

C band, 4/6 GHz

Ku band, 14112 GHz

Design life (luel dependent) I years

Launch vehicle STS/PAM

Value, Name, or Date

12 at 36 MHz at7 W (+2 spares)
6 at 72 MHz at 10.5 W
( + 2 spares)
4 at 108 MHz at 20 W
( + 2 spares)

October 1982

May 1985, September 1985

113.5 'W and 116.5"W

Secretaria de Comunicaciones
y Transportes

Construction contracl
initiation date
Launch dates
Orbital locations
Operator

With the accelerating pace of earth station installations, Mexico
estimates that by mid-1984 it will need to lease an additional Intelsat
transponder.

The Morelos satellite is Hughes'first hybrid HS 376 satellite. The C
band wide channels are intended for digital trunk telephony, while
the narrow band channels are to be used for analog telephony and TV.
K band is to be used for rural telephony and TV, data, and private line
networks. Mexico is targeting some social areas for particular atten-
lion: educational television, health and family planning, and agricultu-
ral education. The social benefits ol these efforts will be felt in-
creasingly as the number of installed earth stations increases. Some
1O years into the future, the Morelos earth segment is slated to include
approximately 10,000 earth stations - an ambitious but realizable
goal, given Mexico's determination and drive to get the job done. The
Morelos satellite system is on its way to becoming the new servant
and liberator of Mexico.

ARGENTINA
Domestic systems operation via leased Intelsat transponders was

inaugurated in Argentina in April 1982. Today there are 31 earth
stations using 1 1 m antennas and the 13 m master station in Balcarce.
In addition, there are two mobile (trailer-mounted, 11 m) stations and
three easily transportable (6.1 m) stations. All the stations have trans-
mit-receive telephony capability and a channel complement ranging
from 5 to 64 telephony circuits. Interconnectivity between stations is to
be achieved through a DAMA network. Two submaster stations in the
north and south of the country can be used to back up the master in
Balcarce.

Three more 1 1 m stations are being built for installation in the near
future. The services provided by the Argentinian domestic satellite

CHILE AND PERU
Chile now has two Standard B (11 m) stat ions and one 18'2 m

master station in Santiago. These stations provide telephony service
between Santiago, Punta Arenas and Coihaique by leased use of half
an Intelsat lV-A global beam transponder.

The Peruvian domestic system consists of earth stations in three
towns in the eastern jungle of San Mart in: Juaniui,  Tochche and
Saposa. Telephony services are provided lrom three towns to the rest
of Peru. Four other villages are connected via UHF/VHF radio tele-
phones. The lease ot 1-1 14 lntelsat hemishperic beam transponders
also provides for TV distribution to the stations. Three additional 6 m
TV receive-only stations are planned.

SUMMARY
The picture that emerges from this short "status report" is of a

vigorous, determined etfort by Latin American countries to expand
their telecommunications by satellite. Sixteen and a quarter leased
transponders are being used by the seven nations mentioned. Two
national satellite systems, Brazil's and Mexico's, are currently under
construction.

The use of leased transponder for internal communications is
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Elio Sion of the Space Communications Group, Hughes Aircraft
Company (El Segundo, Ca.) is charged with the responsibility of
overseeing the present day as well as the future coordination of every
Hughes communications satellite still in active service. In this paper'
originally prepared for a telecommunications conference in Argentina'
Mr. Sion reviews the present day and future activities in South Amer-
ica in the 4 (and 12) GHz satellite service area, While most of the data
has been previously reported, in 'tid-bit'lorm in CSD, a comprehen-
sive overview of the South American (and Central American) formal
use of C and K band satellites has never previously been published.
We are indebted to Mr. Sion for his work in this field.

growing by leaps and bounds. In developing a domestic network, each
6ountry has established different priorities. In Mexico, the initial im-

oetus has been to distribute four TV channels to its 200 earth stations'
in Brazil, the effort has been to bring telephony to Amazonia and the
Mato Grosso first, and then to let private companies add TV distribu-
tion. The record so far indicates that a domestic satellite system using
leased transponders is highly beneficial to internal communications'
because two out of the seven nations are already procuring their own
satellites and another two are seriously considering doing so soon'

Satellite communications growth for internal use will easily exceed
20 to 25 percent per year within the next few years - a good indicator
of healthy economic growth in Latin America.

SMATV SYSTEM
ENGINEERING/

(Part 4)

'out.' However, in systems where you require multiple amplifiers to
reach from one side of the proiect to the other, you will save ampliliers
if you start in the middle (so-called 'hub approach') and wire outward in
as many directions as you need to go.

Each time you must add an amplifier, on a line, to 'boost' the
signal, we havea measurable amount of signal degradation. There
is-something here which 'squares' in terms of interference. One ampli-
fier has twice as much (measurable) interference as no amplifiers (i.e.

serving every home from the headend alone). Two amplifiers have
twice is much interference as 1 amplifier; four amplifiers have twice
as much as 2, 8 has twice as much as 4 and so on. Double the number
of amplifiers and the permissible levels of (cross-modulation) interfer-
ence get 3 dB worse. lf it takes 8 amplifiers in a line to get across a
projecl lrom one end, but only 4 amplifiers in each ol two separate
directions to go from the middle in both directions, you are better off
starting in the middle. So we have yet another consideration for the
system planning.'  

You haveto'playwith'  al l  of theselactors asyou planyoursystem'
1) Locate the headend, if you have that choice, so that it serves

the area equally in diflerent directions, rather than all in one
direction (or predominantly in one direction).

2) Decide whether your SMATV cable plant is to use a dedicated
trunk approach, or if you will allow customer service taps to be
inserted into the headend output cable'

What is that all about?

TRUNK vs. Feeders
Real cable TV systems, serving whole communities, use two

different types ot cable plant within one plant. The premise is this'
t; Wtiiie all cable has loss, and every line splitter reduces the

available'RF power'on the l ine by breaking i t  up into (mostly)

even parts of 2, 3 or 4, there is one device which has a profound
effeci on the signal levels on the line; the subscriber tap'off
units or 'directional taps.' lf you run a single line lrom the
headend, and install directional taps for subscriber service on
that line, you will invariably end up having to place amplifiers
more often to compensate for the 'loading factor' of the taps
(DTs).

2) i f  you instal l  a'main' cable out of the headend (cal led a trunk)' 
and use that cable solely to cany RF power to lhe various
regions within the development/community, you are able to do
a better job of maintaining 'pure' or 'high quality' service to the
community as a whole.

3) The trunk cable leaves the headend, in one or more directions,
and it follows the 'main arteries' of the community area. The
object with the trunk is to get the signal as far as possible'
without amplification (or before re-amplification). Where you
need to provide'service drops'you use a unit cal led a'bridger'
to take signal out of the trunk and into a secondary type of line
called a'ieeder.' lt is on the feeder lines where you install the
DT devices and into which the customers are plugged for
service.

Let's boil that down first to a single building system; say a
high-rise apartment building.- 

1) We exit the headend with a 1/2 inch trunk cable. The trunk
goes from the bottom ol the building to the top floor, vertically'

2) Aswe passbyeachfloorof thebuilding, weinstal l  abridgerunit' 
and inio that bridger we plug one or more 'feeder lines' using

NOTE: In our third installment in this series, appearing in the April
issue of CSD, we concentrated on the characteristics of the cable
itsell, and began a look at the options available lor installing that cable.
We determined that you can rent pole space from the local telephone
(or power) company to 'hang' your SMATV cable lines overhead on
existing (or planned) poles. We also determined that there are mini-
mum 'safety requirements' that apply in all states; there must be a
certain (minimum) space or distance between the power company
lines at the top of the pole and the telephone and/or cable lines lower
down on the pole. And, there must also be some minimum distance or
soace between the lowest lines on the pole and the street or ground
below. We ended our April segment by noting that there are estab-
l ished contract procedures which al low you to rent 'pole space'from
the telephone utility (it the poles are shared by both power and
telephone), or by the power utility (if the poles in question have no
telephone lines on them). Rental charges are 'supervised' by the
Federal Communications Commission and fall in the $3 to $7 per pole
(per year) region. However, there is something called 'make-ready'

which deals with the power/telephone utility having to re-arrange their
exist ing l ines on (a) pole(s) so there is adequate'safe space'on the
pole foi your (SMATV) cable lines. Make ready can be very expensive
since it involves physical movement ol power/telephone lines on an
existing pole, or even replacing a pole with a taller pole in those
instanCes where the pole is simply 'not tall enough' to allow the safe
insertion of your new (SMATV) cable line onto the existing pole. This
month's fourth part in this series takes up at that point.

Once you have tossed all of these factors into consideration, now
you are finally ready to look closely at how much cable you will need,
and where it will run. Start with a map, locally produced by you or
obtained from a utility company or the developer and locate all of your
present and future potential service drops. The headend should be
located as close to the center of the proiect or community as
possible because of something called 'amplifier cascading.' The
problem here is that you want the total length of cable from the
headend to the furthest away homes to be as short as possible. You
will probably use about the same amounl of cable whether you start at
one end and wire to the opposite end, or, start in the middle and wire
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A HEADEND CLOSE TO THE CENTER
IS BEST

smaller (.412 or'four-twelve'as it is called) cable. The leeder
lines pass down the main hallway of the floor so that they go by
each apartment on the way to the opposite end of the building.

3) Into the feeder line(s) we install DT devlcee; they 'suck out,'
lrom the feeder line, a carefully controlled amount of RF signal
for delivery to the individual apartment.

4) From the DT to the apartment TV set location(s) we run a piece
of RG-59/U cable, finally terminating the line in a matching
transformer or wall outlet within the apartment proper.

lf we are dealing with streets rather than a single high rise building,
our system is the same; only the nomenclatures change. The trunk
runs down 'Maln Strecl' and at the cornerE ol Elm, Oak, Cypress,
Maple and Pine we Inrtall brldgers. These bridgers interface be-
lween the 'Main' trunk and the 'Elm, etc.' feeders, In front of every
residence or every other residence we install DTs to carry on into the
house via some RG"59/U drop cable,

Then it we want to serye individual subscribers on'Maln Street,'
we don't plug them into the trunk; rather we 'fold back'a feeder output
from the bridgers at say Elm, Cypress and Plne so that one of the
bridged{eeders from each of those corner locations go€8 back up (or

SATELLITE DICEST

FLOOR 4

FLOOR 3

FLOOR 2

FLOOR 1

EDER
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FEEDER

TRUNK

A VERTICAL/RISER TRUNK CAN "BR!DGE'' TO
HORIZONTAL FEEDER LINES

down) Main Street, along with the trunk cable, to provide customer
service outlets along 'Main.' Each street has a single cable, except for
Maln Street, Where, along Main, we need to provide service to
customers we place a second (feeder) cable for that express purpose,

Such an approach is 'pure' but frankly not necessary lf you can lay
out your system so that you will reach every location you need to reach
within say 3 (maxlmum) amplifiers from the headend, while using the
slngle (trunk) llne from the output as both a trunk and feeder system.
This one-cable, dual approach system is called a'tapped trunk'simply
because you are'tapping into' the trunk for custom€r service along the
way. We'll look in some detail at both approaches, and where you
draw the line,

lf the tapped trunk approach is 'less pure' than the full-trunk
plus-feeder design, there is at least one more design approach worth
considering which is even less pure; a looped feeder system. The
concept here is that to save money, typically within a building such as
a three or four story apartment house, you calculate how and where
you will run your cable to get from the headend to the last outlet on the
system. Let's say you have it ligured out so that you come out of the
headend with a two-way split and then go off in two different dlrections
to carry the signal to each apartment. Your system will be within th€
confines of the single building, and you can use BG-6/U or RG-1 1/U to

v\t
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I*rror.-{
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I
A SMALL COMMUNITY IS NOTHING BUT A TALL
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do al l  of your cabl ing. You would l ike to avoid the cost of the
direct ional taps.

The idea is that you will come to the apartment f rom the direction ol
the headend with the (RG-6/U or other suitable) cable, connect into a
signal tap-oif device within the apartment, and then come out of that
signal tap-off device and ' loop on'towards the next apartment. You
break (or cut) the cable at the ' tap olf  device, to insert i t  in the l ine, and
then carry on to the next location. You can put some finite quantity oJ
such tap outlets in a l ine (series) belore running out of signal.

The tap off devices typically are wall plate units, that install in
standard 2" x 4" wall boxes. They have a wall plate cover so that the
part facing out, towards the (living) room reveals simply a harmless
looking female 'F'  f i t t ing. The subscriber wil l  plug his TV set, through
an RG-59/U jumper, into the wall  plate outlet.  Within the 2" x 4" box,
you bring the RG-6/U or other cable into the box from the bottom, rear
or top, connect to one ol the two connection points on the back of the
wall  plate unit .  A second cable, leading onwards to the next identical
location, connects to a second connector on the back of the wall plate
unit and exits from the 2" x 4" box to pass on down the l ine.

This sort of wall  tap comes in many dif ferent trade names; Jerrold,
for example, cal ls them 'Ultra Taps' or DFT units, or, Omni-Taps. Each
is sl ightly di l ferent in design but they al l  have the same premise; to
avoid having to instal l  a separate, perhaps costly, direct ional tap
device in the feeder cable l ine, and then run an associated oiece of
RG-59/U cable to the subscriber receiver.

(The primary disadvantage to the wall-plate, loop-through tap-
off device is that i t  of lers the instal ler less of an opportunity to maintain'isolation' between any two television receivers connected to the
same l ine, and less opportunity to insure that each set on the l ine
receives a prescribed level of signal. The Jerrold DFT series actual ly
includes a miniature DT cal led a'direct ional coupler, 'which you select
based upon the signal level on the l ine at the point of connection.
There are dif ferent values for dif ferent signal levels. The Jerrold
Omni-Tap has a bui l t- in, instal ler accessible miniature signal level
control which you adjust with a signal level meter to insure that the
proper amount of signal reaches each set at each location. A' looped
system' has the further disadvantage that you cannot (graceful ly)
disconnect a single subscriber from the system without entering the
apartment, taking apart the wall  plate, and unhooking the tap to the
wall  plug. In a situation where people pay for the service, and may
discontinue paying which in turn requires that you discontinue the
service, this is obviously not a very satisfactory arrangement. A pure
DT-fed system, with each customer service l ine individual ly accessi-
ble by the system operator is a far better approach.)

Let's go back to our original pole requirements; 23 feet of vertical
space between the top ol electrical and the ground. And let's assume

P U R E  T R U N K
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A LOOPED-FEEDER IS THE LEAST
PURE APPROACH TO A SYSTEM
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SiIAW/ continues on page 50

our pole is precisely 23 feet above ground; no room to spare.
Where do you attach the cable TV lines?
There are two instant possibilities here.
1) The CATV cable will be placed on an oulrigger device called a'sidearm.' lf you cannot get your required one foot of separa-

taon between telco and cable vertically, up and down, you get it
more or less horizontal ly; out to the side. you, the cable oper-
ator, will pay the cost of this 're-arrangement.' lf you are fortun-
ate, the telco will let you buy and install the sidearms. In some
agreements, they reserve that r ight (under a'make-work, pol i-
cy for telco employees).

2) Or, they can 'change the pole out., That is, to get you the
addit ional one foot required, they put in a tal ler pole. yup, you
are right. That will cost big bucks and you, the guy that needs
the 'space,' will pay the tab. $300 is pretty common. lf you
nappen to get onto a pole that has monster power transfor-
mers, both primary and secondary power lines, it could be a
couple of grand. Obviously a sidearm is the prefened way to
go.

. 
"Make ready" really means that the telephone company, perhaps

lhe power company as well ,  must make 'change outs'on theirpoles to
get you the legal room you require. Make ready will cost you money
since they are making ready, or room, for you. lt could amount to lots ol
dol lars.

Every single pole that you want to attach to must be inspected.
You, and an engineer from the telco wil l  'walk'  the olant and he wil l
make notes on his plant map as you go along. Then he wil l  make up an
estimate of the costs ot 'make ready.' This will only happen AFTER
you have negotiated and signed a contract with them (thev don't walk
pole p_lants and spend engineering time on the premise that you
MIGHT rent from them) and possibly only afler you have paid them a
fee to engage in this 'walk out. '  And that wi l l  happen ONLy AFTER you
have a signed, legal contract with the developer or community you wil l
be wiring. Telco is under no obligation to rent pole space to somebody
who drops in off the street; only to people or firms who nave some
granted, legal right to provide cable TV service in the area.

Of course you could bury your cable plant. Underground. lf the
power and/or telco utility is already buried, there are probably no poles
and you will have to go underground anyhow. We will hope that you
got started with the developer BEFORE he had all of his roads in and
paving done. Cutting up paved roads, boring under sidewalks and
using a diamond tipped concrete saw to work your way through a
concrele jungle is a good way to go broke in a hurry.

A buried plant that can be 'trenched in' using a Ditch Witch or
other shallow depth digging and burying machine can compare favor-
ably to a plant that has to go on telco poles. First of all, you'avoid pole
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63 Suppliers of Aetuators!
1lO-Volt A.C. (house current) is potentially lethal. So is high-voltage
(90-volt) D.C. Since many suppliers offer safe D.C. - operated systems,
there is no incentive, other than cost, for you to takl this risk. Low
voltage D.C. requires the use of expensive transformers and relays
and these costs are naturally in the prices. However, an A.C. system
should be installed by a licensed electrician and may be subjeci to
inspection and permits by your local authorities. What you save in
purchase price could be more than offset in higher instalhtion fees.
Superwinch makes only safe 24-uolt D.C. systems.

Most antenna drive systems suppliers depend on outside vendors
for the motor/gearbox/tube assembly that goes on the dish. The
S.aqrnary S^teering Gear Division of General Motors is a popular
ghojcg. At Superwinch we build our own cornplete system, aituator
included. Why do most of our competitors buy initead of build?
peg-qu.se many do not have the expertise, or the manufacturing
facilities to make their own. Because we build the complete sys--tem,
we can do it at less cost and control the quality, perfoimance, and
delivery of the entire system. We don't blame-thl actuator vendor
if the system f.ails. We take responsibitity for the whole systern.

Frankly, we are not impressed with the quality of most imports.
Furthermore, lead times can be long, deliveries problematical, and
warranty obligations difficult to enforce. often, the initial costs of
imported products are lower. Howeuer, Superwinch belieues that
our interests and those of our customers aid our country are best
serued by the finest label of atl - Made in the U.S.A.

This magazine probably contains at least one ad for a new actuaror
supplier. We have nothing against new enterprises - we were one in
1970. As a buyer, you should assure yourself that your supplier has
substance, that he'll be there when needed, and hai the rei6urces to
help-you if you h-ave problems. As a clue, check to see the supplier,s
level of support for our industry association - SPACE. Only B of the
63 actuator suppliers are Pioneer members of SpACE andbnlv 2
committed contributors to SPACE's Superfund. Superwinch is
6oti" Since 1970, we've built over b00,000 electric lifting and pulling
machines. Superwinch will be here next year.

iEl

POT, short for potentiometer, is more common in the TVRO
industry than at rock concerts. POT's are a means of determining
where your dish is aimed. They have a serious drawback, in our
opinion, in that they are temperature sensitive. Unlike most of our
fellow suppliers, we start with a benchmark (the Down Limit
Switch) that-positively provides a 0.0.0. reading every time. Using
magnets and a magnet-sensitive switch, we count upirom 0.0.0.,
each digit representing 80/1000ths of an inch of travel. It,s accu-
rate,-less costly, a_nd can always be reset to zeroby fully contract-
ing the actuator. Superwinch has neuer used, pOT.
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MORE VARIETIES THAN BASKIN.ROBBINS! HOW DO YOU MAKE AN INFORMED
CHOICE? AT SUPERWINCH, WE HAVE A PRODUCT AND BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
THAT MAY HELP YOU NARROW THE FIELD . . *

The two common driving mechanisms in an actuator are a ball
screw or an Acme screw. We prefer the Acme. Why? Because it's
simpler than a ball screw and is, therefore, less costly. Because it

has less backlash (slop) in its construction, it is more positive,
accurate, and won't rattle in a high wind.

Superwinch uses only Acme thread driues.
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Many actuator controls look like telephones. Keypads, switches,
and buttons galore. You don't want to call long distance; you
simply want to go from, let's say, FB to W4. Perhaps you can

remember the codes but can other members of your family do the
same? On our Skywalker II, you release the Select button when

the scanning light comes to rest on the bird you want. You key in
nothing. Initial programming of all the satellites takes 15 minutes.

No lengthy warrn-up period required.
b%%

is an important consideration. Our controls no longer
look like model railroad transformers (we confess, they did at

:st), nor do they sport wooden sides like bookends. Our controls
are high tech and they look it. Everything is in one package (do
you really need more boxes and wires in your video setup?). All

Superwinch controls use an extruded brushed aluminum face
with pebbled black vinyl covered top and sides.

It looks good andit works better.

It's been said that our Skywalker actuator is noisy. Compared
others, it is. After all, a Kenworth or Peterbilt makes more

than a Honda Civic - but it also gets more done. Our ll2HP
or coupled to our solid steel geartrain generates more sound
a 1/15 HP motor driving plastic gears. Your compensation?
Skywalker can be used on small dishes, sure, but also on 12

15 footers. Snow, ice, and cold don't bother us. Beware of the
fine print ("suitable for smaller dishes in mild climates"). At

we belieue there is no substitute for adequate power.

:k Our agency said this ad was too long, too busy. They said you-r- 
wouldn't take the time to read it. We ran it anyway because
you've got a lot of choices in actuators and we believe that your
informed choice will benefit both of us.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WRITE TO:

I
2
H.PIr k,

H.P

SUPERW| NCH oept. to . WINCH DRIVE . PUTNAM, CT 06260 . TEL. 203/928.7787 TELEX 643981
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The ultimate combination of product innovation, user
convenience and value . . . ALL IN oNE unit.
INTRODUCING . . .

The all new - AII in One
Satellite Stereo Receiver
Boman Industries.

Convenience and style combined
with the latest in TVRO technology
makes the Boman Model SR2S00
the receiver to which others wilt be
compared.
Audio Group

Super
from

The Detent Volume control ad-
justs the volume and adds to the at-
tractive design of the stereo section.
Function Group

The attractive display panel
shows channel number and polarity
position in a soft green color.

The 12 GHz button changes the
operation of the SR-2500 from 4 to
12 GHz when used with appropriate
12 GHz hardware.

The Format button transposes the
polar i ty mode when receiving
signals from the few satellites with
reversed polarity signals.

_DNR function provides a filtering
of background noise from the audio
thus providing very high quality
audio performance especially on
weaker signals.

A Search button gives a fast scan
of all channels and is of assistance
during the initial alignment and
orientation of the programmable
moving control.

The Invert button is provided for
reception of inverted video signals.

switched off: No more LNA/DC warm-up drift.
r Integrated Channel 3 - 4 Modulator.
r I - 2 Step Channel Advance Switch.
r Separate Sub-carrier Outlet.
o IF Gain Control.
o Parental Guidance Switch.
. Remote Control Switch.

Satellite Selection Group

programed position.
Video Fine Tuning

and Skew adjust-
ment is made quick
and easy using the
dual function fine
tuning control.

Satellite selection is accomplished
with the l2 pushbutton pad. The in-
terfaced control then automaticallv
moves the antenna to the pre-

il
mN

. Left-Right audio channel tuning
is adjusted by separate controls. A
balance control is provided for at-
taining that perfect stereo effect.
_ Separate meters showing Signal
Strength and Left-Right audio levels
are provided with soft green il-
lumination.

The pushbutton group consists of
the "Discrete" and "Matrix', stereo

ttons. Bandwidth is expanded by
: of the "Wide" button. Thesi

controls enhance the reception
all available audio transmissions.
The audio pushbuttons offer a
ice of preset 6.8 tuning frequen-
for most video channels and

Tone Response:
" audio tone is heard when

the Feather-Touch push-
is used.

Converter power re-
on when the unit power is

The "UP" - "DOWN" tuning
buttons provide manual selection oi
scan of channels in I step or 2 steps
and continuous operation. The 5 se-
cond Scan button allows the user to
view each channel for 5 seconds dur-
ing the 24 channel scan.

The East/West fine tuning con-
trol is used for that extra special
antenna peaking which is sometimes
required.

MODEL SR-2500
Use our tollfree nwnbers to order
yours today.

iable audio for stereo or sub-
reception.

features found either inside or on the rear panel of the

ic Polarity Switching.

TOLL FREE NUMBERS:
INStDE CA. (800) 352-2553

Somangnduslries

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
SATELLITE PRODUCTS DIVISION
93OO HALL RD., DOWNEY, CA 90241 ouTst DE CA. (800)421-2533
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SMAW/ continued lrom Pagb 42
make-ready charges as well ag annual rental charges. Next, il you can
simply trench and bury and backfill and move on, without having,.b
tangle with pavement and concrete, you are going to move along-at a
600-900 foot clip per day per Ditch Witch team.

Obviously there is a whole study required here and our intent is not
to educate you in a lew briel paragraphs of all you need to know to
cope with buried or overhead cable plants. We only wish to caution
you that there is more to this than simply stringing some cable from
pole to pole or post to post and the 'more to' drives up the costs

UP Front Not Good?
I believe Satellite Financial Planning Corporation provides a much

needed service, but, their $250 credit checking fee is just too much
and it has cost them customers. Perhaps, as they suggest, they are
'up front' and do not disguise the fee in the form ol higher interest
rates; however, a lot ol people won't go for it and several of my
customers have gotten other financing because of the 'fee.'

HBO and Ted Turner 'DBS.' I feel that it is unreasonable lor Turner
or HBO to consider TVROs as retail customers for their service. Atter
al l ,  most of my customers have put out over $3,000lor theirTVRO. We
TVRO owners should be viewed as wholesale customers by TT/HBO
just as a cable system is handled and billed as a'wholesale customer.'

Last, but hardly least . . . shame on SPACE and STTII They are
like two immature children fighting over a piece of candy. We've got
rnore important battles to fight than to squabble over such stuff. I am
sure HBO (et al) are loving every bit of it! My message is 'Wake Up
SPACE/STTI'; work it out before it is too late!

David E. Stoner
SPACELink Satellite Systems
137 Beech Road S.W.
Pataskla, Ohio 43062

Of all of the aspects ot the SFPC package, we too have been
moet bothered by the $250 fee. Yet, when it is explained to you
and they go through the costs involved, it is certainly not out of
line. We took the time to study how many hours go into checking
and approving credit apps and discovered that many cost SFPC,
grd the bank, far more than the $250 charged. On the other hand,
somc also go through for around $100 total costs. We commend
SFPC for not sticking higher interest rates on and disguising the
credit checking fee, but know as you suggest that it is a difficult
one to explain to customers. ll you had customers who obtained
their own financing after rebelling at the fee, you still sold the
system; and that's not all bad.

20124 Foot Plans
I have read your Coop's Satellite Digest and find it very interes!

ing. My question is, where can I locate or buy plans to build a 20-24
foot dish? The plans should be easy to understand and the construc-
tion should be economical. I am very interested in being able to
receive Intelsat lV-A in use by Mexico as well as the Intelsat V,
Symphonie and Gorizont birds from here in Miami.

Alberto Mora A.
9025 S.E. 28th Street
Miami, Fl.  33165

A2O or 24lool dish would never be'easv to understand' nor

SATELLITE DICEST
quickly. We trust you will take the time to study a professional opera-
tion in this business area before charging into any sort of 'contract'

with a developer.
NEXT MONTH/ part five will look closely at the planning of a

coaxial cable nelwork that carries AC operating voltages lor the
system 'active electronics' and how you insure there is enough vol-
tage and currenl to run the system while not'frying' any subscriber
equipment in the process! (Copies of CSD for February, March and
April are still available for ihose who would like a complete set ot this
important CSD series; call Carol Graba at 305/771-0505 or write to
CSD for informalion.

would it ever be economical. Certainly they are not totally out of
reach as a do-it-yourself construction project, but the only way
you get better reception with say a 20 foot than a 13 foot is to be
very careful that the full surface maintains the true parabolic
shape. To keep a surface this large in the shape of a parabola
requires considerable attention to the way the surlace is 'sup-

ported.' The answer iB that you spend far morc time and money
building the back structure than you do the tront surface. A BIG
dlsh with an inaccurale surface leaves you ,worse ofl than a
smaller dish with an accurate surface. When you get all done,
you will have spent around 4 to 5 times as much for a 20 footer
than you will have spent for say a 13 footer. Once you jump
beyond 12113leel, the costs rise dramatically, a function of the
ribs and support structure required to keep the total surface
'parabolic' all over. lt is not a simple task and we cannot rec-
ommend it to a novice.

NO Coop At All?
Just a note to let you know I have resigned from Pico Satellite. As

VP, GM, Director of Sales and Marketing, it appeared that indeed I had
found a home. However, everything changes with time. Private cable
is my home and first love and I intend to stay around and contribute in
any way that I can. I have enjoyed our association and will scrounge
up copies of CSD until I can settle at a new desk. lf someone should
ask, my home telephone in Jupiter, Florida is 3051757-0426. Finally,
what is more fr ightening than'COOP'twice per month? No COOP at
a l l !

Elmer E. Pegram
4199 Robert Street
Jupiter, Fl. 33458

Elmer's contribution to getting PICO products into more deal-
er hands was impressive. Anyone out there looking for a cracker
jack marketing man with top notch executive abilities? The tele-
phone number and address appear above.

FEEDBACK On V.B.l .
The'data pulses'one sees during normal Gorizont transmissions,

which may look for the world like normal vertical blanking interval
signals, are indeed not! This is an internal (Russian) system for
transfering engineering and timing data for the point to point Moskva
system. I have attempted to get the information to 'display'or'print'

with my English equipment but cannot make it do any of the correct
things. As a start, the timing seems to be different from normal
Teletext timing references. The News Exchange, which lwrote about

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DENCE, NOTES,
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES. .  .

CSD prov ides  th is  indus t ry  Forum wi th  the  unders tand ing  tha t  op in ions ,
thoughts  and " fac ts "  pub l i shed are  f rom the  wr i te rs ,  no  l iab i l i t y  fo r
s ta tements  ex tends  to  the  pub l ishers .  Address  le t te rs  to  CSO/ lndus t ry ,  PO.
Box 100858.  F t .  Lauderda le .  FL  33310
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th.?1?:ll]r1-"_(see pages 14 and 1 6) is.the exceprion (on Gorizonr),
Ilo^, Il."^ry.lg_9n: ygy yor. can teil rhe difference is to carefuily studyrne otrs ot Information in the vertical bar. These bits are very ctose
::9",,11 l1q g 1 20, pet tine) for Tetetext white the Russian engineer_
T^q^.,i19..1?,. 

tong, ftar, white areas which show up as repetitiv-e. The
,r ererex(l).rhat wiil display or print is typically on Gorizont at 14 westbetween the hours of .l pM and 6 pM eastern standard time (1g00 to2300 GMT), during the ,lntervision 

fxcnange, slot.- 
'

Your comment about my apparent ability to copy 99o/o (+ ) errorfree copy is perhaps a siOelilnt ot tn" sy.terrineing [3e0. Data is senttwice and then the parity bits are checked to ensur6 that there is;gooJ
data'on a weighted basis.

. 
R9?9"^rllaybe^interested in my results to date usrng a homebrewed 10.95-.1 1.7 GHz receiving system. lam usinq a scalar hornfeed, 7 dB noise f igure mixer (no [ i tnty, anO a z.o," i iE oist.  On eCS

at 13.east, I have reception from five television channels includ-
Ing uKy uhannet (coded and scrambled, TVS a French program
transmitted from Paris each evening from 7 pM to 10 pM (paris Ime)where the announcers also repeat everything in English (!), a GermanTest c_ard with occasionar programming. on ine tnteiiit v bird rocated
ar z4.b oegrees west, lhere have been a pair of channels up testing forT.E.N. (The Entertainmenr yygtl wnlcfr twail scnelureo to begin
::s:l:f,t?lg.i.ts 

ro. Engtish oATV sysrems with movies and speciats
on Apnr. t sr. Heception on all is in color but I am from 3 to 5 dB belowrnresnotd In each case. The estimated ElRp from the ECS bird is 47dBw in my direction, while the lntelsat V UirJ estlmates at 45 dBw.What I wouldn't give to have a lower noise front endl

Mike Stone
Baugh Farm
Church Lane
Downend, Bristol
Enqland

. Mike's interest in tie TVRO field grew out of an etectronics
hobby interest. Firms looking tor soileone io t".i in the field,11-12 GHz gear in Europe wduld do well to coniact him direct.

UNFAIR Charges?

",,^1,:,fl-l:llsampte copy of CJRin January and arter receiving ir,suoscnoeo tmmediately. As a result of where I l ive, lsent in g45 forihesubscription to CJR. I now note that CJR nas Oecome CSD/2 and inthe,process it will go to all domestic subscribers to CSO *itnout "nyfurther charges. lt follows that:'1) A number of domestic subscribers to CSD have been given anunsolici ted credit of $35. and.
2) A certain number of domestic subscribers can expect, at worst,

a credit of this amount less the value of issues they have(previously) received, and.
3) We, the 'overseas 

subscribers,, are to subsidize the abovegroups to the tune of $35 i f  we consider the $j0 dit ference
between domestic and overseas mailing ai a postage tee.This is ptainty discriminatory and quite un*oitf{V ot tn! honesty andhigh ethicar standards which have heretofore bLen characteristic otCoop and CSD. I would feel very much obliged if Coop shoutd see this.

Quentin Richmond
e.M.S. Richmond
p.O. Box N 4676
Nassau, Bahamas

- ,On !!1" surface, it may appear that way. A brief recitation is in
gldeJ. We started CJR for one single purpose; *" t"lt th"t th"SPACE dealer members were not gettir;g $00 worttr of servicesfrom S.PACE per year. A once-a-month-copy of CJR was hardly
_ggi,LS lo..9u"n the score, but that was tne'ri'mii of-our ,donation

lllrIt we are not capable of making up for all o, the ills ofSPACE, bur we fett we coutd try to do;oftilr;q.'bpACE deatermembers receive CJR-CSD/2 at no charge. ant ii,at is discri_minatory! This costs us around $1 g0O eacfr monitr; anO we migfrt
ljj 1l1I'.111 t 1,1 _n o nga v h a s ste p ped f o rwa id io' ac r n ow r eo! ernar oonatton'from Coop. We hOped to ,break even, on CJ-R_er-u/z Dy gentng enough other people to subscribe that we wouldevenruaily have a 91 800 per month ,profit'; i.e., setting aside thecopies going to SpACE members'gr"t i" ,  *?J ;ave $1800 toclaim as our own for the 70 o, so liours p;;o;th it takes to

create CSD/2. Of course the first $1900 we took in would only, intruth, break us even since we had already ip"ni it to get.ine
SPACE dealer members their copy of CSfilZ.'- 

"

With us so far? Good.
Well, it didn't work out that way. And at $1800 per month it wasclear to us that we might not be able to continue our commitment

to SPACE forever s6 we sat down and ,"fig";o how muchadvertising it would take to make up ttre shortEfl.itre reaf proO_fem was that CJR-CSD 12 only had about n"ff in" circulation of
9SD 19 atrract enough add-itionat "aueriising, we had to be'competitive'with 

ourselvesj othllryis_e peopte riould always optto advertise in CSD rather rhal!!!tZ tb.f n). So we saw ttr6 oniysolution was to turn CJR into CSD/Z ana pu6tr ourselvesto comeout every two weeks. Now we have good interesiin CSD/2 andevenlually it will have suff icient adveriising where we can at leastbreak even with it.

^^fg.* does this impact on subscriptions? Everyone who renews
::^"".:::::,11I"_3F9 

pays for CSD/2 since ar teasr domesricailyrn^e rwo are Inseparabre. The annual rate is $65 if subscribers takiCSD via AtRmait (the onty way we wiil send itj-inO CSOIZ viasurface mail. Or, $75 (domestii) for both, nf imlii

.^,^i::1"^::3:y-b-sldy 
program here; but it is NoT the offshore (i.e.

rorergn, subscribers who are subsidizing; i t  is Coop. Unti l  every_one.has renewed at the $65/$75 rates, djmesticitii, Coop is outbig bucks every month. All b-ecausehe ""* "n opp'ortunity to dosomething, in a small way, lor the SpACE OealLl program anOhaving given his commitment to do tfrat someifrinj, is reluctant
to back out. The non-US subscribers are NOT thi tosers, weassure you.

THE Dutch Are Comino
Note_the ad clippinginclosed from a Vancouver newspaper re-garding Philip_s, the larle Dutch electrical/electronics firm.
Atter the Canadian Sat Expo here, I was approached by some_

3:1yl:!19S",ins the Bank of kuwail tb ,p"ro 55 j.v, in the Middtetast surveying some new communication system proposals. So lwillbe away from Vancouver between April r eth anO th; iSti of May. Alsoenclosed is a newspaper story extolling the virtues oi vacationing inSri Lanka. When are we going back? 
"

Frank Ogden
21st Century Media Communications
p.O. Box 3608 M.p.O.
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3y6
Canada

Tlte last.pSlagfph of the Sri Lanka articte says:
r nose visiting sri Lanka shourd have vaccinations for chorera,typhoid fever and yeilow fever before arriving. At.o, tux" medica-tion for malaria."

Fortunately, none of thos-e_ traveling with Frank Ogden andcrew last November were afflicted wit6 any locai oiseases; atleast not from Sri Lanka. Bombay, oi "ori"", 
-Jas 

a diflerentstory.

._..The_Philips advertisement states that they are tooking lor'TVRO 
Technical Representatives'to act ". ..upiort'io, 

the market-Ing or sateilite receivinq svstems., philips is bringing TVRO gear io
9ln"d3 for sate, appirehily quite sobn, and th-ey-want the appti-cants to.have experience in .TVRO 

site surveyJ, Oeater traifiint,dealer liaison and technicat gglqO_19_t1" 1n"*j'safes force., ThJynoteth.at'exposure to the (existing) TVRO markeiwou-lO Oe an asset.,Philips is one of the world;C largest "r""ironif firms. Their
?111"!T.P. are_right up rhere withtenerat luotois in the USAand we all know those are.BlG numbers. Their early appearancein the North American market witn ,fVRO narO'wiie:is no strocferbutjt does point up that times are cnanoino.'- 

- '

. of all of the people we heard talk aboui mirketing and selling
:lr?lgSy at lh-e Las Vegas shows, we found fuxor;s ians e tner toDe rne most fascinatino. In a private press conference not openro.th.e public (that was isnamdl, cine; rold ;;;L;is orilre presswhat his firm is doing about cleining up the TVn6 selling act in theUnited States. The p-tan is tong and-very detail;. Th; bottom line
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Smooth easy operation and uncompromisinq videoquali ty have led the EARTH TERMTNALS ,uiuiu"r. tobe called the "Mercedes,, 
ol home satelf ite ,Lceiuers.

Even the most discriminating videophif. ,  f i"Oli  ," 'impressive performer. Here,i why.
Unmatched Video Reproduction
Accurate high resolut ion video ensures last ing value.
Specif icatrons alone can t show the vivid;; f fe:r; ;c;s
in video quali ty. Compare picture qual i ty before 

-- '

you ouy.
Automatic Fine Tuning
High performance AFC provides dri f t_free channel
serecrron automatical ly. No f jne tuning required.
Full Remote Control
25 foot remote control al lows easy channel select ion
and volume level adjustment. (Channel select ion
automatical ly selects correct feed polarizatron.i
Convenient Sound Selection
Eliminates the need to manually select the audio in
most cases System uses f ixed (6 8 MHz) and variable(5 5 to B.S MHz) audjo modules anO automatici t iy- 

-

selects audio subcarriers.
Full Function Metering

:9nlrnlous monitoring of Signat Strength (dB) and
uenrer I  untng (M Hz). Al lows accurate check of systemper{ormance (CNR) without additional equipmtnt-
Versatile
Dual conversion circuitry and a remotable downcon_
verter permrt mult iple receiver systems with a single
antenna. (Less sophist icated single conversion
receivers require cosfl y interference isolaters.)
For more detai ls about our products give us a cal l
or write.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242-gSO2
513-489-6200

EARTH TERMIN'TIS'"



CORRESPONDENCE/ continued from page 51

is that Luxor, little known in the USA but VERY well known in
Europe and the middle east and far east, is approaching the US
TVRO marketplace at the most professional of levels. We think we
know what OEM support for distributors and dealers means
here; we do not. Luxor knows what it means. We think we know
what a commitment to excellence means here; we do not. Luxor
knows what it means.

Giner and crew are entering the field after they had their
product brought into the North American market and marketed
by American marketing types' Luxor apparently decided that
their European brand of dealing was being ieopardized by the
American approach to selling their product; and they took steps
to get control of their own product back before irreparable'dam'
age' was done to their European image' The next three to six
months wil l  be one of rebui lding their image and rebui lding
bridges that were burned or lost to storms' After that, we would
expect to see Luxor rewriting the marketing-technique books
toi TVnOs in North America. lf you want to watch the transition of
TVRO selling from 'the back of station wagons' and 'pick up trucks'
to modern, shopping center store front locations where precise
selling and servicing lormats are promised (and carried out) to
customers, watch the Luxor program the latter half of this year.

The Europeans approach marketing with a lar greater sophis-
tication than Americans. Most European marketing types are
made ill to their stomachs by American marketing antics. That
doesn't  make'us wrong' and ' them right ' ;  i t  merely points up that
there are two totally difterent schools ol marketing here and we
will have the opportunity to see both at work, and to measure the
success ratio of each, in the TVRO field, shortly. Philips, like
Luxor, is from the European school. What they do, and how they
do it, will undoubtedly cause a few ot the existing marketing
types to either shape up or ship out.

BIG Footprint Map
From the lsland of Antigua, here is some addit ional information

which wil l  help others who are planning TVRO instal lat ions in the
eastern Caribbean. I  am using an ADM .13' dish (12 panels), Cali fornia
Amplit ier 80 degree LNA and an AVCOM COM-3 receiver. On Galaxy
(1), lget total ly clean signals on TRs 4, 6, 1 1, 14, 15, 19,20'23 and24'
Galaxy is but 8 degrees above my horizon. On F3R, I  get total ly clean
signals only on TRs 7, 15 and 19. On Westar 5 |  get clean signals on
transponders 10,12, 17,22,23 and 24. On Westar 4, the signals are
clean on TRs 6, 15, 18, 21 and 23. The only transponder, clean, on
Satcom 4 is TR7. The Comstar birds are weak and not watchable.

George Earnshaw
Caribbean Satellite SYstems
P.O. Box 1037
St. Johns, Antigua, W.l.

George does complete TVRO installations in the eastern
Caribbean and he has learned that service is as important as the
init ial  sale!
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GALAXY In The NE
I totally agree with your findings reported in the March issue ol

CSD concerning Galaxy; the signals ARE weaker on the even-
numbered, vertical transponders. There is no doubt in my mind that
the signals here on Galaxy are well above those of F3R on most
transponders. However, having said that, anyone who thinks he is
going to do CBD/DBS in this part ol North America must know some-
thing that we do not know! Even on a quality dish (1 0.5 foot in my case)
we have complete outages due to snow collection on the dish, or when
there is heavy snow or rain across the horizon to the southwest. The
look angle on G1 is worse than F3R and the outages we have are
damaging enough on F3R that they wil l  be total on G1. How wil l  HBO
explain 'snowflake attenuation'to the average consumer? | measured
the signal level on the hotter/odd numbered and colder-even num-
bered transponders on G1 here, and compared the picture quality as
well. The bottom line is that the colder - vertical transponders on G1
are actually lower in level here than the powerhouse transponders on
F3R (i .e. 7, 1 5, 19, 23). I  am convinced that Galaxy does have a few

SATELLITE DICEST

oroblems with their antenna patterns on the vertical side; when do you

think they wil l  ' fess up and admit i t?
M.L. Lewis
717 Parkdale Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
K1Y 1J5,  Canada

Possibly never. lt does not suit their corporate goals' nor
thoseof HEiO, to admitthat halt of thetransponders on G1 are not
suitable lor 6 foot (or smaller) size dishes. The fact that G1 'sits

so low' in the sky, as seen from the populous northeast, is

another problem that is probably troubting HBO and the CBD
plans. COMSAT is going to 'start up' their service in the northeast
and HBO, for corporate pride reasons, probably would like to do
the same thing. Do you kick off a brand new program selling C

band direct in your one distinctive 'fringe coverage area'? We

think not.

NOT A Consultant
I was pleased to meet and talk with Coop at Las Vegas. We

sometimes feel left out, as TVRO dealers, but know you have the
entire industry at heart and always have the time for everyone. My
appreciation is twoJold; for your iine magazine and your availability.

At the STTI trade show I met a Mr. Al Sopel of Viewstar, Inc.; I
believe they manufacture an excellent inJrared remote controlled
TVRO receiver and you may have seen their professional display. Mr.
Sopel explained to me that they have a working relationship with
Phil ips/Norelco of Holland. Because there are some questions re-
garding distributors (etc.) | tried to introduce Mr. Sopel to you. I felt that
Coop was the most qualified person to help the Viewstar people get

started; but, you had already left for the islands. I am wondering ityou
would be available for consultation to help Viewstar avoid some of the
usual pittalls of getting started in this business?

Gerad de Blok
SAT-LINK, Inc.
Star Route B, Box 990
Orange Beach, Al.  36561

We make it a practice to be as available as possible during
trade shows and probably talked with upwards of 250 people
about various problems during the SPACE/STTI trade shows. lt
is a little embarrassing to have a line waiting to talk with you
outside your booth or to have to ask somebody to 'walk along with
me and talk'while you are making a much'delayed and perhaps
painful trip to the restroom! Still, it goes with the turl and we are
not part icularly generous in doing so; looking at i t  from our side'
we learn as much or more as we pass on and that is one olthe key
reasons why we are able to stay up to date on what is really
happening in our industry, Anyone can talk; i t  takes a special
eftort to be a 'good listener.'

Consult ing. That means'Can we talk with you and wil l  you help
us with advice, i f  we pay you?.'  We do not engage in consult ing.
But, we will talk with anyone concerning their problems or ques'
tions and if we can help, or if we cannot, the charge is the same.
Zero.

Of late we have been getting a steady stream of visitors to the
Turks and Caicos lslands; people who come down to learn, and ask
questions, and witness with their own eyes what a couple of guys
with 22 operating dish antennas at their disposal can do to speed
up technology. We suggest that those who have serious plans to
market in this industry, and who feel that they can benefit from our
experience, first check with Carol Graba in our Fort Lauderdale
oftice (305/771-0505) to see what our schedule might be. We
don't put up visitors at the 'annex' anymore unless they are
special f riends so you will be out the hotel bill, food and the travel
costs. The latter iust came down, by the way, to under $200 round
tr ip from Miami on Cayman Air and Air Florida is almostth€ same.
The trip is around 75 minutes or so from Miami and when you

step off the plane you are in a totally diflerent world! Provo still

traipens to 6e fHe BEST place in the world we have discovered
to idally test TVRO equipment and most people who come down

Uring gear with them to let us try out against the considerable
stacf 6t competitive equipment aiready 'on island'' Best of all' lor

business pe6ple, ttre tiip is a legitimiate business expense!
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HIGH FRONTIER DtsTRlBUTtoN is proud to onnounce our
exponsion with the opening of our new worehouse in von
Nuys, colifornio, feoturing our full line up of foctory direct,
quolity TVRO components ond systems. lt's good news for us
ond good news for you Colifornio deolers.

Give Gory McNolly o coil of ,l-800-421-9939
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BASEBALL? Five new services this spring on satellite, all com-
posed of regional cable services. SPORTS TIME (F3, TR4) includes
Cardinals, Royals and Reds baseball. New England Sports Network
(F1 R, TR17) wil l  carry 90 Red Sox games. Sportsvue (W5, TR8) wil l
carry Brewers baseball games (67 in all). PASS (W5, TR14) will carry
80 Tigers games. And, Home Team Sports (G1 , TR 12) will teature 80
Orioles baseball games. All plan fall and winter schedules covering
football, basketball and hockey. Programming will be slanted towards
weekends and evenings.

WOR left W5 on Apri l  12 and is now exclusively on G1 (TR15).
WPIX, meanwhile, was scheduled to begin W5 transmissions on May
1 with a sl im chance i t ,  too, would end up on G1.

COMSAT, proceeding with plans for DBS, admits that it "must
locate a partner this year" or it may be lorced to abandon plans lor
DBS. STC service is scheduled to begin early programming this fall for
northeastern USA. RCA, meanwhile, claims they have created a'tightly-shaped' beam antenna which will concentrate STC's 1986 and
after DBS programming over 8070 or so of USA to dishes in 2 foot size
range.

C. fTOH, the company that brings DX Antenna 4 GHz and 12GHz
receivers into the North American marketplace, has signed agree-
ment with Hughes to 'market Hughes satel l i tes in Japan.'Japanele to
date have refused to consider purchasing US satellites, but break-
through is expected later this year when Japan allows formation of
private corporation to own and operate satellites there.

MORE significant action is decision ol Intelsat to move recently
launched V-F8 bird to permanent location at 53 west, where lV-A bird
now operates as domestic relay lor Mexico and Chile television. The
lV-A bird will 'back up' to 50 west and continue to serve those two
countries. V, F8 is just completing lests and should be on station at 53
west shortly after you read this. This bird will become major'gateway'
bird between Europe and USA, with coverage to South America,
Africa and near-middle-east as well. With both sootbeam 4 GHz abilitv
(to 34 dBw) and extensive 12GHz ability, the new bird will become
major carrier of interconnections between Europe and USA. High
speed data, privale links, network video and network audio circuit
loading is anticipated making the 53 west location one of the'hottest'
in the sky, and equipped with all of the latest Intelsat 'gadgets.'

INTELSAT has also decided to 'chop rates' for cable and broad-
cast TV use; on Intelsat V birds at 53W, 1W and 179E, rates in the
$700K to $2.1 M per year region will apply. On older lV-A birds at 1 79W
and 21.5W, rates drop to $375K and $600K for fulltime, 24 hour per
day use.

CHILE'S use of global beam transponder on lV-A bird at present
53W (soon to be 50W) not without problems. Tests conducted indicate
Chile is running with EIRPs as low as 12.5 dBw because of Intelsat'back-off' requirements. Chile's TV service uses half (18 MHz) of bird
channel while narrow band communications uses other half. Bird is
old, and when Chilean TV runs at levels approaching 18 dBw there is
massive inter-mod on transponder. One possible solutiOn; Chile will
go to full transponder for video and move narrow band services to
another'half transponder.'When problems sort out, approximately 25
TV downlink terminals will be installed to comDlete satellite-connected
national TV network for country.

MAJOR approval from FCC will allow Equatorial Communications

to install 4 foot spread spectrum UPLINK terminals for narrow band
communications using Westar lV. Data speeds to 9.6 kbps are autho:
rized using vertical transponder 8. Target price for complete 4 foot
receive AND transmit station will be in $6,000 region, ready to
unpack and install. Exact downlink frequency will be centered on
3.8786 GHz (3,878.6 MHz). Primary use envisioned is direct intercon-
neclon between remote terminals and computer mainframes.

YET another applicant to cross over Atlantic with private satellite
system; CYGNUS Satellite Corp. wants to serve customers in USA
and Europe but throws in two new twists. They would also offer'international DBS service' as well as 'non-profit communications'to
Caribbean basin countries, lrom two locations at 43 and 45 west.

MARCH amateur boxing held in Reno, Nevada pitted US and
Cuban boxers against one another; ABC sports carried. Cuba wanted
four hour teed back from Reno for distribution on its tenestrial TV
network. Wold set up system which included downlink in Miami off of
T1 ABC transponder, land-l ine carr iage north to Jacksonvi l le (Fl.) and
then south again on ' international qual i f ied' l ink of AT&T into Florida
Keys where signal was brute-force transmitted across sea into Cuban
terrestrial site. There it was tied to Cuban TV networks. Only one hitch;
audio mysteriously got cut olf in Miami for portion of boxing event
coverage and Cubans never complained. Reason? They were taking
direct feed off of Tl anyhow, and the round robin, through Jackson-
ville and back down to Keys for scatter circuit to Havana, was only'cover' for their direct lifting from Telstar 1.

GERMAN pay-TV and news service bean on ECS-1 bird April l. A
Swiss pay-TV channel is scheduled to begin similar otferings on
ECS-1 this month. In related news, Sky Channels, Murdoch English
language commercial service, has signed 300,000 cable homes of
Rediffusion in UK.

GTE SPACENET, scheduled to launch f irst bird late in Mav on
Ariane, wants the former location it had been assigned for bird-3 back.
Western Union had gotten emergency assignment of 91W just days
prior to abortive attempt to launch W6 and now that W6 has been lost,
GTE wants spot back for its own bird;scheduled for launch sometime
in  1985.

WESTERN UNION, meanwhile, act ively bui lding on WestarT, has
asked FCC for permission to build a 65 bird as a replacement for W7.
and then allow the present W7 bird being built to become W6S. lf it ali
works out, W6S or W7, as it is called, could re-launch as earlv as late
summer of 1985.

MAGNUM MICROWAVE, in marketing partnership with Swedish
Luxor, has completed a new 47,000 square foot facilitv in Mountain
View, Cali fornia. LNAs, LNC's and a wide l ine of 4 and 12 GHz TVRO
related units wi l l  be bui l t  in the new olant.

LAUNCHES scheduled through summer, on Shutt le, are being
postponed after analysis of best data available relatinq to failures of
W6 and Palapa 82 birds. Apparently failure happened because por
tions of the exilcone (through which thruster gases are directed in
firing of rockets) came apart within seconds of lhe start of the ,burn.'
This resulted in the birds going into unscheduled orbit and a loss of
control. While problems are being sorted out, minor to maior shifts in
launch schedules are ahead. For example, Delta/pAM roiket sched-
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Satellite Total Gontrol Gable
T Y P E .  1
2 CONDUCTORS #14 GA.
3 CONDUCTORS #22 SHIELDED WDRAIN WIRE
3 CONDUCTORS #20 SHIELDED W/DRAIN WIRE
3 CONDUCTORS #18 SHIELDED
1 RG-59/U-20 cA.-60o/. BRATD_ 1 oO% FOIL
WITH TYPE 3 BLACK POLYETHYLENE
JACKET FOR DIRECT BURIAL

TYPE - 2
2 CONDUCTORS #14 GA.
3 CONDUCTORS #22 SHIELDED W/DRAIN
3 CONDUCTORS #18 SHIELDED
2 RG-59/U-20 cA.-60% BRATD
1000/. FolL
WITH TYPE 3 BLACK POLYETHYLENE
JACKET FOR DIRECT BURIAL

AYATLABLE IN ,'O, E IOOO' SPOOLS

Motor Arm Voltage
149a.

Polarotor
189a.

Signal Line RG-59/U

Down Converter
2oga.

Motor Arm Sensor
229a.

330 FT. SPOOL @ 54c FT.
1,00G5,000 FT. @ 4BC FT.

t00c10,000 rT.
10,00G50,000 FT.

@ 44C FT.
@ 42c FT.

COAXIAL CABLE
RG-6/U (rot[ & BRATD)
RG-8/U (es% BRATD-FOAM)
RC-59/U (e6% BRATD-PE)
Rc-se/u (75% BRATD-FOAM)
Rc-sg/u (rotr & BRATD)
RG-5e/U DUAL (FOil- & BRATD)
RG-ll/U (95% BRAID.PE)
RG-213/U (e6% BRATD-PE)
RC-214/U (TtNN. COPPTR BRATDS)
RG-214/U (StrvER BRATDS)
RG-217 /U (96% BRATDS_PE)

TYPE 6N' CONNECTORS
uG-21/BU (MArE)
uG-21/DU (MA!_E)
uc-s7/BU (DOUBTE MArE)
uG-29/BU (DOUBTE FEMAT_E)
uc-27 / cU (RtcHT ANGt_E)
uG-23/BU (FEMArE)
uG-s8/AU (CHASS|S)
.N, CRIMP MAIE

MULTI CONI'UCTOR CABLE
$ es/u'
$210/M'�
$ ge/M'
$ 6s/M'�
$ qg/u'
$1oslM'
$210/M'�
$240/M'�
$ssolM'

$1300/M'
$600/M'

$225leach
$2.00/each
$3.1O/each
$3.t0leach
$4.45leach
$3.00/each
$1.60/each
$2.10leach

$ eslpt'
$ 7e/M'�
$ zs/u'
$toslu'
$ 8olM'
$ 4e/M'
$ 3e/M'
$ qo/u'

$ tg/u'
$ 4e/M'
$ 6e/M'
$13s/M'�
$rzg/u'
$230/M'

2 COND. #20 SHIELDED
2 COND. #18 SH|E[D[D
3 COND. #22 SHIETDED
3 COND. #18 SHIETDED
2 COND. #16
2 COND. #18
2 COND. #20
3 COND. #22
3 COND. #18
4 COND. #22
4 COND. #20
6 COND. #18
8 COND. (2-15/G221
8 COND. (2-16/G1S)

.F' CONNECTORS
F-59 W,/%" RING
F.59A ATTACH.
F-59 AI.M LONG ATT.

9C each ot 69/M
10C each or 7B/M
llq each or 99/M

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE -

(too) 42t 2,,22

@,flobg
P.O. Box 95-55 Railroad Ave.
Garnerville, New York 10923

COAX CABLE JUMPERS
TYPE 'N' CRTMP PLUGS EACH ENI'

[9r4) 947-1554 x. COMPLETELY WEATHERPROOF WITH SHRINK TT'BINC
'1555 Y. LENGTH r-49 roo-r!x, 2OO or lfore

8 Feet 9.25 $ &7s $ azs $ 7.7s
10 Feet $ 9.s0 $ &8s $ &50 $ 7.9s
12 Feet $ g.as $ 9.3s $ &8s $ a3s
15 Feel $10.s0 $ 9.95 $ 9.50 $ 9.oo

$11.75 $11.s0 $11.0020 Feet

- ALL LENGTHS AYAIL/\BLE -

$1075



fireSR-2.
Advanced
therupy
IOf a
healthier
picture.

Your customers want a proven pre-
scription for a crisp, clear picture with
distortion-free audio. Now you can give
it to them wittr the new second generation
SR-2 Receiver System. It's the break-
through Rx.

The SR-2 contains a break-through
ingredient we call LP[! the linear-Phase
Lock-l,oop Circuit. In the past, LPLL has
been found only in commercial electronics.
But now, IPLL is the key in providing
the video demodulation necessary for a
brilliantly healthy picture, noise remission
and improved threshold performance.

The SR-2 also relieves other annoying
receptlon symptoms youf customers may
experience. Our Automatic Video-Gain
Control maintains consistent picture
brightness no matter what transponder is
selected. And the Priority Polarity Control
provides maximum signal strength.

For happy customers with a healthy
outlook on satellite reception, give a
dose ofthe SR-2. It's a totally integrated
electronics package, including remote
control that's user friendly in operation
and installation.

To giue the SR-2 your own perconal
examination, call us today at
(800) 328-7733. In Minnesota,
(218) 681-5616.

UNITED
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

St. Hilaire, Minnesota 56754
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TRANSPONDER WATCH/ continued from page 58

uled to carry Galaxy 3 will move from late May to late July, or after.
Telstar 3C wil l  move back month or more on Shutt le, to around 1
September. Canadian Anik Bird, scheduled for launch mid-June, wi l l
sl ip to undetermined date. End of year could see severe crowding of
launch calendar to make up for lost months this late spring/early
summer.

INSURANCE underwriters continue nervous, meanwhile, with
some expecting another ma.jor loss this year before the technical
problems sort out. Insurance rates have jumped by 10% and more,
and no end is in sight.

LONDON Financial Times newsoaper wants to establ ish a satel-
l i te{ed US edit ion to be printed in New York City.

FINANCIAL News Network, meanwhile, has switched to F3R and
daytime use of TR4 after foldup of Spotl ight service. Nightt ime service
on TR4 is for Sports Time service.

USIA wil l  instal l  downlink terminals and possibly some upl ink
(audio) terminals as well  at more than 40 embassies over next 15
months. In a COMSAT sponsored demonstrat ion, new'compressed
video' technology was displayed al lowing ful l  motion video to be
transmitted in relat ively narrow (1t1oth of transponder) bandwidth.

C O M S A T ' s  S T C  1 2  G H z  D B S  p r o g r a m  m a y  h a v e  m a j o r
announcement to make in video scrambling f ield this summer. Tesls
of total ly new video scrambling technique, using proprietary technolo-
gy developed in Comsat Labs, is gett ing them closer to making major
announcement.

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA had 30% better quarter and is making
money again. S-A is continuing to push hard at 'mini-cable' market-
place, their term for 'SMATV.' Firm is also facing major 'unionization
effort '  and apparently has been ' targeted' by IBEW lor al l-out union
effort during balance of year.

NEW Soviel Ekran satel l i te, direct television broadcasts to eastern
Russia. launched in mid-March,

FRENCH say their TDF-1, DBS bird. which is part of a joint-

BASIC Data

Those who are readers of CSD/2 wil l  recal l  reading a piece detai l-
ing how narrowband data and audio circuits function on satel l i te;
appearing in the February. l9B4 issue. We assume you have this
background at this point.

A single satel l i te transponder can carry into your home a video
program and one or more sub-carr ier audio programs. Or, i t  can carry
dozens, even hundreds, of 'narrow band' voice, audio or data chan-
nels. A single video picture occupies about 75% ol the space avai lable
on a lransponder (the room lef l  over is used by the audio sub-carr iers,
or i t  is not used at al l) .  A single audio channel can occupy as l i t t le as
1/9000th of the transponder. For various reasons they don't  elect to
cram 9000 voice or data channels into a single transponder, but in
theory i t  could be done. The rmportance of the numbers is this:

You can trade as many as 9,000 narrow band information
channels for one video information channel. Obviously there
are some businesses and some people who would f ind that
trade attractive.
You receive lhese narrow band transmissions with a narrow band

SATELLITE DICEST

venture with (W.) Germany and their TV-SAT bird, is on schedule. lt is
planning an October '1985 launch. The German portion of the duo has
nol yet confirmed a launch date.

KOREAN manufacturing based KEYTRONICS displayed at Las
Vegas shows and is now entering home TVRO iield with down conver-
ter plus receiver package that prices to TVRO dealers in the 'under

$350' region. An LNA is planned.
TDRS-B won't launch now unti l  mid to late spring of 1985, and the

'C'version of series wil l  not launch beiore late summer of next year.
CANADIAN Telsat carr ier is inching transponder rates upward,

now at 5.5% per year, and says it hopes to recover money it lost
operating ANIK system to date.

TELETEXT/ a new source for national Teletext service may be
available via PBS feeds on Westar soon. Testing now going on
sponsored by brokerage house Merri l l  Lynch is checking on feasibi l i ty
ol del ivering f inancial information to customers and aff i l iated off ices. l f
tests work out, the service would begin sometime in 1985.

SHUTTLE problems abound, the satel l i te launch rocket motors
aside. Reports indicate that parts which had been forecast to last
through as many as 50 launches are wearing out in a single launch,
and replacement parts are being removed f rom active Shutt le birds to
keep schedule going. They may not be successful;  June Shutt le
mission apparently wi l l  sl ip at least two weeks because ol a parts
snonage.

TED TURNER made money for l i rst t ime since 1979 when he
started up CNN; put around $5.2 in his own pocket during last f iscal
year.

GORIZONT satel l i tes in USSR system now being used to transmit
Pravda national newspaper text to 'remote print ing centers. '

UP and down. USCI 1 1, '12 GHz service f irst raised tts rates to $995
for dish system purchase, and then abruptly dropped them to special
March-only price of $750. Rates have also been cut to $34.95 per
month. Reports that they are averaging close to 7,500 new instal ls per
month, primari ly in Balt imore/Washington/Philadelphia area cannot
be confirmed.

SCPC
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receiver. Your TVRO receiver is a 'wideband' receiver designed to
snare al l  of that wideband video information. Your audio sub-carr ier
tuner, or the special outboard tuner such as USSiMaspro, Arunla or
Drake offers, is a'sub-receiver' ;  i t  works off of the basic video receiver
and without the basic video receiver i t  is not capable of doing much.

Sub-carrier transmissions are fascinating and we' l l  deal with them
from t ime to t ime here. However, they are not our main thrust since
they are primari ly crealed in the same mold as HBO or other 'mass

appeal 'video transmissions and we have lo assume your interests or
your customer's interests go further than mass appeal programming.

A sub-carr ier transmission may be as narrow as 100 kHz or as
wide as 400 kHz (plus). Many of those found on F3R, TR3, buried
behind WGN, are in the 100 kHz width region. Disney aut ro rs an
example of one that has elected, for 'high f idel i ty reasons, ' to be wider
than most (approaching 400 kHz). The Intelsat AFRTS feeds going to
Europe/Afr ica at 1 west or to the Pacif ic on 179 east are an example of
extremely wide 'sub-carr iers' ;  being in the 750 kHz width region.

The narrow band transmissions we deal with here are lruly
narrow band;some are barely 4 kHz wide!That makes them t iny l i t t le
fel las tucked away in a gigantic transponder where even .1 00 kHz wide
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SATELLITE DICEST
sub-carriers are sometimes overlooked. But the information they con-
tain may well be just as interesting, and just as 'informative,' 'educa-

tional' or even entertaining as that found on F3R, TR3.
The 4 kHz transmissions are called SSB/SCPC because thev use

a modulation format known as single sideband (SSB). To tune them in
you have to first down convert your TVRO signals to your standard 70
MHz lF, tune in the appropriate transponder on the appropriate bird
(that 's what our' l ist ings section' is al labout!),  and al lowyour standard,
existing TVRO video receiver to demodulate that transponder. Now
what you will see or hear on your TV set, having done this, is not video
and there will be no audio (although on some transponders, especial-
ly on Comstar birds, you may hear a'crackling'sound that acts like it is
trying to be audio). That's where the special techniques come in.

Now you connect the video output on your TVRO receiver (l did
say video) to the input on a communications receiver. A Kenwood
R-1000, ICOM R-70 or a JRC-S15 are in the proper ' family'  ol receiv-
ers for this task. lf you have a choice, you should find an output spigot
on the back of your TVRO receiver which has unfiltered video in it.
Unfiltered means that they have not 'rolled oft' the upper portion
(which normally contains the sub-carriers) wilh filters inside of the
receiver. We want ALL of the video passband (from 0 to 8 MHz or
more) rather than just that portion between 0 and 4.5 MHz (which
normally carries the video part of the signal) since on an SSB/SCPC
transponder i t  may well  be' loaded'with narrow band channels al l  the
way to 8 MHz and above.

This 0 to 8 MHz 'bandwidth' coming out of the TVRO demod is a
miniature frequency spectrum all to itself. lt is a world alone and inside
of it may be hundreds of audio and data channels just waiting to be
discovered by the explorer!

Since this is an introductory column, we'll save the 'techniques'for

a later visit. Let's look at another type of narrow band data; FM/SCPC.
SSB/SCPC is fine for slow speed data (say up to 300 baud rate

maximum and more typically I70 baud), and, human speech. lt is not
so good for music and high speed data. There is simply not sufficient'bandwidth'to support the greater range of baseband audio frequen-
cies we find with music, or the bandwidth required for fast data
(300/1200 etc. baud). So a second technique for sending 'narrow

band'data via satellite was developed; FM/SCPC. This is typically a
60 kHz wide service and the 60 kilohertz wide channels are soaced
across a transponder at roughly 200 kHz intervals. lf a transponder
can be useful to a bandwidth of 36 MHz (36,000 kHz), then we could in
theory have 36,000 divided by 60 or 600 such channels if each butted
up against the adjacent channel(s). At 200 kHz spacing, the more
practical limit is 180 such channels per transponder. That's OK; there
are lots and lots of vacant transponders up therel

We are going to concentrate, initially, on the FM/SCPC ser-
vices because they have the greatest variety of inlormational, educa-
tional and entertainment programming on board. That's the plus side;
the down side is lhat there is very little equipment currently on the
market to take advantage of all of this datal

We have talked with a number of receiver suppliers who find the
wide range of data and information channels interesting. We have
been promised that within the next six months there will be several
new FM/SCPC receivers on the market and perhaps in those there will
be lhe special receiver which you would like to have in yoUr own
system, or which you would feel comfortable olfering to your TVRO
system customers who want more than just'Captain Video'lrom their
TVRO system.

(Note: At the present time the only commercially available FM/
SCPC receiver available in our industry is offered by Hero Com-
munications, 2470 W.8th Avenue, Hialeah, Fl.  33010; 30S/gB7-
3203. Their SCPC-66 receiver is designed for recovering the 60 kHz
wide FM/SCPC signals which we will be reporting on here.)

The basic narrow band receiver (whether FM or SSB) produces an
audio 'message' to you via the speaker. That audio message may
make sense to you ( i .e. be intel l igible), or, i t  may sound l ike gibberish.
The gibberish, if it has the sound of 'musical bells'or tones, is probably
some form of radio teletype. Radio teletype (RTTY) is the international
teleprinter system which allows a text message made up of words and
numbers to be transmitted from one location to another. A teletype
machine may be made by one ol several firms and the name Tele-
type@ should always be followed by the notation @ since it connoles a
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registered trademark of The Teletype Corporation. We will use the
word so often here that we'll simply make that notation from time to
time to keep the people at The Teletype Corporation happy!

You can listen to what teleype sounds like by tuning your TVRO
receiver to transponder 12 on F3R (Showlime) and dialing your audio
sub-carrier tuner to iust below the Showtime audio. There you will
hear a strange sound and that sound is Teletype. What are they
sending?

Showtime has operated a 'text service' tor some years, sending
out'show business' shorts; news items about stars, new movies and
so on. Some cable systems use this in their cable support channels to
enterlain and inform subscribers. There is no other comparable ser-
vice on F3R and this one alone does not justify purchasing the
teletype demodulator unit.

What is that all about?
Teletype is a system of codes; either something called the

Baudot Code or the ASCII code. lt is akin to (but not similar to) Morse
Code. Each lelter, number and punctualion mark has its own code and
when the operator strikes the key for T on the machine that code is
transmitted. lt has a 'musical sound'as do all teletype characters. The
code is transmitted, and then received by a gadget called a'teletype
demodulator.' Since these are audio tones, you interconnect your
teletype demodulator to your satellite (audio) receiver so the tones
you hear are fed into the teletype demodulalor. Then the demodulator
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decodes the coded tones and supplies some type of output which will
display the letters and numbers (words et al) for you.

There are two ways to display this. One is the ,soft display'
which means that your teletype demodulator has a video output which
is compatible with your video monitor or home computer monitor. Text
appears on the screen, l ine by l ine, and'scrol ls 'or moves upwards as
new lines come in. The current line always appears on the bottom of a
ful l  screen (although the screen wil l  begin f i l l ing at the top and f i l l  down
unti l  ful l)  and then as each new l ine 'comes in' the top l ine moves otf
the screen. The disadvantage to this should be obvious;you can only
retain as much data as your screen will hold, and once a line flips ott
the top of the page you have lost it forever. Still, it is an inexpensive
way to enjoy these transmissions and much of what vou receive is not
worth saving anyhow.

Another approach is to connect the output of the teletype demod-
ulator to a printer; such as the popular Gemini 10X printeriound in the
$300 range at many discount computer stores. lf your teletype demod-
ulator has a 'parallel output' port, it can then be connected directlv to
your paral lel input port on your'hard copy'printer. Now you can copy
and l(eep permanent records of what you receive for as long as your
box of oaoer holds out!

Some of the transmission speeds are moderately fast; 1OO plus
words per minute. Some are even faster, up to a thousand words a
minute or so. Speed reading is impossible; you have to 'save it' to
study i t  later. Most, however, lumber along in the 100 word per minute
and down region and you can read and stay up with this without much
difficulty. lf you have a printer, you can save just those portions you
wish, such as the stock market quotations or the Anik del ivered CBC
French Language news to impress your neighbor who speaks French.

Virtually all of the major world news and commodity and commer-
cial money markets use teletype to send data. Most of these use
satellite relay and if you know when and where to look you can find
virtual ly anything happening in the world, l i rst hand, as i t  happens.
We'l l  not dwell  on the teletype applications here at this t ime since
they merit several stand-alone columns of their own. We will note that
one of the very best, and most reasonably priced, teletype demodula-
tors on the market today is manufactured by Info-Tech (Model M-600;
lrom Info-Tech, available from Universal Electronics, Inc., 1290
Aida Road, Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068).

What we intend to do here is to mix some background theory,
some product evaluation information, and some current ' l ist ings/log-
ging data' into this column each month in CSD. For awhile we wil l  be
playing a popular tune to an almost empty house since the number of
receivers avai lable and in use is relat ively small .  St i l l ,  i f  we can interest
you in broadening your own background knowledge in satellite sys-
tems, and perhaps entice you to try this out yourself (and offer these
systems with your video systems), we will be making a contribution to
your own business activities in this field and better preparing you for
the changes in satellite communication svstems ahead.

A Starting Place
The Hero SCPC-66 receiver is not really intended for the casual

listener to FM/SCPC. This is a non-user-friendly receiver intended for
permanent installation in a commercial or semi-commercial installa-
tion. lts primary failing (lhe price aside) is that the user has no built-in
way of determining where he is within a transponder as he tunes
that 36 MHz wide channel logging first one service and then another!

This presented us with two problems:
1) We needed to know where we had found various servrces so

we could return to them from time to time, to check on them,
and,

2) We needed to tell you not only which transponder, but where
within the transponder to tune, to find those services. lf you
are a Seattle Mariner fan in Florida and you want to find their
baseball games on Westar 4, audio FM/SCpC, it would help if
we could tell you where to look!

*) Limited numbers of the February 1984 issue of CJR (our
forerunner to CSD/2) containing our report on the Hero SCPC-66
receiver are available free forthe asking. CallCSD at 305/771-0505 or
write Carol Graba, CSD, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
33310. Ask for CJR, February.

HERO SCPC 66 receiver tuning knob (indicated) and the digitat'tuning meter' that began life as a Radio Shack 'Auto-Range'

digital multi-meter.

Without a 'tuning dial' we were up a creek.
Here is what we have done, and this will be the basis for our own

logging charts until we receive one of the lirst generation FM/SCPC'consumer grade' receivers which has been promised to us by the
manufacturers who are presently addressing this very problem.

We went inside of the Hero SCPC-66 receiver and located the
back end of the tuning pot. This is the knob you tune to change FM'channels' inside of the transponder after you have dialed up the
transponder on your TVRO receiver. The TVRO receiver establishes
the transponder; the SCPC-66 establishes, with the tuning knob,
where within the transponder you are luned.

On the Hero SCPC-66, we found two leads on the back oJ the
tuning control pot. There we found that there was a tuning voltage
which changes as you tune the knob. You could connect a simple
digital multi-meter (VOM) to these two contacts and measure (as in
monitor) that tuning voltage as you tuned the tuning knob. ll you then
recorded (wrote down) the voltage displayed on the digital multi-meter
as you tuned in each 'station,' you had a way to return to that station by
simply redialing the tuning knob to the same voltage reading previous-
ly recorded. This is what we did and while this is a custom system, you
can be sure that it will be replaced with a real tuning dial read-out as
soon as the first now-in-development home style commercial receiv-
ers come on the marketplace. Pioneers always have it rough!

This Month's Listings
The following listings show where you will tind FM/SCpC services

using a 60 kHz wide FM demodulator syslem such as the Hero
SCPC-66 receiver operating as outlined here. Not all servrces are
fulltime, indicating that they may maintain either irregular hours, or
only operate tor a portion of each hour. Designations are as follows:

1)  N:no t  fu l l  t ime:
2) MN : MAY not be full time (i.e. subject to additional verification)
3) S:scheduled t imes, example given
4) SE:special events, such as baseball network coverage only
5) 22.3:example only; indicates voltage-tuning posit ion of

SCPC-66 receiver (see text). Generally speaking, a low number (such
as 4.0) indicates signal is on higher portion of lransponder (i.e. above
70 MHz center) while a higher number (such as22.3) indicates signal
is on lower portion of the same transponder.

Many transponders have unmodulated carriers present, either full
time (i.e. they have NEVER been heard with audio or modulation) or
the carriers present, either full time or part time, are simply acting as
beacons to keep network receivers 'up' in between normal transmis-
sions. For example, if Mutual Radio News leeds newscasts at 00, 15,
30 and 45 minutes reference the hour ( i .e. 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, and
12:45), and the newscasts lasl 5 minutes each, you will find the canier'up' full time (all 60 minutes of the hour) but audio programming
(modulation) only between 12:00 and 12:O5, 12:15 and'12:20,12:30
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and 12:35, and 12:45 and 12:50.
Our table this month will deal ONLY with those services which

have an 'identity'; that is, if there are carriers or services which have
not yet been identified, they will not be listed at this time. More than
200 such 'carriers' have been found. with the oresent ratio of identi-
fications' running around 30%. This will improve with time.

Satel l i leTransponderDesignal ion Service/Descript ion TuningVoltage
F1R 15 (U MN Voice 0l America 28.3

4 (v)

N
N

N
N
M

Geol0ia Radio News
Geolgia Radio l{ews
Mutual Radio
IMS News/Washington, DC
Alabama lnfolmation ilel
US Naw/Master Clock
Nationai Public Radio
Mutual Radio
Mutual Radio
Minnesola Radio News
Mutual Radio
National Public Radio
US NaWMaster Clock
In Touch/Blind-Deal Net
In Iouch/Blind-Deaf Nel
National Public Radio

22.0
22.5
24.0
28.0
28.2
21.5
26.8
27.3
28.3
28.8
29.0
29.5
30.0
30.4
J  L O

32.5

1 (H)

2 (V)

3 (H)

1 0 . 5
1 9 . 8
20.0
0.06
0.45
1 . 1
2 . 3
2 . 7
8 .7

27.2
3 , 4
4 . 8
8 . 8
9 .3

10,2
1 0 . 6
1 1  . 4
12.0
12.4
1 3 , 6
1 3 . 8
14.1
1 4 . 3
17.6
1 8 . 3
1 9 . 7
20.1
20.7
2 1  . 7

1 0 . 5
1 9 , 7
20,0
12.0

1 8 . 3
20.6

9 .3
9 . 7

1 8 . 0
22.0
23.5
28.9
32.2

Mutual Radio
Mutual Radio
Mutual Radio
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
NPR/Handicapped Radio
Georgia Radio l{ews
Georgia Radio News/WGST
National Public Radio
Mutual Radio
US Navv/Master Clock
Minnesbta Radio Nehrnork
National Public Radio
Mutual Radio/Lilestyles
M u t u a l / N e w s & S p o r t s
Minnesola Radio News
National Public Radio
US Navy/Master Clock
ln Touch/Blind-Deal Net
ln Touch/Blind-Deal Net
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
National Public Radio
Texaco opera Net
Texaco opera Net
Mutual Radio/ Advisory

N
MN
MN

N
N

N
N

N

N
MN
MN

Tr 1 (V)

w 3  1 ( H )  N

N
N

Mutual Radio
Mutual Radio
i/utual Radio/Advisorv
UPI Radio News
(English & Spanish)
AP Radio News
Wall Street News
(on the hour reports)
UPI Radio News Net
Norlh Carolina Radio Network
Texas State Radio Network
Kansas lnlormalion Network
ABC News Network
UPI Radio News
Trans Star Radio Net

2 (4) (H) N
3 (5) (H) N

N
N

N
N
N

Special Notation of the month:
The Los Angeles Dodgers baseball network, in English, is found

on T1 , TR I (V) on a standard sub-carrier (tuneable with most receiv-
ers) of 6,9 MHz. The same game coverage in Spanish is found on 6.0
MHz. Happy Dodgering this month!

Next month, the 'list' grows, plus, a preliminary look at major
sources for SSB/SCPC services.

COOP/ continued lrom page 5

told us that they would preler to see the 1934 Communications Act
'amended' since i t  contains al l  of their 'marching orders' from Con-
gress. In fact the 1934 'Act '  establ ished the FCC, and lrom that 'Act '
everything the FCC has done or does today is supposedly founded.

The 7 PM inter-link betweeen Las Vegas and Washington, DC,
spread out over the big screen displays in Vegas, attempted to explain
just how important new legislation would be for the healthy growth ol
the industry. On the telecast we had General Counsel Richard L.
Brown, Senator Barry Goldwater, and some Congressmen. They told
us lhe following:

1) Two new pieces of legislation had been drafted (by Brown and
Finn); one was being introduced in the U.S. Senate by Gold-
water (5.2437) and the other was being introduced in the
House by Congressmen Gore, Tauzin and Rose (HR.5176).

2) The Senate Bill creates a set of language which clearly detines
what the 'viewing rights' would be for home TVRO owners/
viewers. In presenting his bill to the Senate, Goldwater said (on
March 1gth):

"l am today introducing legislation to reaffirm in
statutory law what I believe to be the correct inter-
pretation of existing law; the right of individuals sit-
ting in their own homes to receive satellite television
signalsand toviewthe programming oflered by such
signals, where such viewing is strictly for noncom-
merc ia l  purposes . . . "

lle went on to state:
"The Communications Act ot 1934 is si lent on the
question of noncommercial home reception of un-
scrambled satellite programming. Some argument
has recently been raised, however, to challenge the
righl of individual Earth station owners to view these
programs on the grounds that section 605 of the
Communications Act may prohibit the reception and
use of satellite broadcasts. I reject this argument as

being entirely wrong."
Goldwater goes on to state that any 'interpretation' of the law,

contrary to his beliefs, would (he feels) come from the courts. He
wishes to avoid al lowing this entire question gett ing'to the courts'and
he toresees that if Congress adopts 5.2437, then there will be a
clear-cut 'approval by Congress' for home TVROs to receive
unscrambled transmissions. This in turn would avoid a court suit;
something we would all favor.

3) The other bill, introduced in the House, goes one step further. lt
is one thing for Congress to approve home satellite terminal
use (by 'codifying' the existing 1934 Act, through passage of a
law that 'clarifies' that act); it is quite another for a premium
program supplier, such as HBO, to scramble and then NOT
allow home TVROs the opportunity to subscribe to the (scram-
bled) transmissions. HR.5176 would deal with that issue.

The idea is that if HR.5176 becomes law, there will be a legal
mechanism in place which would force HBO (et al; actually, any cable
programmer who scrambles) to allow private TVROs to subscribe to
the scrambled services, receive decoding equipment for that purpose,
and pay a monthly/annual/lifetime fee for the use of that (scrambled)
service. They entitle this bill 'The Satellite Television Viewing
Rights Act of 1984.'The act would authorize the manufacture, sale,
distribution and importation of decoding devices provided those en-
gaging in such activities limited their sale/rental/leasing of such equip-
ment to individual (private) homes where non-commercial viewing
was taking place, and, where the home TVRO viewers had agreed to
pay for the services.

Now, the clever part. Suppose the HBO decided it did not want to
REALLY go along with the act, but it did not wish to be in violation of
the act. Remember, the act will 'guarantee'the righlto-view to home
TVRO system owners. One of the easy ways HBO could comply, but
avoid having to really deal with home TVROs would be to set the rates
so high that nobody (well, almost nobody since there are a few who
can and would pay any fee set) can afford the service. That may
sound far-fetched, but it is certainly a possibility nonetheless.

HR.51 76 would establish a procedure whereby if some scrambled
programming service provider decided to jack the rates up out of sight,

SATELLITE DICEST
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the FCC (remember them? The Federal Communications Commis-
sion;the same people who declared home TVROs'free'of regulat ion
in October of 1979!) would step in and'set 'rates. HR.5176 would
al low the FCC to:

". . . establish reasonable rates, terms and conditions (for
such) viewing rights . . ."

This is clearly an incineration issue; it will (and in fact already has)
attracted plenty of 'fire.' As you might suspect, the cable people are
not overjoyed with the prospect of being 'forced'to sell their premium/
scrambled programming to private TVROs. Early comments from
national cable personnel have been someplace between "no way,
Jos6" and "not in our lifetime . . .". In other words, lhey intend to light
this bill in Congress.

Which brings me to the reaction I heard, over and over again, in
Las Vegas after the 'Big Surprise'telecast on March 19th.

First ol all, this is not a new concept. Richard L. Brown has been
carrying the legal language for both of these bills around in his brief-
case lor nearly two years. He is a smart practitioner of Capital Hill
politics, inspite ol what some may believe, and he knew that the timing
of this was critical. The first step to get the timing in line was the
creation of a working dialogue with both Senate supporters, and,
House supporters. We needed someone to run with the ball on both
sides. Goldwater, after the ovation in Orlando last fall, was the obvious
lirst choice in the Senate. That he is the 'senior member'with experi-
ence in communications also does not hurt.

The House side has been 'in line' for a longer period of time;
Congressmen Tauzin and Rose have been lriendly towards our indus-
try for several years and Gore, after the staging of the Nashville show
in his home state last fall, has been very interested in what we are
doing.

The reaction I heard lollowed these lines:
A) 'Why didn't we introduce the same bill on both sides'?
The answer to that one is'strategy.'The Goldwater introduced bill

is far easier to swallow; it only deals with 'viewing rights.' lt does not
attempt to FORCE scrambled programmers to deal with individual
home terminals. lf the House bill gets bogged down in hearings
because the cable folks can't accept it, and it is stalled in Congress, a
'compromise' might be struck to allow the Senate bill to go ahead
anyhow. That would get us some freedoms (i.e. nobody would be
hauling home TVRO viewers into court for watching unscrambled
programs), and it would 'buy time'to work out the more complicated
'forced viewing rights' lor the scrambled folks.

B) 'Won't the adoption ol HR.5176 speed up the scrambling
process;won't premium service programmers, i f  H8.5176
goes through, see it as a way to f inally get some bucks out
of scrambling, and won't that make them scramble
sooner'?

It probably will have the effect. On the other hand, there is a trade
here that is very important; i f  HR.5176 is passed, we wil l  then and
lorever be guaranteed the right to view scrambled programs and that
wil l  sett le, once and for al l ,  the 'piracy' issue.

C) 'What about the network programs; are they not planning
to scramble as well '?

The networks do plan to scramble. Network service is NOT in-
cluded in this package. Only those services which are intended Jor
". . . reception by cable television subscribers , . ." are covered.
That means that network programs will NOT be available, scrambled,
to individual TVROS.

D) 'lf network programs are not included, and there are many
home TVRO viewers who receive their only network ser-
vice (1 or more networks) via satellite, won't they be losing
an important service for which there is no substitute'?

They will. Brown and Finn apparently did not realize the impor-
tance of network viewing via satellite to many TVRO owners, or, they
felt that if the networks were also forced to serve individual homes in
this manner, the networks would try to scuttle the bill. There is no point
in taking on the cable people PLUS the networks, in Congress, if you
can avoid it!

E) 'What about those who live outside ol the United States,
but who receive their service from US domestic satel-
lites'?

Neither S.2437 nor HR.5176 address this issue. US law (i .e. the
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SPACE/STIA Prexy Dalton beforethe big-screen inter-connectto
Washington.

rewording of the 1934 Communications Act) pertains to US citizens,
living on US soil. There is no way legislation adopted by the US
Congress can pertain to US or other citizens living outside the USA
unless the country in which they live agrees to the terms ol the
legislat ion. Sorry.

F) ' ls this ONLY 4 GHz legislat ion'?
No specific lrequency is mentioned in the proposed legislation; it

would pertain, i f  the same principles appl ied, to 11112 GHz or any
other satellite television 'band' that might be opened in the future.
However, the thrust oJ HR.5176 is to deal with programming services
intended specifically for ". . . cable television system subscrib'
ers . . ,", so the so-called viewing rights only extend to those services.
S.2437, on the other hand, appears to deal with virtual ly any unscram-
bled programming, received by a private terminal and used for non-
commercial purposes.

G) 'How wil l  this legislat ion impact on the local zoning r ights
issue'?

ll 5.2437 becomes law, it will strengthen the arguments which
must be made at the local level regarding the 'legality' and 'intention of
Congress' concerning viewing oJ 4 GHz signals. 5.2437 does not
direct ly address zoning, although i t  could st i l l  be modil ied to include
that provision. That is another 'strategy' question which the industry
will have to Jace.

H) 'What are the REAL chances of this legislation passing'?
The cable people are already reacting and they don't like what they

see. Ed Dooley, speaking for the National Cable Television Associa-
tion, is quoted as saying, "lt's a novel approach that will un-
doubtedly be opposed by cable operators and will undergo ex-
tensive and detailed scrutiny by Congress." The use of the word
'novel' suggests that the NCTA considers it to be in the 'cute legisla-
tion' area, and unlortunately 'cute legislation' (i.e. that which plows
totally new ground) has a history of difficult sledding in Congress.
Dooley seems to back this up with his after comment "We don't see it
as something that will happen immediately."

l) 'l have just studied the SPACE/STIA 'Four Year Report To
Members' and I see that between 1981 and the end of 'l983,

SPACE expended $565,500 in direct legal fees. I am natur-
ally suspicious that this entire bill-program is really a
move to creale a long term commitment to spending more
legal fees. How long might this take and what are the costs
likely to total'?

As the NCTA spokesman indicates, it will not happen'immediate-
ly.' Legislation such as this must first be entered into the hopper (that
has now been done), and then it is scheduled for sub-committee
hearings. This is an election year and the chance that it will be so
scheduled this year is slim at best. After the sub-committee hearings,
at which testimony is taken on all sides of the issue, the bill can either
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had l i t t le interest in Oscar satel l i tes. Unti l  Oscar 10, we (amateurs)
had only low orbit  satel l i tes. They were certainly chal lenging; you had
to 'acquire' their signal as they came over your horizon and you had to
'talk fast' because the little buggers were conslanlly moving. Pretty
soon they would pass over the opposite horizon and everything
would be quiet unti l the next 'pass. 'That was chal lenging, alr ight, but I
had enough chal lenges in my l i fe so only dabbled in that act ivi ty.
Oscar 10's 8 hour 'window,'  during which you can communicate
almost at wi l l  over such a wide area, without interference or problems,
was more my kind of satel l i te.

My 'stat ion' consists of a pair of circular polarized antennas; one
transmits to the Oscar 10 satel l i te in the region of 435.100 MHz and
the other receives the downlink Oscar 10 ' translated' transmissions in
the vicinity of 145.900 MHz. The transmitter operates old fashioned
Morse Code or voice (single sideband) at something under 100 watts
of power. None of this wi l l  make much sense to the 'non hams' reading
this, but what fol lows may.

Way back  in  1979,  l in i t ia ted  an 'amateur  rad io  ne t 'wh ich  s t i l l
today meets on Sundays at 2 PM easlern on the 20 meter ham band.
20 meters is one of those very crowded ham bands and you spend
most of your t ime l istening to squeals and Donald Duck sounding
audio, trying to f igure out what they guy just said. On Sunday after-
noon, i t  is the pits. Nonetheless hams who have an interesl in satel l i te
TV st i l lget together and exchange information. I  abandoned the effort
myself in 1981 or so.

Oscar ' l0 looks l ike a far better opportunity. The f i rst night I  was 'on

Oscar'  lquite by accident ran into hams who were into TVRO on three
continents. My first random contact on Morse Code was with a fellow
in Switzerland. He immediately recognized me and noted he had a
copy of CSD on his desk. A couple of hours later lwas talking on voice
with a fel low in Sao Paulo, Brazi l .  He, too, had a copy of "Coop's" on
his operating desk. In between there were another half  dozen or so
scattered across Europe and North America who were into satellite TV
adventures, and who knew me. When a fel low in the Ukraine section
of Russia asked if I was 'the Coop' of Coop's Satellite Digest, I knew
we were onto something subslantial.

Performance . . . llorizon to Horizon
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GOOP Working Oscar 10 From Provo (VPSD)

My concept is that since Oscar 1 0 can provide coverage over 40%
or so of the earth's surlace at one t ime, we should 'meet'  there to
exchange the latest satel l i te TV data. Because of the prohibit ion
against commercial business on amateur frequencies, this cannot be
a 'commercial act ivi ty. '  That 's OK, we can exchange a ton of data
nonetheless just as the 20 meter group I started f ive years ago has
been doing every Sunday. The advantage to Oscar is obvious; small
antennas, modest transmitter powers, and round{able discussions
covering North America, Europe, signif icant parts of Afr ica, South
America and even sections of western Asia in 'one pass';  or, coming
the other way, the'other'407o or so of the world. l t  turns out that even
in the states, the most basic type of amateur l icense (Technician
Class) covers this type of operation so you don't  have to be real ly into
Morse Code and electronics to qual i fy for a l icense. Those who would
l ike to get the bal l  rol l ing wil l  f ind me hqnging around 145.920 on the
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downlink side when my own travel schedule coincides with Oscar 10'passes, 'and 
reasonable operating hours. Those whowould l ike to setmore definite schedules can drop me a l ine here at CSD.

THE Balt imore'Bul let,
The recent history of cable system franchising in the city of Balti_

more has been muddled. First a number of larg! firms wanted the
Illgl'.r 

Then rhe City started making outrage6us demands (num_
oer or cnannets, number of public access studios, kick_back buiks, et
al) and the number of appricants thinned out. Laie in March art of ihe
org appttcants, save one, notified Baltimore they were no longer
Interested in Baltimore. After losing their favorite pro-spons team, that
came as a shocker.

. When the big guys pulled out, they gave several reasons. One of
Inem, trequenily recited, was that by the time the Baltimore franchise
is granted and the system is wired, ,DAS will be so well situated that
91?l,q 

*-,il 
l''avg.g^to^u.g.h S_o- The cabte guys were probabty not that

worned about (12 GHz) DBS but the city fathers got upset nonethe_
ress. Iro_ lhey got together and wrote an ordinanCe; one that would
cnarge ANY dish owner a flat $S0 fee and then would require that any
dishes over three feet in size go before the zoning board for a specialpermit. The city fathers believed the cable storyiand in an alrempt toget the cable bidders back in town, thought up this creative bit of
PS|:13I9" to straighten out the DBS guys. dne can onty assume that
rne$ou tee ts designed to make people think twice about buying DBS,
and that the zoning permit requirement for dishes over 3 feet irisize is
to make people think more than twice about CBD DBS (C band direct
service).

.. ys-ql, the early-start 12 GHz service, recenfly started marketing in
f,r_e-Balliqgre,region. They use either 2.5 or 4 foot dishes. Their tarier
srze. woutd.obviously fal l  into the,special zoning permit '  realmln-
tended by the new local regulation. USCI said they-were in favor of the
zonrng ordtnance, but wanted the size lifted from 3 feet to 4 feet. In
other words, they saw here an opportunity to shut down C band
equipment sales in Baltimore and get themsblves some extra protec-
tion. The $50 fee didn't seem to bother them too much. Well it should

not;.they won't pay it, and anyone who is opting for the nearly 9700package probably won't be tuined off Oy anotfrei $s0 anyhow. And ifthey are clever marketing people, they-can make the customer think
ne rs getting the $50 permit paid by USCI anyhow by some creattve
Juggilng ot numbers.

We wrote last month that the Brown and Finn filing with the FCC,
intended to-clear up the zoning ordinance problem o"nce and for all,
was very.nifty; but we pleaded that the industry urge SPACE to take
tnat pteadtng not to the FCC but to the Congress itself . In a rounoaoout
way, the Goldwater bill discussed here this month (S. 2437) might dothis. But it would be far better to have specific languaqe in the Goldwa_
ter bill which terrs cities such as Bartimore that t"he Fcc n"s not oniy
approved home TVROs, but that the home TVRO system owner
cannot and shall not be subject to local harrassment by zoning ordi_
nances which attempt to circumvent the ,national' law

. Baltimore is no fluke; il can and will happen again. We can get
out of this mess by addressing it straight_on and insisting that ihe
regulators recognize us for what we are.

ALTERNATE Source/lnternational TVROs
. 

For 
llmo:t as long as there has been a TVRO industry, there hasbeen a Bob Behar traveling the world. ins,talling big (bigger, Drggest)

screen mesh 'internationaj' grade TVRO .yJt.-r-r. nno we have,through the years, followed Bob all over Soufn nme'ca, the Carib-bean, Africa and the Middle. East. Bob has gotten plenty of ,mileage,

:^yl.o],Cjl.t?ties covering_ his exotic insrailitions ind I suspect nor arew or nts sates resulted from the publicity he received ,rom those
stories.

. . Bob appears to have some competition now and in the interest offairness I am anxious to see that there is pubticiiy toi tnose wno arealso hauling massive amounts of metal and eleitronics to far-awayplaces.

_ | have been aware of Dan Berge and Continental Satellite
ly:t^"1"^.t]148s S.E. Highway 2j2l Ctackama., Oi. szors; sosroco-vu/u) ror a couple of years, but did not know how far he hadmatured Into an ' international grade supplier 'of TVRO svstems unti l
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9.3 METRE DISH ready for mounting on ground post; 7.3 metre
dish already installed in background in Abu Dhabi.

recently. Berge is kind of quiet (although he cranks out a 'mean series'
of press releases with Sheila Lynch, his marketing representaiive)
and you have to spend some time getting to know him to appreciate
that he has some unusual and much needed talents in the antenna
design area.

Berge's Continental has recently completed some installations in
places such as Abu Dhabi (just about half the way around the wodd
from Clackamas) using Continental 7.3 and 9.3 meter dishes. No, I
didn't know Berge manufactured dishes that large, either. The lirst
installations were 7.3 meters in size. The pictures seemed good and
the buyers (who saw Berge at the Orlando SPACE show and made
the initial deal there) came back asking tor more, 'better.'That's where
the 9.3 meter came in.

AFRTS on the screen/ and one satisfied customer in Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi is the seat of government for the United Arab Emirates
on the Persian Gulf. Domestic TV is less than great, short hours and
not much in the proram variety department. Because of the intensive
oil income, there is money (plenty of money) around. Some of those
that are monied would like to have a better choice of television
programming. Enter Berge and his big dishes.

Fighting the usual language barriers, a wet and sandy soil (barely
feet from the surf), and the required knock-down every day for five
separate prayer sessions so the work crew could face Mecca and
conduct religious ceremonies, the systems were installed and prompt-
ly brought in services from Sudan, SaudiArabia, Russia, Zaire and the
much desired AFRTS lrom 1 degree west.

Berge did something commendable in the process. He deliberate-
ly set out to train personnel in Abu Dhabi to do the assembly and
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instal lat ion work on the 7.3 and 9.3 meter (metre) dishes. Now he has
a'trained crew' on site and in the future, as more systems are sold in
the area, he can get by sending just a supervisorial tech or engineer to
insure that the system goes together properly.

The Continental Silverline dishes look like they are more than
competitive to the big Hero dishes (also in the 7 and 9 meter size
region). Those who have a need for large antennas in off shore
locations can now shop between Hero and Continental, and that is
progress for the industry.

ANOTHER Fall  Trip
Last November a group of 20 + gathered in San Francisco for an

around-the-world trip that eventually ended up in Arthur C. Clarke's
den in Sri Lanka. There, as most know, we spread out and in six days
inslalled three TVRO terminals between 16 and 25 feet in size for
various locations in Sri Lanka.

There has been talk of what we might do this coming fall. Most of
those who traveled with us last fall agree there is very little we could do
to 'top' the 1983 trip (see CSD for January 1 984 for a full report; some
copies still remain in the storeroom in Fort Lauderdale and are avail-
able postage paid in the US for $5 each). However, a tentative
itinerary is being prepared and we are trying to schedule a 'trip' in
between the various trade shows for this fall.

Most of those who toured last fall were in Las Vegas and we held a
number of informal meetings to discuss t iming and how we might
handle the 1984 trip-version. We came to several conclusions:

1) A group in the 20 to 25 size is close to ideal. Any more than that
and we have massive logistics problems keeping everyone
together and getting into the various tour buses that provide
ground transportation at each stop.

2) Those who traveled last year should be given first option of
going again in 1984,

The tentative plan is that we will depart from the west coast and
re-visit Japan as our first stop. lt will be time to re-see the progress
being made, first hand, with the Japanese TVRO technology. When
we visited Maspro and Uniden in November of 1983, lhey were at a
certain stage of development with their 4 (and 12) GHz products. In
the fal l  of 1984 that progress wil l  be considerably changed.

After Japan we will go on to Hong Kong because no trip to the
Orient is complete without a shopping-stop there. We have another
reason for stopping there; it is a mini-tour-start point for a trip into
mainland China. What I  am working on is a special tour into China
which will allow us the opportunity to visit some of the early Chinese 4
GHz facilities. China has an ambitious plan to serve thousands of
downlink sites with 4 GHz links from their own domestic birds. Natural-
ly we'd like to see what they are doing.

Coming back out of China, a shorter stay in Hong Kong, and then
on to Singapore. Virtually everyone who travels that part of the world
tells me that Singapore is a 'must stop' because of the extremely
impressive facilities there. Oil money, I am told. The trip, after Singa-
pore, is a tad up in the air. There are 'votes' lor New Zealand and
Australia and the Phillipines. And there is my vote for Jakarla,
Indonesia since I have a slanding invitation to visit the Palapa control

SATELLITE DICEST
system. I still feel that it will be the presence of the Palapa system in
Asia which will eventually make, or break, the opportunity lor a4 GHz'industry' there.

This looks like three weeks to me; give or take a few days. We
will not be going around the world, this time. We will exit and return via
the west coast. In between, at least three slops with 'satellite business'
plus the usual good fun, sightseeing, and of course shopping. lt is
NOT too early to drop me a note here at CSD indicating you would like
to go onto a list to 'be considered' for this year's travel group. Remem-
ber that virtually all of the 20 + who went last year have indicated they
would like to go again, and that leaves us with perhaps five or six'openings' at this stage. An early letter is advised.

12 GHz In The Caribbean
Almost one year ago I mentioned to a friend at DX Antenna

Company that I would like the opportunity to 'test' some 12 GHz gear
down here in the Turks and Caicos lslands. DX has one of the few'shippable' 1 2 GHz packages available and in fairly short order we had
one of their LNC units (3.8 dB noise f igure, or about 500 degrees K)
plus a sl ightly modif ied DX receiver from their 4 GHz family. We
decided to give it a try but knew at the outset the odds were stacked
agarnst us.

1) The 12 GHz birds (SBS and ANIK) should have no usable
footprints here, some 650 miles southeast of Miami. At least
not on any practical size dish.

2) The 3.8 dB noise l igure on the DX LNC is f ine for strong
footprint areas. but down here it leaves a lot to be desired. For
comparison, it would be like using a 30 foot dish at 4 GHz, and
NO LNA at al l !

3) We have no 12 GHz-proven dishes down here. In fact we have
no spun metal dishes at all so we did some surface measure-
ment and decided an old SatFinder 10 foot dish (a f iberglass
antenna with a screen mesh rellective surface inside oJ the
fiberglass sandwich) would come closest to being a'suitable'
surface at 12.

DX 12 GHz receiver system and SatFinder 4 GHz dish on Provo,

Armed with this set of problems Marshall and I set out one after-
noon to try the system out. We carefully hand cranked the SatFinder a
notch at a time knowing that everything gets three times as critical at
12 as it does at 4 (GHz). After forgetting to properly set the LNA plus
feed (a Chaparral 11.7-12.2 GHz 'super'  feed) squarely at the focal
point on the SatFinder, and a fruitless initial search we came uo on a
pair of video signals off of a single bird. l t  was SBS-4 and we found
video on the DX receiver on push-buttons 5 and 17. The signal on 17
was about 1/2 dB stronger but neither were good enough for color.

We spent the better part of an hour tweeking and finally came to
the conclusion that between the weak footprint. the 3.8 dB noise fioure
lront end and the questionable performance ol the SatFinder dislh at
12 GHz, we were not going to get into the broadcast quality realm.

COOP/ continues on page 81
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Expenrs lVi l . l .  Bt Covenilg: Terrestr ial Interference, Scrambling, Electronics, New Legislation
and other  top ics concern ing the industry .
There' l l  also be reviews and previews of Industry Trade Shows, SPACE and STTI plans.

SATETUTE SHOWTIME is designed for the manufacturer, distr ibutor, dealer and consumer.

EMCEE: Chris Schultheiss, Editor of STV Magazine
GUESTS: David Barker, Electronics Design

Mike Gustafson,  Pres ident ,  Sate l l i te  Receiv ing Systems
@!or|!ry1q, Co-Owner, Chaparral Communications

9t l t !$nson,  Chief  Engineer ,  Microwave Fi l ter  Co.  Inc.  d iscuss ing T l .
Dave .Beeching, Director, Marketing and Sales, Oak Satel l i te Syslems covering the ten
quest ions you 've a lways wanted to  ask about  scrambl ing.
Bjck Schneringer, President, STTI, report ing from the neit Trade Show at Niagara Falls.
CnucX newi ! ! ,  Genera l  Manager ,  SPACE wi th in format ion on new leg is la t ion and organiza-
t ional  p lans.

A Presentation of. .  .
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COOP/ continued lrom page 78

Where we ended up was about 1 dB of CNR; at least B and probably
more away from suitable color quality.

The most suspect part of the system is the dish since we nave no
way of verilying the screen mesh opening size nor the accuracy of the
mesh surface inside of the f iberglass sandwich. The SatFinder went
out of production more than two years ago. A ten foot spun dish would
be a suitable replacement; an 8 foot would be a step in the r ight
direct ion. l f  we should determine, after changing out the antenna, that
the SatFinder is not that bad at 12 GHz (there lS a reason why nobody
offers 12 GHz f iberglass dishes!),  we are back to two obvious f ixes:

1) The 3.8 dB noise f igure cerlainly could be improved but with the
exception of some laboratory stuff , there are no LNA units out
there on the 12 GHz market with real ly adequate noise temper-
atures (say 150 to 200 degrees K as a start).

2) The ult imate dish size, for our'uncharted footprint region, 'may
turn out to be closer to 20 feet than '10 feet. Now getting a high
quali ty, highly accurate surface at 12 GHz in the 20 foot region
is no backyard effort. Tolerances to 1/48th of an inch are called
for and holding those over a 20 foot surface is not something
you do for the price of an ADM 20 foot petal parabolic. In facl,
you may not be able to do i t  with petals at al l .

Natural ly lam hopefulthat we wil lbe able to make the system play
without getting into the 20 foot aperture size reflectors with 12 GHz
accuracy. I have nothing against 20 footers (there are six that size and
larger now here) but few have the surface accuracy or mount rigidity
required lor 12 GHz.

I must admit that a lump did r ise in my throat when the f irst faint
diagonal l ines indicating sync appeared on the screen from SBS. I
hadn't had that lump for several years; back when we knew as litfle
about equipment and system requirements at 4 GHz as we now Know
al 12 GHz. lt was a good feeling to see that those emotions could still
be st irred, and natural ly we wil l  not rest easy unti l  we have done
everything possible to take our barely-in-sync signal up into the high
quality color region we now duplicate with such ease at 4 GHz.
Speaking of which, how are YOUR experiments at 12 GHz coming
along? You haven't writ ten to update me in quite some t ime!

RESIGNING As A Director
By now most are aware that fol lowing the March . l7th meeting of

the Board of Directors of SpACE, I came to a decision; a personal
decision. I could no longer serve on the SpACE Board. you deserve to
know why since I started SPACE and have tried mv level best to keeo
it together under some very trying circumstances, in the interim vears.

Everything, and everybody, grows up. Or at the very leasi, they
grow older. Sometimes aging includes changing. I  have ponoereo
whether or not the baby I created, SPACE, has simply changed and l ,
being an old iashioned st ick in the mud, have not changed with i t .  I
offer this as a dist inct possibi l i ty, and in which case,my problems with
SPACE' are a result of my reluclance to change with a changing
SPACE,

There are other possibilities, of course. perhaps SpACE is
changing, but i t  is not changing in a healthy manner. I  remember when
current Prexy Dalton (KLM) and current Chairman Johnson (para-
digm) were elected, some of the press keyed ofl of their election, and
the elect ion of others, as a 'changing of the guard';  a ,new era ol
growth for SPACE and the industry.' I avoided that comparison
since I have known both Dalton and Johnson for many years and
didn't  see that much that was 'new' in their approach to SPACE or the
industry.

Let's review the positive things that happened at the March 17th
board meeting, f i rst.'l) The new Executive Vice president, Chuck Hewitt. was intro-

duced to the group. He had been found, interviewed and then
hired by a selection committee that included Taylor Howard,
David Johnson, Peter Dalton and Richard L. Brown.

Hewitt told us he had no pre-conceived notions about how to run
SPACE. A board member asked if Hewitt had been given any kind of'outline' as to what his duties would be, whom he should report to.
what his priori t ies would be. The answer was ,no. '

COOP/ continues on page 85
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DOUBLE the news, double the reports, double the equipment reviews. CSD is TWICE per MONTH with CSD on the first
and CSD/2 on the 15th. EVERY month. Via AlRmail with the fastest turn-around in the home TVRO industry. CSD/2, for
example, goes from 'final lock-up'on the 12th to into{he-mails on the 15th! FRESH news, while it is stil l news, delivered via
AlRmail to you. EVERY word is created by Bob Cooper; every report has that special 'touch of experience'which comes
only from being the one individual who has been an important part of this industry from the very f irst home TVRO terminal
way back in 1976. FAST, accurate, news and reports and commentary by Coop;the one ingredient which sets CSD apart
from all of the imitators.
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and charge it on your V|SA/Mastercharge card weekdays between 9 AM and 4 PM eastern time; ask for Carol Graba!
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DO THE BASICS of home TVRO baffle you? Do you wonder how LNAs or down converters or antennas evolved.as trey 715 * |
have? Do you understand why Taylor Howard is the'dean'of the industry's engin_eers? C.SD ANTHOLOGY has it l j l sorte! ffi, ; A
out for you. We have taken the first two years of CSD (October 1979 through September 1980; October 1980 through I 
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itre indusiry we"know today. From LNA design work (by Bob Coleman) to antenna designs by Oliver Sy?!., the very basic r ' l
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are laid out ior you in typical 'Coop-Style.' Twenty{our times, month after month, for the f ull f irst t*o V""?.} 
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CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volume One is a true col lector 's i tem. During the f i rst  year of /  I  ' ' l

the industry, everybody shared their secrets! Can you imagine that the basis for i
virtually ALL of today's single-conversion.receivers was told to the world by designer , 4'
David Barker in June of 1980; he actual ly pr inted in CSD his schematic and his " .

circuit board for the 'imag9 rejection mixer'! He, in effect, gave away a multi-,Til!91i f T-(
dollar design 'secret '  and that promptly launched a myriad of receiver suppliers in), i  \ ,
the business (including KLM, which Barker later became associated with). Or, can )
you believe that English experimenter Steve Birkill detailed the basis for the 1er
Chaparral  'Super Feed' in CSD for February 1980, tel l ing everyone how to bui ld a k'scalar horn,' and that in June of 1980 Taylor'Howard and-Bob Taggart introduced " / 

i

production model of this same feed design (our first review of the Chaparral
appeared in the July 1980 issue of CSD)? How about this one. South Carol ina's

# > K
CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volume Two is everybit as exciting as Volume One. Starting
with the October 1980 issue, we see complete details for building a two-stage NEC
GaAs-FET LNA. The fellow who shared this information was another pioneer;
Norman Gillaspie. The same issue reports on the start-up of a 'new' firm that was 'i-
going to revolui ionize home TVRO sales; Nat ional Microtech. In the November, 

' f

1980 issue Taylor Howard issued a'warning' to dealers who were instal l ing LNAs \

without bandpass f i l ters;  something cal led'out of  band' noise was making the then
popular 120 degree units act l ike 180's or 200's.  Natural ly Taylor had a solut ion to
the problem! In the December issue we were concerned with Sat-Tec receivers that

during all of 1979, 80 and 81 ; people helping people start a brand new industry. i-.
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COOP/ continued trom page 81

2) There was a report from the'Show Committee. '  Bob Behar did
most of the talking. The SPACE show made lots of money for
SPACE. They made money on the banquet (1 700 seats sold)
and they made money on the exhibit  hal l  space (161 exhibitors
with 291 booths) and they were making money on the various
admission fees.

That SPACE made money, was able to pul l  off  the convention with
short notice, is admirable. Unfortunately, I  detected a'hunger'on the
part of some members of the board; an almost insatiable appetite to
gobble up more and more money lrom the industry. Director Dushane
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(Janeil)  was part icularly aggressive about pushing SPACE into a ful l
schedule of shows. We'll come back to that tooic.

3) There was a report from David Johnson dealinq with the soe-
cial 'Downlinking Seminar'  program he was coiducting at ihe
SPACE show. He would end up with around 500 people attend-
ing the 'cert i f icat ion' program, and making money aside, the
program had many positive benefits.

There was no question that the concept of conducting an
academic level course in downlinking was a bright move. That any of
the people who attended would'get r ich'by becoming a part of ihe
national downlinking 'pool '  of qual i f ied operators is academic.

4) There was a financial report. Faced with controversv about
where al l  of the money has gone, Brown and Finn with the
apparent assistance of some accounting people put together a
booklet enti t led'Satel l i te Television Industry Associat ion,
Inc. / SPACE / Fourth Anniversary Report To Membership.'
The booklet, 16 small  pages, is a not so subtle sales pitch ior
support ing SPACE. l t  tel ls us that 'Legal Fees' (one expense
item out of 7 categories listed) ate up 41"/" of the association,s
revenues in 1981 , 81 .9o/" of the associat ion's revenues in
1982, and 560/o of the associat ion's revenues during 19g3. In
the same t ime span the total revenues cl imbed from $26,800 in
1981 to  $419,900 in  1983.

I was pleased that the numbers I saw in the booklet closelv
matched the numbers I have in a copy of the Form 990 obtained from
lhe Treasury Department under the Freedom of Information Act. ln
other words, the official SPACE tax report (available to almost anvone
under the FOIA) is within percentage points of the booklet numbers.

5) There was a report on the progress in the so-called ,Zoning
Cases. '  This is the situation where local zoning boards are
attempting to regulate TVRO use by prescribing l imitat ions on
dish size and dish location in a person's vard. The bottom l ine
was that zoning cases continue, they are costing SpACE
money, and not much progress could be reported to date.

I made a plea that SPACE take the f i l ing made by Brown and Finn,
last December 19th with the FCC, and turn that into legislat ion to goHEWITT faces his employers
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before Congress. I  knew, at the t ime lwas pressing the board on this
issue, that my Apri l  issue of CSD contained an equally strong request
that SPACE stop messing around with the FCC on this issue and go
directly to Congress. I  got an interesting reaction.

Now up to this point the Board meeting was 'open 
; anyone who

wanted lo sit  in could do so. There were many members of the trade
press. some pioneer members who are not on the board, a couple ol
dealers, distrrbutors, and some interested unidenti f ied people. Every-
thing was above board and open, even the discussion ol a'negative';
the next SPACE trade show.

During the reporl on the Las Vegas show, the discussion shi l ted to
the 'next show.'  Several members of the board, led by Janeil 's
Dushane. oressed for a show which would come as close in t ime. and
as close in proximity, to the already scheduled STTI Nashvi l le show
(September 3-5), as possible. I  got the dist inct feel ing lhat at least
some of the board f igured at this point ' they had STTI'  down on the
floor for a f inal count. Things looked pretty good for the SPACE show
(which would open the fol lowing morning) and i f  you practice incest
and only talk with people who have the same vibes as you, pretty soon
you have a 'rol l  going' in which you can convince yoursel l  of almost
anything you wish. This group ' felt  so good'about the success of the
SPACE Vegas show that they were ready to hit  straight for the STTI
jugular vein. I  was sit t ing nexl to Peler Sutro (Patmar Technologies)
and he and I both had to forcibly control ourselves to keep from
throwing up on the lable. The animosity revealed was both electr i fying
and shocking. Here was a group of people locked in a mult i-mil l ion
dollar lawsuit,  and they were defendants in the suit .  The lawsuit
charged that they were sett ing out to conspire to put someone else
(STTI) oul of business. So what did they decide to do about the next
such situation?

You got i t .  They decided to select a date and location for the
SPACE Fall  Show'which was designed, on purpose, to make l i fe as
uncomlortable as possible for those dealers, distr ibutors, and OEMs
who would populate the show(s). I  would have to sleep on that,

Discussion turned to a small  machrne sit t ing openly on the table in

SATELLITE DICEST
front ol me; a $59.95 cassette tape recorder which I had picked up at
Radio Shack in Fort Lauderdale the day before f lying to Vegas.

"Was l tap ing  the  meet ing"?
That seemed l ike a dumb question. By now I was into the fourth

tape-side of the meeting and since this was a not very fancy machine
each t ime the tape f i l led a side, i t 'c lunked off 'with an echo you could
hear al l  over lhe room. I was taping the meeting.

" l  bel ieve those tapes are subpoenable," commented Counsel
Brown. He went on to note that SPACE was involved in a lawsuit
concerning lrade shows, that there had been a ' frank and open
discussion' of the 'SPACE strategy' concerning the fal l  trade show,
and any tapes made of that discussion were'evidence. '  I  suggested
that the room was f i l led with witnesses. and I suspected there were
other tapes as well .  Lloyd Covens of Channel Guide quickly admit-
ted he had been taping the meeting.

" l  would l ike those tapes turned over to me," urged Brown. The
debate continued. l t  continued for nearly 45 minutes. My tape ran out
and I neglected to load a new lape into the machine. In the end,
nobody had the guts to'demand'that I  lurn over lhe tapes and after
wasting 45 minutes the subject died. Fif teen minutes later I  knew what
I must do and I quiet ly bundled up al l  of the tapes made and sent them
to Brown through a 'messenger. '  Lloyd Covens kept his tapes.

What I  would later learn is that prior to the Board meeting, there
had been a private meeting of a'cl ique'within the board. Thal cl ique
was presented with a preview of a motion one of the members wanted
to offer at the'open' meeting;that l ,  the founder of SPACE, be asked to
resign because (as the motion put i t)  "There are severe confl icts of
interest when a journal ist si ts on the Board . .  ." .  That motion did not
come up; the tape recorder ' issue' had been a suitable substi tute for
the motion which was designed to 'condemn me,' the lournal ist,  for
having the brashness to write about SPACE and i ts management as I
did in the March issue of CSD.

That was not the only thing that did not come up From the f loor, a
pioneer member asked the board to clari fy "how it  is that Senator
Barry Goldwater received a TVRO terminal, as a 9if t ."  You may not
be aware of i t ,  but 'gi f t ing' a Senator or a Congressman with a TVRO

I
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terminal is a no-no. l t  violates 'canons of ethics. '  After the question
from the floor, there was a long, pregnant pause. The pioneer re-
asked the question.

'Yes, '  the Senator was the recipient of a TVRO terminal. , ,But, ' ,  the
answer came back, " i t  was given to an 'Amateur Radio Club, '  not the
Senator himself." The guy asking the question wondered who was
involved in deciding 'which brand of antenna, which brand of receiv-
er, which brand of LNA' (etc.) ended up at the ,Goldwater Amateur
Radio Ctub. 'The f inger was point ing at the General Counsel but no
answer came forth. While al lof this was happening, I  sunk down in my
chair wondering how far THIS ONE was going to go. Just days prior to
the-Las Vegas meeting, I had been called by two reporters for a major
U.S. news service. They were onto a 'story; involving Goldwater, t'he
TVRO industry, Senator Dole and others. I  had l istened to lheir'evidence' and I had learned a great dealfrom them. They had learned
nothing from me, although I could have f i l led in manv of the missinq
pieces they were looking for. I  admit that I  detiberatelv withheld
information from these national press guys, at that time, because I
could see this one blowing up al l  over the USA. ,,Did I think there had
been some impropriet ies involved?" they asked. I  suggested they cal l
me back in a couple of weeks.

Fortunately, perhaps, the pioneer member didn't  push the ,Gold-
water terminal '  questioning very far. He stopped f ar short of involvinq a
much larger segment of SPACE. But I  knew there was a t ime boib
t icking away there, and I st i l l  know it .  And now when thev read this
here (they do subscribe to CSD), they wil l  know that I  know it .

Short ly after the Board meeting brot<e up, I  ran down Bob Behar. I
asked him if  he thought the Board accomplished anything. He told me
yes, and what. I  asked him why there had been no real discussion of
the al legations concerning Richard L. Brown; had not this been the
opportunity to clear the air,  once and for al l? He said he felt  the air was
cleare0.

"Brown is st i l l  a Vice President," I  chided, not sure whether he
was or not. I  heard nothing about that question at the Board meetinq
proper. "lf he is, we can't have two, " Behar replied. I dropped the issu6
tor that day; Saturday.

. I  slept.poorly Saturday night, wondering just what had real ly
happened to SPACE; how we could continue to be in a mult i-mil l io;
dol lar lawsuit,  how we could be uptight about a set of audio tapes
made within an 'open board meeting,' and still have a majority vote to
go ahead and schedule a ' fal l  show' r ight on top of the guy who was
suing us for our spring show!

Eventual ly I  turned to the minutes from the Januarv gth meetinq of
the Board: a meeting which I did not attend, and where the last di ich
attempts to reach accommodation between SpACE (i t  was st i l l
SPACE then!) and STTI had fal len apart.  I  read them over, twice. What
I was looking for was some indication of how we had moved from a'Board of Directors' to an 'Executive Committee'form of governmenr.

You see, what has transpired since Januarv is that SpACE has
changed i ts name (from SPACE to S.T.t.A.),  anb gotten involved in
numerous contracts and lawsuits, has openly courted the Canadian
trade associat ion C-SPACE to co-sponsor a trade show in Canada,
had created and published public f inancial statements, has hired a
new General Manager .  .  .  and who knows what else, al l  without
holding a meeting of the Board of Directors. I  lound that intr iguing.
What I found was that the January Board meeting authorized a new
Executive Committee, made up of the Chairman (Jbhnson). the presi-
dent (Dalton), the Vice President (Brown), the Treasurer (Behar) and
the Secretary (Wysong), to make any decisions necessary with ' the
power of '  the Board of Directors. From a 23 man board, where on a
close vote i l  takes 12 members agreeing, to a 5 man committee where
on a close vote i t  takes 3 members agreeing is quite a change! By
morning I knew there was only one thing I could do. I  went looking for
Bob Behar.

"Here is my check for the f irst month's pioneer Member
dues," I  said to Behar, handing him a $300 check. I  also handed in mv
application/registrat ion form. "Why do that?" he asked, , 'you were
voted a Member lor l i fe back in 1981?"."And, here is my resignation," I  went on, and I read i t  to him out
of the notebook where i t  had been penned. We talked about i t .  I
re-brought up the question ot Brown being a Vp and Hewttt betng a
VP. "Come to the formal ceremonies when Hewifi is introduced lo the
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NOT ANY MORE . .

membership," he urged. "Brown wil l  be resigning his VP posit ion at
that t ime, in deference to Hewitt ," he told me. I  smiled. Unasked was
whether Brown would still be on the five man Executive Committee.

"Look, we don't  need anymore rumors or problems at the
show. Wil l  you withhold any public announcement unti l  al ter the
show?" he asked. I  mentioned that I  had considered putt ing i t  on
Intersat's 'Radio Free Space' channel '1 1 message system in the
hotel.  He gulped, and I agreed not to do that before I talked with him
again. In the end, I  simply did not make any such public display of the
resignation.

l l  you are a reader who comprehends, you can probably f ind
several good reasons for my resignation to this point. I have been (one
of three) representing 'consumers' in the industry for many years. I
was elected by the'consumer members, 'whomever they might real ly
be. l t  is my intention that my absence from the Board shal l  be tempo-
rary; only unti l  the next elect ion. My 'plan' is open and above board.
It is not devious, it is not intended to upset anyone's 'honest applecart.

I have chosen, given several options, to attempt to 'reform'

SPACE from within. There have been numerous people who have
come to me suggesting that 'we' start another trade association. I
have several dozen reasons why that is not the best approach.

We already have a trade association, lt is suffering, I feel, from
an i l lness. l t  is not a terminal i l lness. There is greed, and avarice and
poor judgement littering the recent history of SPACE. There are
' insider deals' that threaten to make national headlines and there is a
manipulat ion of the membership, for pol i t ical purposes, which could
become 'terminal' if it is not stopped.

But when I look around the Board and I see people like Donald
Berg of Channelmaster, Ronald Wysong of R.L. Drake, John
Applegate of Gould/Dexcel, and Peter Sutro of Palmar, I see level
headed, honest, straight thinking individuals who have tar too much to
lose by condoning or agreeing to much of what has gone on recently.

The 80 page printed program for the SPACE convention listed me
on page21 as one of the'Technical Speakers. '  In part,  somebody (not
me!) wrote:

"Mr. Cooper is the acknowledged father of the home earth
s ta t ion  indus t ry  and one o f  the  or ig ina l  founders  o f
S P A C E . . . " .
I acknowledge that I am the 'father'bf this industry. And that I was' . . one of the original tounders of SPACE.' And that is precisely why I

cannot allow myself to:
1) Break off and start a new, competitive trade association

(although I am sure there are others on the present Board who
would view this as a fine opportunity to 'make money' and
create a new'cl ique' of power), or,

2) Watch SPACE lurther disintegrate into a private club run by
perhaps 6 to B individuals who simply lack the business or
personal maturity to treat OUR trade association as something
which belongs to us all, rather than those who happen to be in
power at the moment.

So here is my'plan. 'This is my complete plan, and I am not holding
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back on any 'secret' details.

Number one: I intend to create a 'slate of 12' to run for the next
election. Using the present SPACE by-laws, we will run as a group
ot 12 attd we will follow the democratic process to attempt to 'gain

control' of SPACE.
I would much rather have 12 guys stand before me and tell me that

they are going to run as a group, and work togelher where practical
as a group, and KNOW that they are going to do this, than to have 12
individuals run alone and then see 'back room deals' put together to
quietly wrestle control of the trade association away f rom the others on
the board who are not part of the 'inside group.'

I have formed a small committee of other 'concerned oioneers'
who will help me with this. I am publicly asking for input from as many
people (members and non members) as possible. lt is my intention
that meetings involving people who are concerned about SPACE's
future take place between now and election time. I plan to call for a
public meeting to be held during the STTI Niagara Falls regional
show June 12-14. I have not asked the STTI people if we can have a
meeting room to do this, yel, but will before you see this in print.

Number two: I would like to see a 'SPACE Reform Platform'
drawn up; a platform which sets forth so that everyone who is a
voting member of SPACE can carefully read just what this group
stands for, how it intends to reform SPACE, what changes in
SPACE control it envisions. I would like the 'Platform' to be the
result of as many 'caucus' type meetings as possible, held at trade
shows where practical, between now and the fall elections.
I have established a special file at the CSD office. ANYONE writing

to me about the 'SPACE Platform' will end up in that file. None of
these letters will be published, unless the writer specifically re-
quests that it be printed. All ot these letters will go to the 'Reform

SPACE Platform Committee'and wil l  be considered'raw inout ' in the
platform creation process.

Number three: lt is my belief that when the elections are held this
fall, we should and will be accorded the opportunity to see that
every member receiving a voting ballot ALSO receive a full set ol
the platform documents which the 'Slate ol 12' tinally adopts. This
means that we will have to 'insist' that the elections THIS year be
held in such a way that nobody can affect the outcome by re-
writing the background material on each candidate (for the bal-
lots), nor can the 'listing of candidates' be structured so that'favored names' appear together, or at the top of the ballot, or any
other mickey-mouse gerry-mandering.
There have been complaints, in the past, that the'statt'of Brown

and Finn, preparing the ballot materials, was in a position to influence
the outcome of the elections by the way they structured the balloting
material. Obviously there is no place for this type of hanky-panky in a
respectable trade associalion, and whether this happened in the past
is not important; that it shall not happen in the tuture, is important.

Number four: The selection ol the 'Slate of 12' wi l l  be as demo-
cratic as possible. In a year lilled with primary and general elec-
tions on the local, state and national levels, we all have been (or
wil l  be) dul led by the entire process of 'select ing leadership. 'This
is probably not the best year to try to build a democratic foundation
lor our trade association!
I have joined SPACE as a Pioneer because I would like to be

back on the board, as a Pioneer. Yes, I have asked several Deople
(about six to date) to careful ly consider being on the'Slate of 12. '
Somebody has to take the lead, asking people to think about the
luture of SPACE, and their own future in this business. As the ,ac-
knowledged'father of this industry,' I have taken it upon myself to be
thal 'somebody. '  However, as we get the bal l  rol l ing, I  intend to step
back and down. I would much prefer to have somebodv else leadino
this etfort and a lew are cautiously considering that, as you read thisl
In the final analysis, if we hold 'caucus meetings' in Niagara Falls and
elsewhere between now and early Fall, we WILL HAVE leadership
step forth.

Natural ly ldo have quite a few ideas about how SPACE should be
restructured. These are my own ideas and whether any of them find
their way into the formal 'plattorm' will depend upon the platform
Committee. The 23 man board is too large, I believe. Not necessarily
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defivers 7U/o surface efficienqf And it wiff continue to deliler foryears to come. U/fry?

l. The truss arms are hand fitted, heli-arc (aircraft) wefded and custom honed for flawfess
alignment.

2.The ring supports are crafted from T-bar, rather than flat bar, rolled and die checked to
insure greater strength and perfect 3600 ring support.

3. The mesh panels are indMdually cut and rolled flat for perbcted parabolic surhce.
4. The entire dish is assembled Wth custom designed stainfess steel cfips that repface and

out perform tyng wire and cut )our assembly to hou6 instead of datr6.
5. The panefs are secured by aluminum cap strips engineered to assure continuous smooth

panel surhce and secure panel mesh.
6. The dish mount is designed to suit any location in North America and its hearry Teflon@

bearings make for easy one man aqjustment.
' 

All these efements combine to make a satellite dish that is eaqy to assembfe and Wff wear
for yean to come. Wdre convinced. fn fact we support a four )ear antenna warranty but we
don't think )ou'fl s/er need it. AnsroConaXL-fz -"

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
Write: National Distributing Co., Inc., ll4Pride Drire, Route 2, SimpsonMlle, South Carolina 296€�1, (803196744lt3
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at the present time, but as large as it is already, there is no room left for
growth. That needs to be addressed. The present division oJ the
board, between Pioneers, Distributors, Dealers and Consumers is far
too heavily weighted towards OEMs. Dealers are, in my view, the
future of this industry. OEMs will decline in numbers in the next two
years, and their importance will shift offshore in the process. We need
to be prepared for that happening, and to gradually shift the real power
base to the Dealers and Distributors so that American distribution
policy remains in the hands of American merchandisers.

The Executive Committee concept sounds good, but it has already
proven to me that it is capable of being a 'Clique-That-Ran-Amuck.'

When I had to come to the Board meeting to find out that we had
changed the name of our trade association, and I served on the
Board, something is tenibly out of balance! In my view, we need to
reappraise what power we have turned loose here and do something
with the bylaws to recapture the power back to the elected board,
Remember, the membership elects the board and the board elects
the officers. The Executive Committee. all officers. were not elected
as officers by the membership. Yet they run the shop. Strange indeed.

The SPACE concept, as presently practiced, makes almost no use
of 'Committees.' As it now stands, everything done, investigated,
studied, considered, and approved goes through a very narrow funnel
consisting of just a handful of people. We have vast, untapped talent in
the industry. We have good lawyers, good engineers, good techni-
cians, good marketing people and so on. None of these people are
being asked to help. That must change; we must have a far broader
input-base and we must have more participation. I'd create an entire
cadre of new Committees so that SPACE could be working on many
dilferent projects all at the same time.

What about the present members of the board? | have already
identified four whom I believe are excellent people, who must cringe
when they know they have to attend a meeting of the SPACE board,
There are others on the present Board with at least the 'potential' to be
capable industry leaders and administrators. How they sort out in the
coming months will depend in large measure on how they conduct
themselves in the interim.

I suppose that if I was writing a novel, I would look for an adverse
reaction from those who 'know they have been caught.' I would look
for and expect to see a counter-movement lrom a group that likes
having things done their way; who feels that 'making money for
SPACE' is more important than anything else, the hell with what is
moral ly r ight and wrong. So I issue this warning, and, suggestion.

I have no intention of being a part of a'negative political contest.'
Any group I am part of will play the rules open and above board. There
will be no dirty tricks, or, I will get out in a hurry. However, if I Jind that
the 'other side' is stooping to dirty tricks, that they want to maintain
their present status quo so badly that they are willing to drag the dirty
l inen of an entire industry out in publ ic view, I  wi l l  feel compelled to
write about their activities, and make certain that the voters in the

PROMAR
Paraclipse 9' Dish

and Mount  . . . . . .  . .  $770.
(F O.B. TAMPA)

Paraclipse 12' Dish
and Mount $945.

(F.O B. TAMPA)

Full System Engineering,
9' to 20' for Offshore

Installations.

8r3t876-7677
TELEXt52-825
1-800-237-2903
r 800-282-7713

PROMAR, INC.
4972 W. LaSalle St.
Tampa, FL 33607
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industry do know the truth. There is no place in this industrv for a
continuation of past policies which have created division, anger, and
waste of human talents. Let us all accept that the party of the past is
over, and that 1 985, under new leadership, wi l l  be a stel lar vear for our
emerging industry.

SCPC and Marshall
I  mentioned last month that back late in January I had put one

Marshall  Foi lestowork atthe WlVGrace Baycomplexwith a 12page
memo of things to be accomplished 'by Saturday. '  Marshall  has now
been through quite a number of Saturdavs ani some of the earlv
results are in.

_ Marshall  has a job many would envy. He l ives down here in the
Turks and Caicos after growing up in iural Ohio. He came to the
islands because an acquaintance had a construction job going here
and there was a need for ' trained supervision' on the job. Mirshit t  fras
several construction-trade qualities (he and wife Sheri recenilv com_
pleted the f irst phase of their 'do-i t-yourself-house') 

and back in the'old days'on Provo (circa 1980) a fel low who knew which end of a
hammer to bang the nai ls with was in great demand. That was before
the present construction boom where upwards of 400 people are
employed on a single job and Marshall ,  l ike the Coopers, was a
proneer back when i t  meant something to be a pioneer here. Gawd
what a difference a few years make."You had to see it to believe it," he said lo me one dav late in
March, walking back into the WIV production studio where I was
slaving away on magazine copy for this issue. , ,There were hun_
dreds of people there"! Gett ing hundreds of people lo one place al
one t ime here is l ike f i l l ing Yankee Stadium in New york. l t  takes some
doing. He had just come back from video taping the arr ival of our f irst
regular, commercial,  jet service; Cayman Airways had landed with a
pi le of dignitaries and he had the WIV ENG unit on the scene to , f i lm'
the landing for future historians to study. We both told our favorite'pre-commercial-jet' 

stories to each other for the upteenth time and
then he cleaned up the video gear and stuck the ENd batteries back in
the charger. I  couldn't  help but notice that here, where tour years ago
there was no electr ici ty, no paved roads, no telephone and'not much
else we lake for granted in the states, was a young guy in his mid-2o,s
calmlywiping off an ENG video camera and making sure the gear was
ready for the next f ield assignment. Life certainly changeslast.

. ln between bui lding new dishes, r iding herd on our growing staff,
and keeping a total of l9 TV and FM transmitters operational 24hours
a day, Marshall  has become the world's number one expert on SCpC
on satel l i te. We equipped him with a host of receivers, a couole of
dishes, designed a computer logging system for record keeping and
turned him loose on the orbi l  belt .  In a couple of weeks he had-more
than 150 FM/SCPC channets ' logged' and was busy deciphering who
was where and when they were 'on the air. '"When do you want to start this in GSD?" he asked me in
mid-March. I  told him I thought the May issue would be OK and
suggested he have his ini t ial  f indings to me in log form by 1 Apri l ."What do we do about the ones we haven't identified iett'; fre
nexl asked. I  suggested we sit  on them unti l  we had them identi f ied."What about the National Crime Information Channel (NCIC) on
radio teletype?" he asked. , ,Do we want the feds cal l ing on Carol
because we list where you can tune in the national hoiline on
every bank robbery and stolen car in the USA?,, I thought about
that for awhile. I  am st i l l  thinking about i t .  I  wi l l  probably think about i t
for another month or so. I  had been a part of a iecent,uisi t 'with some
FBI guys and hadn't recovered from that one vet.

Marshall's first effort appears here this month, on page 62. He
worries about not being a'professional journalist.' I told him that it he
sticks to the listings and tacts, I'd handle the journalism part.

The whole concept, brief ly, is this.
Up there on satel l i te is a ton of information and data. Much ol i t  is

intended to entertain but some of i t  is intended toinform. Hidden awav
0n transponders such as 3 on Westar 4 is an entirely dif ferent world
than video; a couple of dozen radio network and news network and'hotl ine' audio and data channels. Given the r ight equipment, they can
be several t imes more excit ing to fol low than w-atching ,Firefox'forthe

#47019 Terrestrial
Interference Filter

This dual notch f i l ter t raps ou1 I  0MHz offset inter-
fe rence and c leans  up  unwatchab le  t ransponders

#47022 Threshotd
Extension Filter

Perfect for Smalt  Dish Systems to
sharp ly  reduce weak s igna l  spark l ies

#47015Intelsat
% Transponder Filter

This f i l ter al lows recept ion from the Intelsat
Birds with standard bandwidth receivers

P.O. Box 15082
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. Phoenix, AZ 85060
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"Nation's Largest Satellite Equipment Distributor"
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seventeenth iime that month. I have this vision that ultimately the
satel l i te audio/data channels wil l  be the next generation 'scanners in
the sky. '  Most of us know that companies such as Regency sel l  a ton
of 'Scannel type radios so folks can listen in on everything from the
local ool ice cal ls to the f ire department. Satel l i te audio channels are
far more diverse than that; there is a myriad o1 audio networks for a
couple of dozen different states, two networks for Los Angeles Dodg-
ers baseball  (one in English and one in Spanish) and news from and
for virtually every corner of the world. Satellite audio is the ultimate
l istening post. And Marshall  is our lead man in making you aware of
that excitement and advising you of what to look Jor, and where.

MARSHALL Foiles adiusting an Oscar 10 satel l i te antenna on
Provo.

I know what wil l  happen. Regency and a dozen others wil l  come
out with new FM''SCPC receivers. That 's good; the present select ion
is expensive and not entirely adequate lor what is happening here.
Next some guy in North Carol ina or l l l inois wil l  come out with a'book'
which wil l  have been cribbed lrom Marshall 's column and he wil l  go on
the newsstands with i t  and make 1 0 grand. This wil l  take a year or less.
Al l  of i t .

Marshall ,  meanwhile, wants to integrate our FM/SCPC l istening
post with our Fort Lauderdale office so people can call our Florida
office atter hours and get an updated report on which new services
have popped up where. I have a plan that is better than that, but we
have to walk here before we run.

"Some guy just knocked off a bank in Cincinnati .  Come and
read his descript ion!". The descript ion was so complete that i f  the
bank robber stepped off of the next Cayman Airways jet onto Provo,
clutching his i l l -gotten loot, I 'd have no dif f iculty spott ing him. I 'd advise
bank robbers to mark Provo off their 'hiding place l ist ' ;  the world just
got smaller.

*fis**l #
. ]G A SATETLITE RECEIVER. VCR.LIKE HAVING A SATETLITE RECEIVER. V

CABLE TV, AND VIDEO DISC IN EVERY
ROOM!

.  Remole  con i ro l  So le l l r le
Recerver  VCI? .  Cob le  TV
ond V ideo Drsc  cor r  now be
used lo ' rg .d rs tonce
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your  remole  con l ro l  v rdeo
componen ls

.  Mokes non remole  TVs
remole  con l ro l lob le  wr lh
remote  con l ro l  VCR.  Cob le
Se ec lo r  o r  So le l l r te  [?ece iver

.  No foncy  wr f rng  needed
uses  exrs l ing  coox  01  w i f lng
between TVs

.  No ex l ro  con l ro ls  to  buyr  Uses
the  hond he ld  remole
cont ro l le rs  you o l reody  hove

.  No loo ls  requr red  Eosr ly
Ins lo l led  In  mrnu les
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* CHOICE OF TWO CONNECTOR CONFIGURATIONS!
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femqle-l,lole

{< 3.65 to 4.25 GHz
Greoter thon 60 dB

{. THREE ISOLATION VALUES Greorer rhon 50 d.!
Greoler lhon 4Q dB

* INSERTION LOSS LESS THAN 0.9 dB

AVCOM con olso supply your needs for
* Receivers * 2,4, ond 8 woy Power Dividers *< Anlennos

{< Feedlines & Coble Assemblies * D. C. Powerblocks
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Hectronics
P.O. Box 816
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

with llf ^/f Component
^ LIVI SiteIlite-Eirth Stations

KLM Electronics has expanded the
phenomenal popularitybf the Sky Eye
M V receivers bv introducins several
new technologlcaliy advanced 

"receiver

systems & accessories designed to sads$
your explodlng consumer need, and
keep KLM on the leading edge of
consumer product development
Your customers alreadv know KLM
quality, now you can p-lofit from our
complete llne of Earth Statlon recelvers,
antennas, & accessories that add con-
venience, perfomance and new capabil-
ities to any installadon. The more com-
plete the installation, the more profft for
you. KLM has consistantly led the lndus-
try in design and marketabiltty with our
unique modular product line. The variety
of receiver price hnges and our upgrad;-
able system design idds unequafe?

flexibtlity when tailorlng installatlons to
individual budget requiiements.
To top it all off, KLM has implemented
a nationwide advertising campaign spot-
lighting our indlvidual 6mponeits and
integrated systems thru premium circu-
lation Trade/Consumer magazines and
newspapers, as well as point-of-purchase
support and sales tools to makC your
merchandising program compleft.
So stock up, the customers are comlng.

Call your distributor or write us for details.




